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PREFACE

The focus of this project is on recent American Indian
history and its exemplification of constantly emerging ways
of dealing with and adapting to the new legislative thrusts
of the United States; namely, the self-determination policy
of the 1970's.
The approach which is taken in this research project
relies on the method of social indicator analysis to establish the organizational framework for the study.

Its appli-

cation to Indian Affairs represents a new trial for policy
analysis.

The lack of a coherent information system on a

group which depends on the Federal government for much of its
financial assistance to deal with social problems on reservations has slowed the development of a complex, analytical
evaluation of policy decisions in this area.
The research attempts to quantify the social conditions
on the country's largest Indian reservation and the effect
self-determination has had on improving these conditions.
The role of the study group (the Navajo) is not intended to
be the main focus of the research.

It is more an evaluation

of the method of social indicator analysis and its application

iii

to policy decisions.

Questions which are critiqued by this

project are:
Does the data base adequately measure social change?
Can indicator analysis be used to formulate policies
and evaluate previous decisions?
These questions are intended to raise the issue of using
indicators to measure social changes and social conditions.
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INTRODUCTION
The objective of this research project is to examine the
policy of self-determination in Indian affairs by focusing on
the social changes which have occurred in the decade during
which this policy became effective with the passage of the
Indian Self-Determination Act in 1975.

Since

this policy

and subsequent legislation addresses several comprehensive and
complex issues, certain limits have been placed on the research. The American Indian tribe which will be used as the
population boundary is the Navajo who reside on the reservation land located in the Four Corners Area of Arizona (see
Figure 1).

The functional area selected for analysis is

education which is a key social process and a primary concern
of the Navajo due to their young population (median age in 1980
was 18.8 years).
This paper is organized into three main chapters which
review policies
'

in Indian affairs and the application of

indicator analysis to the self-determination goal endorsed by
Nixon in 1970.

Within the first chapter, a background of

previous policy and legislative enactments is given in order
to provide for a more comprehensive understanding of the role
Federal policy statements play in the social processes which
interact in Indian culture.

In addition, the present status

...
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of Indian tribes, legally and politically, and its effect on
the educational delivery systems on the Navajo reservation
is also outlined in order to give a more detailed background
into the social process of education and its role in Indian
society.

This information provides the necessary conceptual

framework for a discussion of the current legislation, the
Self-Determination Act, and its implicit goal of improving
social conditions on the reservations.
The second chapter on the social indicator model
explores the use of a social indicator model which aids the
researcher in the selection of relevant variables which
measure the effect of self-determination on the education
process.

The model is designed to integrate each variable

selected for analysis into a comprehensive framework in
order to facilitate the evaluation of the goal of selfdetermination on education.

This new direction in Indian

affairs is researched in detail by identifying the relationship between indicators and organizing them into the model
for analysis.

The outcome of this analysis is a study of the

various components of the educational system and their relationship to the overall functional area of education.
Implicit in this approach is an attempt to evaluate the
effect of this policy statement on improving the quality of
life of the Navajo.
The final chanter reviews the data collected and interprets

4

the final results of the analysis for its implications in
the evaluation of the improvement in the educational achievement through self-determination.

A final note is included

as a critique of this approach in dealing · with policies on
complex issues such as Indian affairs.

Particular attention

is paid to the reliability of the method and an evaluation of
conclusions which can be formulated from the final data
analysis.
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CHAPTER I
FEDERAL INDIAN POLICY
Introduction
This chapter briefly describes the history of Federal
policy since the signing of the 1868 treaty with the Navajo
for their present reservation land.

Early Navajo history is

not recounted here since its relevance to the study is not
significant.1

The chapter is divided into two main sections,

an overview of major federal action in Indian affairs and
a history of the educational directives contained

in the

major policy statements and legislation.
History
There has always existed a special relationship between
Indian tribes and the United States.

The first major agree-

ment between the Navajo and the United States government
clearly defined this relationship.
. 2
NavaJo

The Treaty with the

set up a separate nation for them in the area where

four states join their boundaries (see Figure 1).

In this

treaty, the Navajo agreed to keep peace with the United States

1. For an excellent history of the Navajo prior to 1868
see John Upton Terrell, The Navajo (New York: Weybright and
Talley, 1970).
2. Treaty between the United States of America and the
Navajo Tribe of Indians, concluded June 1, 1868, 15 Stat.
667.

6

and remain on the land designated as Federal reservation
territory in exchange for their own system of political
organization and social and legal control which would
interpret tribal laws and apply them to those under its
jurisdiction.

Generally speaking, the Treaty allowed the

States which"hosted" the Navajo reservation (Utah, New
Mexico and Arizona) no jurisdiction over Indians within
their boundaries.

Since the signing of this treaty, the

original, restricted boundaries, combined with a growing
population, required successive changes in reservation land
beginning in 1878 (see Figure 2 for a history of the boundary changes since the original treaty).
The first major policy phase has its roots in the 1830's
when the continuing westward
·1ed to

the

pressure of white settlement

relocation and restriction of Indian land.

The Indian Removal Act of 18303 provided that the Federal
government could unilaterally trade United States territory
west of the Mississippi for any Indian-occupied lands east
of the same river.

Less than twenty years later, the gov-

ernment reaffirmed its restriction of Indian rights. In
a rider to an 1872 Indian appropriation bill, 4 Congress
provided that from that time forward, tribes were no longer
to be considered as sovereignties with whom the government
could negotiate treaties.

However, existing treaty rights,

3,

4 Stat. 411 (1830),

4.

16 Stat. 66 (1871).

FIGURE 2
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like those granted to the Navajo, were not affected.

In

1887, Congress continued its erosion of Indian sovereignty
by passing the Allotment Act, better known as the Dawes
Act5, which provided for the division of reservations into
individually owned parcels.

The tribal land which remained

after individual allotment was to be purchased by the Federal government and subsequently opened to white homestead
entry.

This Dawes Severalty Act of 1887 was designed to

destroy the reservation system and tribal solidarity by
allotting land to individual Indians.
In 1934, Congress reversed its policy with the passage
of the Indian Reorganization Act. 6 The reservations were
now reorganized under tribal ownership
government was encouraged.

and tribal self

The Act allowed tribes to re-

establish their governing powers by drafting their own
constitutions and setting up their own court systems rather
than operating as agencies under the Federal government.
By the 1950's, policy direction reversed again with
Congress advocating the assimilation of the Indian population
into the dominant culture.

Related to this termination

approach was the passage of Public Law 83-280.7

This Law

permitted states to assume jurisdiction over civil and criminal actions by affirmative legislative action.

Thus,

Congress gave states the power to assume judicial jurisdiction
5.

24 Stat. 388, current version at 25

6.

48 Stat. 984, current version at 25

7.

67 Stat. 588, current version at 25
~1360 (1976).

u.s.c.

u.s.c.
u.s.c.
u.s.c.

~331

(1976).

§461 (1976).
§1162, 28
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over the Indian tribes within their boundaries by amending
their state constitutions.
By the mid-1960's, Federal policy moved into the area
which is the focus of this study; self-determination in
Indian affairs.

The primary example of the beginning of

this new policy was the passage of the Civil Rights Act of
1968. 8 The Act devoted two titles to Indian Rights and
Jurisdiction over Criminal and Civil Actions (Titles II and
IV, respectively).

Section 1302 of Title II imposes a

"Bill of Rights" requirement on all tribes.

Many Indian

leaders and tribal members have expressed their dissatisfaction with this section since it enforces "Anglo" concepts
of fundamental human rights on traditional Indian customs
and cultural traits.

The Bill of Rights now required "due

process" in the Indian courts as well as a provision for
Federal court habeas corpus review of tribal orders (section
1303). In contrast, Title IV ruled that state control of
Indian judicial matters could only be assumed by a majority
vote of approval of the Indians residing on a reservation
within a particular state boundary.

This Title was received

more favorably than Title II by Indian leaders.
Nixon's Message to Congress on Indian Affairs9 further
supported the concept of self-determination by advocating
an increasing role for Indians in administering their own
affairs.
Tribes.

This policy opened up new opportunities for all
His policy rejected the earlier statements of

8.

25 u.s.c·. §§1303-1341 (1970).

9.

See Appendix A for the transcript of Nixon's Message.
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termination of Federal assistance to Indiaraon three points:
• .

Federal-Indian relations must continue on the
agreement of past treaties where Indians have
given up claims to large tracts of landholdings
and accepted life on reservations.

•

Based on past experiments with termination,
economic and social conditions declined sharply
after policies became effective.

•

Fear of termination has created a greater reliance on the Federal authorities by the Navajo
which, in effect, has reinforced the paternalistic
programs under governmental control and particularly
stagnated the achievement level of Indian tribes.

Nixon's policy advocated a greater role for American
Indians in their own affairs without fear of termination.
This goal of self-determination was enforced as the only
approach which would achieve a quality of life · for Indians
similar to the level of other United States citizens.

The

discrepancy between statistics on Indians who live on
reservations and the overall United States figures was well
documented by the 1970 Census of Population.

At the time

of Nixon's address, Indian leaders were publicizing their
demands for equality with these statistics. (See Table I
for a summary of some key indicators which were being used
by the Navajo to support their demands for self-determination
and equal opportunities). Nixon's Message was influenced by

11
TABLE I
NAVAJO CATCH-UP REQUIREMENTS: SOCIAL INDICATORS

Income
per capita personal income ~
U.S. $J,921
~--N-a_v_a_j_o~$-9-o~o-'---------------1970 (SA & BIA)

Employment
4%0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
percent of labor force with ~u,__.s__
._9___
jobs, 1970 (MRP & NCC)
Navajo 40%

--J

Education
average school years by
adults, 1970 (SA & BIA)

[______________U__.s__._1_2-.--------------

Health
infant survival ratio,
1970 (PHS)

~~s_._2__
.1~·---=-----------i

Housing
percent of homes with
standard inside plumbing
(SA & PHS

l___

Transportation
miles of surfaced roads
per 1,000 sq. mi. (SA
and BIA)

~W. rural roads 154

-

NavaJo5

-NaVaJOl.O

-

-

U.S. 81.8%
Navajo 8.4%

Navajo6o

Sources: SA - Statistical Abstract of the United States; BIA Navajo Area Office, Bureau of Indian Affairs; MRP - Manpower
Report of the President; NCC - Navajo- Community College; PHS Navajo Area Office, Public Health Service
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the Indian activities as he intended the goal of self-determination to be implemented by increasing participation of the
Navajo in the decision-making process in order to improve
social conditions in three main areas: educational achievement,
health care and economic development.

In addition, an im-

provement in these areas, according to Nixon's address, required that Indian communities have their own lawyers, doctors,
educators .

The key assumption of the concept of self-

determination is that an increase in self-determination will
improve the economic and social conditions which presently
exist on the reservations.
The legislation which developed from this policy became
law in 1975 (see Appendix B).

The Congressional declaration

supported Nixon's Message by declaring that the obligation
of the United States is to respond to the strong expression of the Indian people for self-determination
by assuring maximum Indian participation in the direction of educational as well as other Federal services
to Indian communities so as to render such services
more responsive to the needs and desires of those
communities.10

Summary
The Federal policy reviewed

here

allows for an inter-

pretation of an Indian tribe as a political body endowed with
the power of self-government.

The historical evolution of

the status of Indians in the United States has placed them
in the unique position of both citizens and wards of the
country: they comprise sovereign nations which are nevertheless

10.

25 U.S.C.

~50a

(1976).

lJ
subject to certain Federal regulations.
Since the Indian Reorganization Act in 19J4, the Navajo
government has expanded its representation and broadened its
powers.

The legislative power today still derives from the

tribal council, but that council now consists of 74 delegates
instead of six.

Every member of the Council must be over

JO and a member of the Navajo Tri be.

The delegates serve.

four year terms, are forbidden to hold other employment that
may create conflicts of interest and are subject to removal
by a

two-~hirds

vote of the Council or by petition of fifty

percent of the voters in their home precinct.

The Council

meets four times a year, with its agenda set by the Advisory
Committee of the Council and the Bureau of Indian Affairs
Director (evidence of the continuing Federal supervision
of Indian affairs).
In addition, the Tribe has its own court system and an
extensive code, covering the structure of government and
matters of importance to the Navajo daily life, such as
agriculture, ceremonies, commerce and trade, estates, domestic
relations, elections and law and order.
'

All of this leads

to a picture of a detailed self-government.

However, for

many important processes, such as Federal excise tax exemptions and access to Federal highway programs, this government
is still not recognized by relevant Federal authorities.
In conclusion, this section

on key Federal policy

decisions was intended to provide the necessary framework

14

under which the educational

system operates.

The purpose

of tracing policies from 1868 was to integrate the various
changes in Federal directives and to disclose how Indians
have adapted to these changes over time.

Since the focus

of this paper is on the educational perspective in Federal
policy, the following section concentrates on the history
of that area since the 1868 Treaty as it relates to the
major policy decisions outlined in the above section.

Educational History
Many treaties between the United States and the Indian
tribes provided for the establishment of facilities for
school ~ged

children.

As mentioned previously, the first

major treaty with the Navajo Indians was in 1868 and included
the provision that "every Navajo child between the ages of
six and sixteen must attend and reside at a school teaching
an English education." 11 Article six, which included this
statement, is often cited as the foundation for Federal
control of Indian education which still exists on the reser'\

vation today.
For discussion purposes, Navajo educational history is
divided into four phases:
1.

Years of Neglect (1868-1887)
This is the adjustment period of the Navajo to life on

11.

Supra note 2 at Article six.
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the reservation under the 1868 Treaty.

The Treaty's promise of

education and a "competent teacher for every JO children between the ages of six and sixteen years who can be compelled
to attend school 1112 remained unfulfilled during this time
period.

The first school was established at Fort Defiance in
1869 and was abandoned by 1872 due to poor attendance. 1 .3 All
other attempts at opening both mission and Federal schools
met with this problem of poor attendance by the Navajo children.
The lack of enforcement of the Treaty provision was the fault
of both

the Federal government and the Indians.

The Navajo

did not want to send their children away to boarding schools
when they were needed at home as a source of labor and the
Federal government did not make any effort to educate the
parents on the value of educational development for the young
children.
2.

Years of Criticism (1887-19.3.3)
This phase is characterized by changes brought to the

educational system in response to the failure

of the Federal

government to enforce the educational directive of the 1868
'\

Treaty.

In 1887, Congress passed a new law which established

"compulsory" education and forced Indian students to attend
schools.

Even with the change in language which no longer

allowed Indian education as an option, school attendance did
not improve.

In 1888, only 75 out of a school aged population

12. Ibid.
lJ.
According to . the Bureau of Indian Affairs' records,
attendance ranged from three to thirty-three students during
the four years the school was open.
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of approximately 16,000 students were in schoo1. 14

This

continuing slow progress in school attendance was also
manifested in school development with only nine boarding
schools built during this phase.
The failure of the Federal government's educational
policy in Indian affairs prompted Interior Secretary Hubert
Work to commission a source outside the government to study
the problem.

In 1928, the Brookings Institute, a nonprofit

and nonpolitical organization located in Washington D.C.,
reported to the Secretary on the Bureau of Indian Affairs'
activities.

In the area of education, the report criticized

the Bureau's educational philosophy of se parating Navajo
children from the community and suggested the integration of
the school curriculum with the realities of reservation life
as one method to increase school attendance.
3.

Years of Endeavor (1934 - 196o)
This phase deals with the changes that occurred as a result

of the Commission's report.

The first major development was

the creation of a day school system to supplement the boarding
school system already in existence.

The day school

was a

significant improvement to reservation life since these
schools often served as cultural and educational centers for
the adult community as well.
There were also key legislative actions taken during this

14. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Statistics - concerning
Indian Education, (Washington D.C., 1888).
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period which achieved the objective of providing Indian children
with an equal opportunity to learn.
In 1934, the Johnson-O'Malley Act (JOM) was passed.

This Act

authorized the Secretary of the Interior to contract with any
state school or private agency for the "education, medical
attention, agricultural assistance and social welfare, including
relief of distress of Indians. 111 5
broad coverage, the JOM funds

While the wording indicates

have been mainly used by the Bureau

of Indian Affairs to finance the education of Indians in the
public school system.

According to the Federal regulations,

the Bureau of Indian Affairs administers the Johnson-O'Malley
program to accommodate unmet financial needs of school districts
related to the presence of large blocks of nontaxable Indian
owned property in the district and large numbers of Indian
children which local funds are inadequate to meet.

In effect,

the Federal government is paying the States to educate Indian
children by substituting Johnson-O'Malley funds for state
and local property taxes.

These taxes cannot be collected

from Tribes such as the Navajo since they live on a reservation
which is tax-exempt Federal land.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs regulations governing JOM
fund distribution require that each State

submi~

for the

Bureau's approval, a plan outlining fund allocation among its
school districts

(see Appendix C

state of Arizona.)

for a sample plan from the

These regulations address the problem

of special programming and Indian participation in the funding

15.

25 u.s.c.

~

452 (1970).
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process with the state plan giving preference to special
programming over operational funding.

The majority of

these plans have five main goals in Indian education:
•

To increase academic and cultural knowledge of Indian
youth through the development of supplementary
programs based upon local assessments and goals;

•

To increase student self-awareness in educational
programs and services available or planned through
special interest projects created under tre Plan;

•

To increase parental participation within the local
education agency through the programs created under
this Plan and such other services made available in
the State Department of Education;

•

To reduce the percentum of Indian youth dropouts from
public schools through the specialized programs created under the Plan;

•

To develop proficiency of Indian youth in the language
and communications skills.
Other legislation pa.<:Eed which provided Federal financial

assistance to compensate public school systems are Public Law
87416
, and Public Law 815. 17
Public Law 815 funds were designed to support (in lieu
of taxes) rapid facilities expansion or school construction.
Public Law 874 impact funds provide general operating -

u.s.c.

§~36-241 .

16.

20

(1950) :

17.

20 U.S.C. §631 et. seq. (1950),
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expenses to school districts in lieu of taxes.

In order to

insure that JOM funds and 874 monies do not overlap, Congress
passed amending legislation 18 so that Johnson-O'Malley used
funds only for special programming for Indian students and
874 was targeted for general operating funds.
All of the legislative enactments in this period were
an attempt by the Federal government to provide for quality and
quantity educational opportunity for Indians.

The success

or failure of the legislation and the appropriation of funds
is not evaluated here since this section i~ only intended to
be

a history of educational policy and legislation in Indian

affairs.

The summary part of this section evaluates more

fully the implementation of the legislation and policy directives of this phase andthe following one, Years of Achievement.
4.

Years of Achievement (1960-1980)
This last phase is characterized by more intensive activ-

ity in the effort to increase educational opportunities for
the Navajo.
Continuing legislative improvements include:
•

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act which recognized
the needs of economically · and educationally deprived
19
children. Title 1 provides financial assistance for local
school districts to offer supplemental educational services to students whose family income is below the poverty
level.

This Act allowed many Indian children from poor

18. Public Law 85-620 (1958}, amending 20 U.S.C.
§238 (1950).
19.

20 U.S.C. §§241 et. seq.
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famflies to receive additional aid.
•

Indian Education Act ( Title IV of Education Amendments of
1972).

This Act provides Federal Aid directly to local

school districts and to tribal educational institutions
for "meeting the special educational needs of Indian
children and adults and for training teachers to aid
20
in Indian education. \•
This Act makes a specific provision for Indian community participation in the planning,
operation and evaluation of Title IV programs.

Title IV

also encourages improvement in Indian adult education
by providing money to assess the extent of adult illiteracy
and the lack of high school education in the Indian community and to test the viability of literacy programs and
high school equivalency teaching methods in use.
•

1974 Amendments to Johnson-O'Malley Act.

These amendments

allowed the Bureau of Indian Affairs to streamline the
funding process by giving the Navajo Area Office responsibility for handling both the New Mexico
Johnson-O'Malley contracts.

and Arizona

In addition, the Navajo

Tribal Council passed a resolution directing the Navajo
Tribe to replace the states of Arizona, New Mexico and
San Juan County, Utah, as the party contracting with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs for all JOM funding, programming
and monitoring on the reservation.

20.

20 U.S.C.

§§

24 et.

se~.

The Navajo Tribal
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Division of Education now has monitoring responsibilites
for the JOM programs in all three states.

This Division

of Education developed a comprehensive plan for unification
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs network with the state
public school system.

This plan (see Appendix D ) does

not require the Tribe to operate the r ,a servation schools
bu:t allows the Tri be to set uniform standards in areas
such as teacher certification and curriculum content.
Its powers include negotiation with state educational agencies, the Bureau of Indian Affairs' schools and other
agencies affecting Indian education; recommendations and
proposals of legislation regarding educational matters and
the administration and coordination of funds allocated for
educational programs.
•

Nixon's Message to Congress has been summarized in the
previous section.

However, his speech contained several

significant directives for the area of educational achievement.

He advocated a policy that allowed the Indian com-

munity to take over the control and operation of federal
programs, including the control of its own Indian schools.
This policy became the underlying principle for Public Law
.2.Q:.638, the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance

Act.

This Act allowed Tribes to contract for administration

of Bureau of Indian Affairs' schools on the Tribes' reservations.

Congress had now elevated Nixon's policy on educa-

tion to a national goal by declaring that the "United States

22

provide for the quantity and quality of educational services
and opportunities which will permit Indian children to compete and excel in the life areas of their choice

and to

achieve the measure of self-determination essential to their
social and economic wellbeing. 1121 Title II of the Act
gives Indian parental groups veto authority over the use
of federal funds for the construction of needed public

•

school facilities on or near the reservation.
Public La~ 95-471 22 provides grants to tribally controlled .
community colleges, allowing many Indian students to attend
two year colleges in their own communities.

The Bureau of

Indian Affairs is currently funding fifteen of these colleges,
including the Navajo Community College which is chartered,
operated and owned by the Navajo Tribe.
•

Educatiop Amendments Act of 1978 (Title XI, Public Law 95-561) 2 3
made major changes in the administration of Indian education programs, giving substantial control of programs to
the local Indian community.

They established, in the BIA,

a new line of authority structure

of professional educators

not under the Commissioner or area directors and made , policy
setting and program guidance the responsibility of local
school boards, working with local school authorities.
21.

Supra note 10 at §450a(c).

22.

25

23.

25

u.s.c.
u.s.c.

§~1801-1815

(1978).

§§2001-2019 (1978).
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Summary: Present Educational Delivery System
As outlined in this section, the Navajo reservation is
served by a multiplicity of school systems: the public achools
in Arizona, New Mexico and Utah, the schools administered
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and private schools contracted to the Navajo Tribe.

As of 1980, there were 54

Bureau of Indian Affairs' schools (42 boarding schools and
12 day schools) and four contract schools (three day and one
boarding school).
school by type.)

(See Figure .3 for the location of each
The reservation is also served by over

14 public school districts in the three

states.

This

educational delivery system has been cited as one causal
agent in the low educational level of the Navajo population.
These three systems have operated independently with little
coordination in curriculum choice or standards.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs' school system is federally
maintained and serves

the Navajo population with a series

of day and boarding schools.

These schools are traditionally

in the rural, isolated areas on the reservation where public
school access is limited.
Since Indians ·_ are United States citizens, the public
schools a :Navajo attends are entitled to receive the Federal
aid mentioned in the above section.

This funding has been

criticized since it often functions as a "carrot" dangled
by the United States, through the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

FIGURE 3
1980 LOCATION OF SCHOOLS
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to encourage public schools to accept more Indians into
their systems.

Reports

before the House in 1977 have re-

corded statements from school officials that the aid received from

Acts such as the Johnson-O'Malley are often

used to segregate the Navajo student from others in the
school by developing separate classes and programs exclusively
24
for the Indian student.
In addition, infurmation at these
hearings cited three major deficiencies in the public school
systems serving the reservation; large-scale deficit spending,
overcrowded facilities and delayed appropriation of funding.
Delays of funding have disrupted planning and contributed
to underfunding because of the effects of inflation and have
aggravated deficit spending because state funds cannot be
be spent in anticipation of any special funding.
Other problems experienced by the Navajo student include the lack of uniform standards with each s tate setting its own requirements which the Navajo must meet for
each grade level; language and cultural adjustment faced
by the student who attends public. schools; and the rural
isolation of the reservation which results in long bus
routes (often 60 miles round trip) and lack of opportunities
to

participate in extra-curricular activities.
The other school system, the community or contract

schools, was

authorized by the Self-Determination Act.

The system consists of a series of schools operated by the
Navajo Trib2 with funding from the Bureau of

Indi~n

Affairs.

24. Oversight Hearings on Indian Education before the
Subcommittee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives,
95th Congress, First Session (Washington, D.C., 1977).
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The Tribe and the BIA sign a contract which abdicates authority to the Navajo Tribe, subject to the approval of the
Tribal Council.

The educational emphasis in the contract

schools is Navajo oriented with instruction in the Navajo
language, a bicultural curriculum and workshops in traditional Navajo arts.

As of 1980, there were four Navajo-

controlled schools; Borrego Pass, Rock Point, Rough Rock and
Ramah.
These community controlled schools constitute one of the
most significant impacts of Nixon's policy and the subsequent
legislation for self-determination.

W.iany other changes, such

as the institutionalization of bilingual programs in the
Bureau of Indian Affairs' schools, the creation of Navajo
parent advisory boards in the public schools and increased
Federal funding f0r students in the

state schools have devel-

oped in the educational systems serving the Navajo since the
1970's.

However, the key method necessary to evaluate the

policy of self-determination is a quantification of its impact
through indicator analysis.

In order to undertake this

evaluation, certain decisions need to be made regarding what
is being measured; the improvement of Indian educational
achievement by an increase in self-determination.

The question

that the analysis must answer is whether this policy direction
has achieved not only the goal of self-determination, but

also a higher educational achievement level of the Navajo?
The following chapter discusses the application of indicator
'

analysis to the problem statement of assessing the changes
in the education level since the implementation of the SelfDetermination Act.

CHAPTER II
SOCIAL INDICATOR MODEL
Introduction

This chapter

utilizes indicator analysis to measure

the impact of self-determination policy on improving the
educational achievement of the Navajo.
chapter is on the

The focus of the

conceptual framework with which the

researcher approaches the data analysis.

Information

provided includes the definition of social indicators, the
selection process of the data and its organization into a
model.

The next chapter analyzes the data and interprets

the findings as they relate to the improvement of Indian
educational achievement.
Theoretical Framework

The crucial step in indicator analysis is the design
of the interpretive framework which organizes indicators
into a model.

A model facilitates the identification of

key interrelationships between indicators and assesses their
role in the overall social process under investigation
(education).

The rationale for the· model is dependent on

27
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the notion of the use of indicators and their ability to
measure the social process of education, assess policy
direction and trends over time and evaluate the impact of
particular policy decisions on the process under investigation.

The defining characteristics of social indicators

have three main attributes:
•

They are normative statistics which measure changing
conditions;

•·

They are time series which compare over time or are
disaggregated by other characteristics;

•

They are theory based, tied to goals and based on the
assumption of the predictability of group behavior.

The value of social indicators as a method to measure
social conditions depends on an understanding of the
operation of the educational process on the Navajo reservation in order to identify those indicators which reflect
a clear concept of what is being measured and for what
purpose.

An understanding of the nature of the system

allows the researcher to correctly identify types of
data for the study and the relations to consider in the
final analysis.
The Model
The model developed for this project (see Figure 4)
is based on Land and Spilerman's

social indicator model. 2 5

It attempts to simulate the complex social system of

25. Kenneth Land, Social Indicate~ Models. eds. Land and
Spilerman (New York:Sage Foundation, 1975), p.18.

FIGURE 4
SOCIAL INDICATOR MODEL
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education in which change occurs through a series of
linked variations in one or more indicators.

The model

results from an effort to understand the interrelationships
between all social systems through an
data.

an~ lysis

of selected

This analysis involves the interpretation of the

model as a process of interaction between policy decisions
and goa l formulation through which the reliability of the
method

is tested by predicting and ordering complex social

processes.

The components of the model are classified into

five main types for analysis.
1.

Policy Instrument Indicators - directly manipulable by

social policy and its decision-making process.
2.

Non-Manipulable Indicators - general

manipulable by social policy.

measures not

These indicators function

as the basis for development of composite pr ofiles which
monitor general trends and social conditions over time.

J.

Analytic Indicators - measures of the underlying re-

lationships which affect the output (descriptive and side
effect

i ~ dicators).

Their purpose is to integrate indi-

cators within the social

4.

syste ~ .

Ou!£ut Descriptive Indicators - measures of the end

products of the social process under analysis.

They are

a direct social system measurement which, in some ways,
is a response to the analytic indicators.

5.

Side Effect Indicators - measures of outputs of the

social system model which are not of primary concern to the
study, but provide indirect information on the variables of
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interest in the analysis {output descriptive indicators).
The model illustrates these five main types of indicators
in a visual graphic form similar to a flow chart.

Analytic

indicators occupy the central area as they integrate the
input and output indicators and, in some ways, respond to
changes in the policy instrument indicators.

Side effect

indicators are placed in a loop since they indirectly impact
both the input and output of the social system model.
The selection process, which identified indicators
within the five main types, required the use of a set of
criteria which tested the data's reliability and acceptability
as a measure and their relevance.to the overall social process
under investigation (education).

Tables II- ' XI list by

type the indicators identified through this process as well
as providing the purpose or objective of their selection.
The indicators selected for the output descriptive
category concentrate on the end results of the process; these
include

such

statistics as average school years by adults

and the school enrollments of several levels of educational
achievement.

Statistics on enrollment, suspensions and drop-

outs are collected by school systems {public, Bureau of
Indian Affairs and tribal contract) in order to isolate
changes in the BIA and public school systems from the
Navajo controlled contract schools.
The analytic indicators are a series of indicators
which can positively or negatively affect the output
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TABLE II
SELECTED INDICATORS BY TYPE: 1970 and 1980

Output Descriptive Indicators
average school years by 25
and over population
median educational level
school attendance/total
population (5 - 18)
by school system:
enrollment figures
number of suspensions
dropout rates
education enrollment and
degrees awarded (GED)

·~dult.

number of Navajos entering
college
hi_g!l school _g_raduates

JJ

TABLE III
PURPOSE OF SELECTION

Indicator

Purpose

O'...itput Descriptive Indicators
Average school years completed
by 25 and over population
Median educational level
School attendance/total population (5-18)
Adult education enrollment i n d
degrees awarded
Number of Navajos in college
High school graduates
By school system:
enrollment figures
suspensions
dropouts

Measure success of educational
system and its changes over
time
Reflect quality of education
and social stability
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TABLE IV
SELECTED INDICATORS BY TYPE: 1970 and 1980

Analytic Indicators

enrollment history
number of Navajo
teachers
number of Navajo
teacher aides
parent-teacher boards
(number by school
system) functions:
advisory
deliberative
orientation programs
for non-Navajo
teachers
attitude of teachers,
students, parents
community involvement
in school system:
volunteer tutors
classroom helpers ·
attendance at public
meetings
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V

PURPOSE OF SELECTION

Indicator

Purpose

Analytic Indicators
Enrollment history

Reflect changes in enrollment of each school system

Number of Navajo teachers
and aides

Assess the commitment of
school systems in hiring
qualified Indian personnel

Parent-Teacher Boards existence and function

Record the effort of school
systems to allow decisionmaking authority to involve
parents

Orientation programs for
Non-Navajo teachers

Assess the effort of school
systems to prepare Non-Navajo
teachers to meet special needs
of Navajo children

Attitude of teachers, parents
and students

Measure overall public perception of school systems and
their ability to meet needs of
Navajo children

Community involvement in
school systems

Measure 8ommitment of school
system to encouraging participation of parent in all phases
of learning environment

Attendance at public meetings

Assess community participation
on school issues

J6
TABLE VI
SELECTED INDICATORS BY TYPE: 1970 and 1980

Policy Instrument Indicators

federal appropriation to
education system (JOM)
federal approuriation for
learning disabled and
gifted children
programs for learning
disabled
dollars/year/child spent
in school system
bilingual programs:
ESL
Navajo Language Arts
curriculum choice (courses
on Navajo history,arts . . . )
educational legislation
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TABLE VII
PURPOSE OF SELECTION
Indicator

Purpose

Policy Instrument Indicators
Federal appropriation education and special education

Assess support system of
Federal government to legislative directives

Special programs

Measure the discrepancy between eligible children and
number enrolled in programs

Dollars/year/child

Analyze over time allocation
of funds to meet educational
needs of Navajo children

Bilingual programs
Courses designed for Navajo
Educational legislation

Evaluate school systems' changes
in policy and programs which "
serve the client population (Navaj c
Trace Congressional legislation which sets directives to
public school systems in the
area of Indian education
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TABLE VIII
SELECTED INDICATORS BY TYPE: 1970 and 1980

Non-Manipulable Indicators
Demographics:

total population
population by age
median age
f ema~ head of household
number of families
families with children
less than 18

Housing:

household size
median number of rooms
year structure built
substandard houses
number of occupied units
median value of occupied
units

Socio-Economic

families below poverty
level
median income
median income by sex
cars available per household
unemployment/underemployment
class of worker
employment by sector

Stability/
Participation level

crime rate
divorce rate
voters in tribal elections
community groups

Health

birth rate/death rate
life expectancy
causes of death

Recreation/ Cultural
Support

recreational programs
public transportation
cultural resources
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TABLE IX
PURPOSE OF SELECTION

Indicator

Purpose

Non-Manipulable Indicators:
Demographics

Profile Indian community;
analyze growth trends and
responsive change in educational system

Housing

Assess overall quality of
physical environment and
social conditions on reservation

Socio-Economic

Evaluate quality of life conditions; estimate economic need
of families and students and
the accessibility to educational
opportunities

Participation Level

Assess stability of family and
cohesion of community; measure
identification of Indian community with current issues.

Health

Measure quality of life and
social isolation/alienation 0£
Indian population

Recreation/Cultural Support

Assess quality of life as it relates to availability of leisure
activities
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TABLE X
SELECTED INDICATORS BY TYPE: 1970 and 1980

Side-Effect Indicators

percent of population not in
work force
average time/distance
to get to school
social service reported
cases in:
alcoholism
drugs
juvenile delinquency
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TABLE XI
PURPOSE OF SELECTION
Indicator

Purpose

Side Effect Indicators
Percent of population not
in work force

Measure economic need of
population and quality of
life conditions

Average time/ distance
to get to school

Assess equal opportunity
to education of Indian children

Social Service cases in:
alcoholism
drugs

Measure alienation/social
isolation of Indian population

Juvenile delinquency cases
in Tribal Courts

Measure alienation/social
isolation of Indian children
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descriptive and side effect types.

For example, a higher

number of Navajo teachers may improve school attendance
and increase the number of graduates at all levels.

The

input of parent-teacher boards can affect the educational
system since many of the BIA and public schools do not
have members who represent the Navajo tribe or have boards
that serve only in an advisory capacity,

Another indicator,

community involvement in schools, is intended to measure
participation of the Navajos beyond a school board organization.
The attitude of teachers, students and parents is a
primary data source which monitors the public perception
of the role of the school system in meeting Indian education requirements.
These analytic indicators measure self-determination
by assessing changes in the number of Navajo teachers
and more involvement of the Navajo in the sch.col systems.
If there is a corresponding change in the output descriptive
indicators, correlation of the information is possible.
The policy instrument indicators are generally
measurements of policy decisions which impact output indicators.

The indicator, bilingual programs, records not

only the number of such programs, but also the type of program.
The Navajo language arts program is designed by the Navajo
tribe specifically for use by their children in schools of
all three systems.

Other indicators in this category
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measure the input of Navajo oriented programs as well as
the appropriation given to organize the programs and provide for the educational needs of the Navajo . students by
the Federal government.

The success or failure of

the self-determination process often is dependent on the
fiscal resources allocated to operate many of the new
programs.
Side effect indicators are responsive to the output
measures and the input indicators in the overall model.
For example, the number of reported cases of alcoholism and
juvenile delinquency may be a response to the low educational achievement of the Navajo or it may be that the
cases are a reaction to the breakdown of other social
systems which are then causing the low educational achivement of the Navajo.

Another indicator, average distance

to school, also affects output since the mileage routes
can create problems of accessibility to school facilities
on a rural reservation such as the Navajo which is
approximately

24,ooo square miles.

The indicators selected under the non-manipulable
'\

category provide general quality of life characteristics.
They supply information on the overall physical and social
environment

'"i thin

which the educational system operates.
Data Base

In order to measure the impact of the policy of selfdetermination on the improvement of the educational
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achievement of the Navajo, several decisions concerning the
collection of data were necessary.
represent

The year selected to

conditions on the reservation before the new

policy and subsequent legislation was enacted is 1970.

In

order to allow maximum implementation of programs under
the policy, the other year chosen is 198o. 26 The analysis
of indicators within this time frame is considered a
replication study since it is based on the collection of
macro data which utilize information only on aggregate
proportions of individuals in each measured state for each
time period.
Tables XII- XVI identify pertinent information for
each category of indicators, including the sources of
information for each variable, their availability in the
designated time period and the necessary changes in
direction during the decade which would cbnfirm for the study
an increase in the educational achievement level of the
Navajo through self-determination.
Appendix E

contains a more detailed description of

the data sources and explains problems of availability and
reliability.

26. The unavailability of data for certain indicators
in 1980 required the substitution of 1979 information as
noted.

TABLE XII
DATA BASE CHARACTERISTICS
Policy Instrument Indicators

Policy Direction
positive negative

Source
US Census
BIA

Availabilitx_
1970 11979/80

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

Dollars/year/child(school expenditures)

x
x

x

x

x

Bilingual programs
ESL
Navajo Language Arts

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Federal appropriation to public schools
Federal appropriation for learning disableq
and gifted children
Programs for learning disabled

Curriculum choice
Navajo history, arts

...

Educational legislation to increase
Indian opportunity

x

{::\.}'\

TABLE XIII
DATA BASE CHARACTERISTICS
Policy Direction
Non-Manipulable Indicators
Demographics:
Total population
Population by age
Median age
Female head of household
Number of families
Families with children less than 18

positive

x
-

-

x
x

Housing:
Household size
M3dian number of rooms
Year structure built
Substandard houses
Number of occupied units
Median value of occupied units

-

Socio-Economic:
Famili~s below poverty level
Median income
Median income by sex
Cars available per household
Unemployment/underemployment
Class of worker
Employment by sector

x
x
x

Stabilit;yLPartici£ation ·Level:
Crime rate
Divorce rate
Voters in tribal elections

* Available for 1975 only

x
x

-

x

negative

Source
US . Census

Availability
BIA

1970

1980

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

NA

-

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

NA
NA
NA
NA
X*
NA
NA

NA

NA
NA

-

x

x
-

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

~

°'

TABLE XIII (cont.)
Non-Manipulable Indicators (cont.)

Heal·th:
Birth rate
Death rate
Causes of death:
suicide
accidents
natural causes
RecreationLCultural SU£~ort:
Recreational programs
Cultural resources

Policy Direction
Source
positive
negative US Census
BIA

x

x
x

Availability
1970
1980

x

x
x

x
x

NA
NA

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

NA
NA
NA

x
x

x
x

x
x

.

.{::"

'-J

TABLE XIV
DATA BASE CHARACTERISTICS
Source

Policy Direction
Analytic Indicators
Enrollment History
Number of Navajo teachers
Number of Navajo teacher aides
Parent-Teacher boards (by school type &
function)
Orientation program for non-Navqjo teqcher
Support

of teachers, students, parents

Community involvement in school system
Attendance at public meetings

positive

negative

lus

Census

Availability
BIA

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

1970

197_9

x

x

NA

x

NA

x

x
x

x

x

NA

X*

x

x
x

NA

'

*1978 survey
~

())

TABLE XV
DATA BASE CHARACTERISTICS
Policy Direction I
positive I negative I US

Output Descriptive Indicators

Average school years completed by 25 and
over population
Median educational level
School attendance/total population (5-18)
By school system:
enrollment figures
number of suspensions
dropouts
High school equivalency degrees awarded
(GED' s) .

Number of Navajos entering college

I

x

I

x
x

Ij

Number of high school graduates**
Adult school enrollment figures (all schoo
systems)

*School Census for 5-18 population not taken in
**BIA and contract schools only

x
x
x
x
x

I

x
x

Source
Censu~

I

x

I

x
x

I
I

Availabili~

BIA

I

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

1970 I 1979
I

x

I

x
x

NA

x
x

x
x
x
x

I
I

NA.

Nk

x
x
NA

I

NA

X*

x
x
x

1979.
~

'.£:

TABLE XVI
DATA BASE CHARACTERISTICS
Side Effect- Indicators

Policy Direction
positive negative

Source
US Census

BIA

Availa"tility
1970
1980

Percent of 16 and over population
not in work force

x

Average time/distance to get to school

x

x

x

NA

Social Service reported cases in:
alcoholism
drugs

x
x

x
x

NA
NA

x
x

Juvenile .delinquency cases

x

x

NA

x

*Information available for 1975 only

x

x

X*

\..]\

0

CH.APTER III

INDICATOR ANALYSIS

Introduction

The data compiled for the study is analyzed with
reference to its measurement of self-determination and its
role in improving educational achievement.

The analysis

is organized first by types of indicators and then by a
general findings section which summarizes the five categories and discusses the final results of the research.

Policy Instrument Indicators
Data collected in this category (see Table XVII) shows
an increasing commitment of the Federal government to Navajo
education.

From 1970 to 1980, appropriation to public

schools and to Title I programs has increased by l.J and

6 million, respectively.
misleading.

However, these figures can be

When the public school appropriation is cal-

culated per Navajo student, the funding level has decreased
by 46 percent during the decade.

A similar trend is evident

in the BIA and contract schools with a 23 percent decrease
in funding

avail~ble

to meet the needs of the Navajo student.
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TABLE XVII
DATA COMPILATION
Policy Instrument
Indicators

I

1970

1972

1977

1979

Federal appropriation to public
schools

$4 mill.

-

-

$5.3 mill.-

Federal appropriation to Title
I programs:

~l mill.

-

-

$ 7 mill.
61
12,689

74

-number of ' projects
-number of children
- percent of eligible children

NA

58

NA

58
229

NA

NA

65.2 1

74.2 1

Expenditures per
pupil (BIA and
contract schools)

NA

$3,497 2

$2,3742

$2,689 2

Expenditures per
pupil (public
schools)

$279

$

151

Percent
Change

32.5

600.0
(17.6)

(23.1)
(46.0)

1. Percent calculated to totai eligibJ.e children (1977 -351;1979 -17,09:
2. Figure shown is mean and inclua:es boarcllng and day scnools.
( ) = negative number
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The policy instrument indicators which show positive
changes in the school systems for the Navajo include the
percentage of eligible children who are being served by
Title I programs.

The increase in appropriation has

achieved a corresponding increase of nine percentage points
by 1979 in the number of children enrolled in the programs.
Only 25 percent of eligible children in this year were not
covered under the programs offered.
Several other indicators for which actual data figures
are not available support the trend toward self-determination.
According to the Navajo Division of Education, curriculum
choice has been expanded from 1970-1980 with Navajo
now offered.in all three school systems.

cour.~es

The development

of the Navajo Language Arts Programs (NALAP) has resulted
in a phasing out of the Fries-Rojas method of English as
a Second Language (ESL) which was the only language arts
program available in the BIA and public schools in 1970.
In 1975, NALAP was developed by teachers and educational
specialists in the Navajo area in order to better meet the
special needs of Navajo school children.

In 1980, all con-

tract schools and 28 BIA schools were using the new method.
As reviewed in Chapter I, educational legislation has
increasingly moved toward self-determination for the Navajo
in the area of education.

The Johnson-O'Malley plan for

the state of Arizona (Appendix C) and the Tribal Education
plan (Appendix D) were authorized u1der the legislation implmenting the policy directives of the 1970's.

The sig-

nificant policy statements under the JOM plan

of Arizona
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concern the state's commitment to the creation of Indian
Committees (Appendix C, Policy M) and the recruitment of
Navajo members of the school board.

Although the effective-

ness of the policy is not documented, these new statements
on the role of public schools in providing Indian education
were developing by 1980.

The tribal education plan follows

a similar approach by articulating its commitment to increasing the role of the Navajo in the education process.
It is still too early to evaluate the implementation process
of the plan in meeting the responsibilities delegated to the
Board(Appendix D, Article VII) in 1979.

However, it is im-

portant to note that by 1980 the framework for the improvement of self-determination was set.
When analyzing the data from a self-determination perspective, the overall policy instrument indicators show a
response to the policy directive of self-determination.
However, appropriation per Navajo student is decreasing
which can cause certain budget constraints in program and
curriculum development which is necessary to meet the needs
of Navajo students in public and BIA schools.

The effec-

tiveness - of the tribal plan can be limited if funding
assistance continues to decrease at the Federal level.
The one indicator which shows a positive change relates
to the Title I progams.

Although the number of projects

declined in the decade, the higher appropriation has increased the number of children served under the program.
This achievement can stabilize Navajo school enrollment,
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since these programs focus on the special needs of the
Navajo by individualizing classroom services in areas such
as language arts, tutoring and home/school counseling.
Non-Manipulable Indicators
These indicators supply information on the Navajo
community and its physical and social environment for the
decade, 1970-1980. From an educational perspective, the
more significant indicators are in the area of demographics.
The overall Navajo population is increasing dramatically
with

an 84 percent increase during the decade.

This

large increase is noted in every age group and also in the
increasing number of families.

Although data are not

available on the number of families with children under
eighteen for 1980, it is assumed that this category increased as well.

The increasingly younger population (1980

median age of 18.8 years) is a significant trend for
educational systems since the improvement of the quality
of life for the Navajo depends on

designing educational

systems which will meet the needs of a· population which
will be placing more demands on the schools' programs and
facilities.
The housing indicators reveal overcrowded conditions
and a high number of poor quality houses.

When household

size is correlated with the median number of rooms, it is
evident that many homes on the reservation do not have
adequate spatial requirements for their families.

The high
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TABLE XVIII
DA TA COMPILA TI ON
Non-Manipulable
Indicators

1970
number

Demogra:Qhics
l)total population
2)population by age
- less than 5
- 5-17
- 18-64
- 65 and over
J)median age
4)total families

..

1980

_Eercent

56,949
8,419
22,702
23,339
2,489

number

_Qer..Q.ent

104,968
14.8
39,9
41.0
4.4

14,482
36, 066
49,383
5 -,037

19.6

18.8

9,733

18,805

5)female head of
household

1,865

19.2 1

6)families with
children <18

7,551

77.6 1

Housing
l)household size

5.1

2)median number of
rooms

2.0

4,822
NA

84.J
14.8
3 .4
47.1
4.8

25.6 1
NA

4.7
NA

NA

NA

NA

- 10' 531

4)owner occupied
units

6,474

61.5 2

NA

NA

5)substandard units

2,891

27.5 2

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

7)year structure
built
-before 1960
-after 1960

$J,100

5,057

5,474

2
48.02

52.0

~

1.
2.

72.0

58.9

111.6
102.4

93.2

J)occupied units

6)median value of
occupied units

Percent
Change

Percent calculated to total number of families
Percent calculated to total number of occupied units

158.6
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TABLE XVIII (cont.)
Non-Manipulable
In di tors l
cont.

number

Socio-Economic
l)families below
poverty level

6,040

cl

2)median income
3)median income:
- males
- females
4)cars available
per household:
-none
-one car
-more than one
5)unemployment
6)class of worker
-private (salary)
-government
-self-employed
-unpaid family
worker
7) employment by
sector:
-agriculture
-construction
-manufacturing
-transportation&
public utilties
-retail trade
-personal serv ic E
-professional
services
-other industries

1980

1970
percent

number

62.1 1

NA

NA

$3,084

NA

NA

:1,984
lf228

NA

NA

NA

NA

4,452
4,896
1,238
20,431
3,518
4,636
167
18

percent

Percent
Change

42.1
46.3
11.7
71.0 2

1(),5 67 3

2

(18.9)

NA
39 .0

173.9

35.0

NA

NA

NA

NA

42.2

55.6
2.0
.2

385
745
1,158
673

4.6
8.9
13.9
8.0

693
302
2,561

8.3
3.6
30.7

1,822

21.8

814
7,748

2.5
30.0

Stability/Partici~a

ti on
-

1) divorce
2) voters in tribal
council electioo

1.
2.
3.
4.

4

NA
21,223

Percent calculated to total number of families
Percent calculated to 16 and over population: 1970-28,770;19?5-47,317
1975 figure
Percent calculated to 18 and over population
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TABLE XVIII (cont.)
Non-Manipulable
Indicat~rs
cont. )

197.0
number

percent

1980
percent
number

Health*

I

Birth rate
Life expectancy_

33
64. 9(yrsD

NA
NA

Death rate

23.8

NA

Causes of death:**

- suicide

- - accidents
- heart disease
- malignancies
- cirrhosis of
liver

Percent
Change

21.8
183
182.6
84.4
66.8

NA

*figures are per thousand population
**figures are per one hundred thousand population
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number of houses in 1970 which lack complete plumbing
facilities (28 percent) verify the lack of a quality
physical environment for many Navajo families .
According to the socio-economic indicators, the need
for economic development of the Navajo Nation is a
critical goal.

Approximately 62 percent of all families

were below the poverty level in 1970 and median income
was $3,084.

Unemployment was considerably higher in 1970

than in 1980, which shows some improvement in reservation
economy.

However, 35 percent of the population unemployed

in 1975 is an extremely high figure.

Of those who do work,

over 55 percent received ' their salary through
sponsored government programs.

federally

Employment by sector re-

veals one of the main difficulties with increasing Navajo
economic opportunities.

The low percentage of Navajo

Indians in the services and retail trade sectors means
that most reservation income is spent off the reservation or
with non-Indian owned businesses.

The economic development

of the reservation is needed to support Indian self-determina tion.

Until 1980 Census figures are released in this

category, it can be assumed that the Navajo reservation has
not yet assumed tribal control of their economy.

Until this

is accomplished, the high numbersof unemployment and the
low standard of living on the reservation will cnntinue to
exist.
Transportation, represented by the indicator, cars
available per household, is related to problems of accessibility.

In 1970, 42 percent of all households had no cars
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and 46 percent had only one vehicle available.

These sta-

tistics, in combination with a poor road system and long
bus routes verify some of the problems for education and
other social processes.

The limited accessibility isolates

Indian children from participation in school and extra curricular activities and often discourages daily attendance
in the schools.
Quality of life statistics for 1970 support the low
standard of living experienced by the Navajo.
pectancy is only 65 years (5 years lower

Life ex-

than the overall

1970 United States figure) and the death rate is 4.6 times
higher than the national figure .· of 19. 2.

Causes of death

emphasize some of the social problems of reservation life.
For example, suicides are double the national figure of
11. 3 per one hundred thousand persons.
The interrelationships of all these indicators selected
is revealed in the statistics covered under the area of
stability/participation (.see Table XVIII). The combination of
variables such as poor accessibility, social isolation and
alienation can negatively affect participation.

The indi-

cator, voters in tribal elections, shows that the percentage
from 1970 to 1980 increased by nine percentage points, representing only 39 percent of the total eligible population in
1980.

Although no quantification is available on community

groups, there has been significant improvement in the establishment of a network during the decade.
organized in the decade include

a health

Groups which have
care organization
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which travels throughout the reservation providing counseling on home care and a housing authority which has
developed programs to educate the Navajo on renovation
and repairs to older housing stock. The significance of
these groups is that they bring their services to the
people who are often isolated from the larger centers of
activity on the reservation.

One other important devel-

opment in the Navajo community is the group project. on
irrigation.

This project is operated by a tribal enterprise

which is constructing an irrigation system to bring land
under agricultural use.

When this project is completed,

it will bring approximately 110,000 acres under irrigation
which will provide more jobs and an additional source of
revenue to the Navajo population.
Other indicators selected to assess the stability of
the community, crime rate and divorce rate, were not
available for the years under study.
The recreation/cultural support area had no quantifiable
inform:i.tion available.

However, a spokesperson for the

Navajo Divison of Education stressed that the recreation
system

appears· to

be

during the past decade.

responding to self-determination
The development of summer recreation

programs for the children located at the Navajo Community
College in Tsailee, Arizona, and the new courses and facilities
at the Window Roek Community Center on Navajo arts and crafts
provide

needed activities on the reservation.

However, the

continuing poor road system and isolation make it difficult
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to achieve equal opportunity to all Navajo in supplying
recreational opportunities.
In sum, the non-manipulable indicators present a
profile of the Navajo as a community which suffers from
lack of oppotunities; in education, economics, health
care and transportation.

Since many statistics are not

available for 1980, it is difficult to assess accurately
the improvement in these areas.

However, most Indian

leaders believe the articulated goals of self-determination
and self-sufficiency have resulted in noticeable improvements in the quality of reservation life and the development of a sense of commitment to the community.

The

findings section of the chapter evaluates the role of
self-determination more fully.
Analytic Indicators
This category monitors more intensively the changes
over time in the educational system.

Enrollment history

reveals several significant trends in the three school
systems.

The more positive changes with reference to

self-determination and improvement in education achievements are:
•

the decreasing number of students who are enrolled in
Beginners classes (see Table XIX) from 1970 to 1979.

•

the decline in BIA school attendance during the decade·
This change is the result not of a decreasing school
population but of the closing of five BIA school during
time span; the opening of the four contract schools

TABLE XIX
DATA COMPILATION
Analytic Indicators

Bureau of Indian Affairs Schools

Contract Sch.

1970

:l,_21_.'Z_

1972

1-211.

1--229_

197-9

BY SCHOOL SYSTEM:
EnroTlment History
NA
Beginners*
Kindergarten
Grades: 1

2.,041
943
2,586
2,357
2,141
1,927
1,703
1,466
1,274
974 1,223
965
819
781
719

2,411
863
2.469
2, 42
2,254
1,976
1,704
1,51
1,184
993
1,261
1,020
914
870
643

2
3
4

5

6
7
8

Ungraded elementary

9
10
11
12
Totai elementary
Total high school
Total school enrollment

19,170
3,447
22,617

18,810
J,284
22,094

Total number of schools
- Elementary
- High School

59
57

60
58
2

Parent-Teacher Boards with Navajo
members

no

yes 1

2

230
1,136
1,745
2,214
1,741
1,581
1,545
1,531
1,379
1,201

184
1,169
1,887
1,706
1,799
1,861
1,503
1,328
1,274
1,202

758

1,091
616

-

681
491
357
14,303
2,287
16,590

55

45
10
yes 1

NA

75

4o

59

-

88
46
34

500

384
13,913
2,591
16,504
54
JS
16
yes 1

20
129
87
99
79
72
56

NA

862
3
2
1
yes 2

694
186
880
4
2
2
yes 2

I
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er Lo
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1.
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Advisory only;
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~
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TABLE XIX (cont.)
Y.&\RS

Analytic Indicators

1970

1972

NA

NA

Number of Navajo teacher aides

NA

NA

NA

287

Attendance at Title IV meetings

NA

NA

25

29

Number of Navajo teachers

1.

.

1977

1979

100-6.7% 1 1232-44% 1

Percent
Change

1132.0

16.o

Percent calculated to total number of teachers - 1977 =l ,500; 1979 =2,800
a

+

operated by the Navajo tribe and the increasing public
school enrollment. These changes are viewed as positive
as they reflect the trend toward improvement in Indian
education.

The decline in beginners is significant be-

cause it showsthat fewer students are starting their education with language problems that require a special class.
In addition,the decline in BIA school enrollment is interpreted as a trend toward self-determination as the
contract schools began operation during the decade.

The

contract schools' enrollment has increased by two percent
from 862 in 1977 to 880 in 1980.

Although enrollment

figures were not available by grade in 1977, this overall
gain is sign of the acceptance of these schooJsby the Navajo
community.

The four schools are filled to capacity and the

high school (Shiprock Alternative School) was opened in
1979 to meet the large number of students on the waiting
list.

As of 1982, the Navajo Nation intends to contract

with the BIA for 2 more schooJs (one elementary and one
junior high) by fiscal year 1985.
The indicator selected to measure the trend of selfdetermination in the school system was the existence of
school boards and their overall functions.

The contract

schools have instituted school boards which include all
Navajo members who have decision-making authority on
the hiring of personnel, curriculum changes and the evaluations at the closings of the school year.

In contrast,

the BIA school boards only serve an advisory capacity.
However, they have implemented the concept of self-determination
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by revising the boards' composition to include Navajo members in 1972.

Although it was impossible to gather data

on public school boards, it was revealed through a telephone
conversation to the Navajo Board of Education that schools
with large Indian enrollments (e.g.,Gallup-McKinley) have
some Navajo members, but they never are in the majority.
Other indicators which assess the trend toward selfdetermination are the increases in Navajo teachers during
the decade.

By 1979,

44 percent of all the teachers in

the BIA and contract schools were of Navajo descent. (No
data are available on public schools.) The indicator,
teacher aides, could not be used to assess self-determination progress in schools since no data were available before

1979. However, a staff member

from

the Navajo Division

of Education revealed that the Navajo aides in 1979 served
different functions in each of the school systems.

In the

tribal contract schools, these aides taught workshops on
Navajo arts and crafts and lent support service to teachers
while in the BIA schools the main function of teacher aides
was to translate from the Navajo to English language.
Attendance at Title IV meetings was the only indicator
available to measure the participation level at public
meetings.

This indicator

had

only a slight increase from

1977 to 1979 (16 percent).
The indicator, community involvement in the school
system, provided little information.
trend which

was

verified

The only positive

by the Navajo Division of

Education was the encouragement of the community to participate in the special cultural activities held at the
tribal contract schools to celebrate traditional festivities of the Navajo.

The involvement of the community

at the BIA schools and the public system appear to be
more or less restricted to membership on school committees or the school boards.
The attitude of parents, teachers and students was
impossible to assess without a survey of the Navajo and
the school systems.

For this analysis, the only data

available is a 1978 organization questionnaire administered
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The results of this

survey summarized the opinions of the Navajo on questions
related to the operation of schools and comments and suggestions for change.

Over 80 percent of those questioned

general]ysupported the Bureau operated schools.

The

majority felt that the BIA's school policies are flexible
and provide for expression of local wishes in the :majority of
school decisions within the BIA schools.

The only changes

recommended concern the provision of more information on
organization and management to support the efforts of local
Navajo school boards and the planning of the Navajo Division of Education.
this survey

Enrollment figures appear to contradict

since BIA school enrollment has declined

sharply during the 1970's.
In sum, analytic indicators generally show significant trends toward self-determination in the schools.
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More Navajo teachers are being hired, parental involvement
is encouraged, contract schools are gaining enrollment and
Navajo school boards with decision-making authority
emerging.

are

The information not quantified does provide

support to the commitment of the Navajo Division of Education to operating their schoo]sunder community control.
Correlation of these indicators showing the stong role
of self-determination in the contract school with an
increasing enrollment is important for the final analysis.
Ouput Descriptive Indicators
These indicators continue to measure the educational
delivery systems.

The overall education level (4.1) and

the percentage of the Navajo population with high school
education (17 percent) in 1970 support the profile of the
low quality of life experienced on the reservation.
School enrollment statistics from 1970 to 1979 show
an increase in school attendance for all systems.

However,

the percentage of the school aged population enrolled in
school declined by two percentage point in 1977 to ten
percent. (The census of school aged population was not
taken in 1979.)
Other statistics verify an improvement in educational
achievement; adult education enrollment increased from 1977
to 1979 with three percent more GED graduates in 1979 -and
college enrollment rose from 13 in 1970 to 1,919 in 1979.
The breakdown by school systems of enrollment and

TABLE XX
DATA COMPILATION
1970
number
percent

Output Descriptive
Indicators
Averaf e school ~ears
comp eted by 2 and
over population: .
- O school years
- 8 school years
- high school
- college

8,400
6,886
3,414
153

Median educational leve

4.1

School attendance (all
school systems)

51,723

Adult . school enrollment
- adult bas1c education
- gen'l education devel
opment
- GED graduates
High school graduates
(BIA and tribal schools
Number of Navajos
ing college

1.
2.
),

*

ente~

Percent calculated to
Percen t calculated to
Percent calculated to
School census of 5-18

NA

42.8 1
35.1
17.4
.8

92.0 2

1972
number

percent

1977
number
percent

1979
number percen

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

52,64?

NA

92.0 2

52,029

538
1,701
10)

90.0 2

6,23

52,526

*

702
1,544
146

567

609

357

122

13

1,732

3,507

1,919

9,5 3

the population 25 years and older (1970=19,643)
5-18 population(l970=56,797;1972=57,144;1977=57,691)
the total GED enrollment
population not taken in 1979
CJ'\

'°

TABLE XX (cont.)
Output Descriptive Indicators

BIA schools
Boarding I
Day

Contract schools I Public Schools

BY SCHOOL SYSTEM:
enrollment figures
1970 (suspensions
- percent of total enrollment

21,407
J,800
(17. 8%) .

1,22.3
186
(15.2%)

14,322

enrollment figures
1972,./'suspensions
~ - percent of total enrollment

20,802
4,015
(19 • .3%)

1,292
202
(15.6%)

16,600*
NA

:
enrollment figures
1977 <suspensions
- percent of total enrollment

15,.394
959
(6.2%)

1,196
.3 .3
(2.7%)

enrollment figures
suspensions
- percent of total enrollment
dropouts
- percent of total enrollment

14,955
712
(4.8%)

1,549
12.3
(7.9%)
1,500
(9.1%)

1979

<

NA

862
NA

Jl,.5.36*
NA

872
1.3
(1.5%)
20
( 2. 2%)

.35,150*
NA

*public school figures represent Navajo students who receive Johnson-O'Malley funding.

-..J
0
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suspensions provides the most significant information on
self-determination and its improvement of the educational
process.

The number of suspensions from 1970 to 1979 in

the BIA boarding schools has declined from approximately
18 percent to five percent respectively.

Day school

figures generally show the same decline.

When comparing

BIA and contract school

figures, the impact of self-

determina tion is more significant.

Suspensions in contract

schools represent only one percent of total school enrollment in 1979 when compared with BIA boarding and day school
figures (five and eight percent, respectively).

This same

trend is evident in the number of dropouts with contract
schools losing only two percent of their total school enrollment in comparison to nine percent in BIA schools.
These indicators focus on the results of self-determination in school achievement and do show significant
trends toward improvement with more Navajos staying in
school and attending higher education institutions.

The

1980 information on median educational level and average
school years completed

will provide a more thorough

evaluation of the study.
Side Effect Indicators
Side effect indicators contribute to the overall
profile of the Navajo Indians as a community which suffers
from poor economic and social conditions.

Statistics

concerning employment show that approximately

65 percent
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TABLE XXI
DATA COMPILATION
Side Effect
Indicators

Percent of 16 and
over population
not in work force
Average time/distance to school
Social Service reported cases in:
- alcoholism
- drugs
Juvenile delinquenc;j
cases before Tribal Court

1.
2.
3,

4.

1970
number
19,259

1980
percent
66.9

35 miles

number
30,750 1

..

percent
64.9

Percent
Change

59.6

NA

NA
NA

56.0 4
NA

28,558

NA

6.o 4

1,667

538

52.522
1.0

4.63

1975 figure
Percent calculated to 18 and over population
Percent calculated to school-aged population (5-18)
No number figures are available from the BIA for 1970; percenta geE
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of the 16 and over population in both 1970 and 1975 were
not members . of the labor force.

Many of the unemployed

suffer from physical and emotional problems which restrict
their labor pool potential.
Social or emotional problems continue to exist on the
reservation with over 53 percent of the adult population
reporting problems in alcohol and drugs in 1980.
In reference to the educational environment, indicators reveal indirect causes of
ment level of the Navajo.

th~

low educational achieve-

Bus routes for children atten-

ding day schools in 1970 averaged approximately 35 miles.
Although 1980 figures are not available, no new schools
or roads have been constructed.

Thus, the average distance

to school for day students is assumed to be approximately
the same mileage figure.

In addition, juvenile delin-

quency is reported to exist in approximately 5 percent of
the school aged population.

It should be noted that

these figures are only those cases reported and the actual
number of victims may be much higher.
In summary, the data collected for 1970 and 1980 in
this category reveal some of the underlying causes of the
low educational achievement of the Navajo.

In addition,

there is little evidence of improvement in these variables
over time.

The high alcoholism and juvenile delinquency

cases and the number of persons not in the work force contribute to the lack of a supportive environment for education improvements for the Navajo children.

The
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information suggests that the educational delivery system
as it presently exists on the reservation is not meeting
the needs of the population.
and economic problems can

These continuing social

be interpreted as either a

response to the low education achievement of the Navajo
or a reaction to the breakdown of other social systems
which are then causing the low educational achievement.
Findings
The indicators analyzed in this chapter for which
data were available provide enc Juraging information on
the improvement of educational achievement through selfdetermination.

The first question the research assesses

is the existence of self-determination.

The creation

of the four tribally contr.olled schools, the development
of the Navajo Tribal Education plan and the increasing
role of the Indian community in changing policies and
course offerings have all been quantified and measured
over time in the study.
Educational achievement has also improved.

The

statistics from the Bureau of Indian Affairs show that
more Indians are completing their education and going on
to higher education programs.

Self-determination has

played a significant role in this achievement.

Although

each of the school systems has implemented to some degree
the concept of self-determination, it appears that the
contract schools have followed more intensively the dictates
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of self-determination and are achieving more positive
results.

Suspension and dropout figures are lower, en-

rollment is increasing and the four schools have long
waiting lists of applicants.
However, some indicators, such as the continuing
social problems of drugs, alcohol and juvenile delinquency
and the high rate of unemployment reveaJ that improvement
in educational achievement is not progressing to all levels
of the Navajo population.

It is believed that these trends

verified for the study period will be responsible for the
1980 Census figures showing Indians still beneath the national
norm in educational achievement.

The improvement which

has been experienced during the decade in education represents only gradual changes.

The commitment to self-deter-

mination in areas such as input of the Navajo community
in public and BIA schools needs to be more intensive if
educational achievement is going to provide equal opportunities to the Tribe.
During the 1970's, the concept of self-determination
was accepted and implemented to some degree by both the
tribal and Federal governments.

However, self-determination

requires the necessary abilities to manage resources, which,
in turn, depends on an efficient educational system that
meets the changing needs of the Navajo population.

A number

of challenges mµst still be met; better information systems
need to be developed with more statistics on public school
systems in order to assess the success of changing policies,
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more adult education classes to reach that age group,
more input of the Navajo community on school issues, and,
most important, the Navajo need to strengthen their sense
of community by developing community consensus on the
issues. The discrepancy between statistics which show a
decline in BIA school enrollment and the survey which
reveals that 80 percent of the Navajo support the Bureau's
school system

verify the lack of consensus on tribal

policy and issues. The Navajo Division of Education has
acted on the Tribal Plan by implementing some of the stated
goals and policies, but their effectiveness will be more
powerful in their dealings with the state and Federal schools
when they have made the policies of the Navajo Education
Plan a national goal of the Navajo Nation.
The decade of the eighties

is

a

critical period in

the development and advancement of the Indian community.
The analysis in this project supports

the improvement of

Indian education through self-determination, but its implementation was weakened by lack of funding

and con-

sensus on the approach of the different school systems to
the qirectives of the Federal government.

The government

must affirm its commitment to self-determination in the
1980's by appropriating needed funding sources for the implementation of programs in public school systems and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs' schools.

A cooperative relation-

ship between the three school systems and an increase in
funding are the only solutions which will lead to Indian
self-sufficiency in the years ahead.
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Critique

This critique focuses on two areas of concerni collection of indicators for the study and the developmEnt of
a social system model to evaluate policy decisions.
The selection of indicators for this project is
based on several key assumptions:
•

The results of Wixon's policy statement and subsequent
legislation can be quantified.

•

The output indicators selected will accurately measure
the changes in the educational delivery system.

•

The other types of indicators identify causes of change
to such an extent that the reason for the change can be
stated.
The above assumptions are recognized and must be adop-

ted if the findings can be accepted as a correct interpretation of the education process as it exists on the reservation.
A major problem with the indicators selected is the
application of the method to the Navajo Indian reservation.
The data sources on Indians are poor informational systems,
subject to inconsistency in reports, high margin of error
due to the collection methods of the BIA and the

isolation

and poor accessibility of the Navajo population.

Reliance

on statistics is difficult since the Bureau often administers the programs on which data are collected for reports
on performance and attendance, ' Their statistical reports
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are often challenged by the Navajo tribe as being inaccurate.
The social indicator model is an excellent approach
to organizing indicators since it requires the researcher
to correctly identify types of indicators and represent
the social process under investigation.

In order to ac-

complish this identification competently, an understanding
not only of the use of indicators is necessary, but of
the process of a social system also.

A ·social process

model is a valid method to evaluate social policy since
it requires a thorough knowledge of the interrelationships
of all social processes in a society.

APPENDIX A

President Nixon's Special Message

1970
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Special Message to the Congress on Indian Affairs.
July B, 1970

To tht Congrm of tht United States:
The first Americans-the Indians-are
the most deprived and most isolated minority group in our nation. On virtually every
scale of measurement~mployment, income, education, health-the condition of
the Indian people ranks at the bottom.
This condition is the heritage of centuries
of injustice. From the time of their first
contact with European settlers, the American Indians have been oppressed and brutalized, deprived of their ancestral lands and
denied the opportunity to control their own
destiny . Even the Federal programs which
are intended to meet their needs ha\·e frequently proven to be ineffective and
demeaning.
But the story of the Indian in America is
something more than the record of the white
man's frequent aggression, broken agreements, intermittent remorse and prolonged
failure. It is a record also of endurance, of
survival, of adaptation and creativity in
the face of overwhelming obstacles . It is a
record of enormous contributions to this
country-to its art and culture, to its
strength and spirit, to its sense of history
and its sense of purpose .
It is long past time that the Indian policies
of the Federal government began to recognize and build upon the capacities and insights of the Indian people. Both as a matter
of justice and as a matter of enlightened
social policy, we must begin to act on the
basis of what the Indians themselves have

comt•:J

long been telling us . The time has
break decisively with the past .and~ dlll;.
the conditions for a new era an wbida - ~
Indian future is determined by Indian . . , ·
!,·,:1'
and Indian decisions.
SELF.DETERMINATION WITHOUT

1

•

•

TERMINATION

The first and most basic quesriOft dill
must be answered with respect to lniiaa
policy concerns the historic and legal reb·
tionship between the Federal gove~
and Indian communities. In the past. . .
relationship has oscillated between twO
equally harsh and unacceptable e~tre~·
. On the one hand, it has--at vanousWDCI
during previous Administrations-been ~
stated policy objective of both the Exccun~
and Legislative branches of the Federal p·
ernment eventually to terminate the crustccship relationship between the Federal So""
ernment and the Indian people. As recently
as August of 1953, in House Concurttnl
Resolution 108, the Congress declared ~I
termination was the long-range goal of '!'
Indian policies. This would mean that lndi·
an tribes would eventually lose any special
standing they had under Federal law: the tax
exempt status of their lands would be discontinued; Federal responsibility for their
economic and social well-being would be
repudiated; and the tribes themselves would
be effectively dismantled. Tribal property
would be divided among individual
members who would then be assimilated
into the society at large.
This policy of forced termination is
wrong, in my judgment, for a number of
reasons. First, the premises on which it rests
are wrong. Termination implies that the
Federal government has taken on a trusteeship responsibility for Indian communities
as an act of generosity toward a disadvantaged people and that it can therefore discontinue this responsibility on a unilateral basis
whenever it sees fit . But the unique status of
Indian tribes does not rest on any premise
such as this. The special relationship between Indians and the Federal government
is the result instead of solemn obligations
which have been entered into by the United
States Government. Down through the
years, through written treaties and through
formal and informal agreements, our government has made specific commitments to
the Indian people. For their part, the Indians
have often surrendered claims to vast tracts
of land and have accepted life on government
reservations. In exchange, the government
has
_to provide

agrc:ed

,
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community services such as health, education and public safety, services which
would presumably allow Indian comrnuni ties to enjoy a standard of living
comparable to that of other Americans.
This goal, of course, has never been
achieved. But the special relationship between the Indian tribes and the Federal
government which arises from these agreements continues to carry immense moral
and legal force. To terminate this relationship would be no more appropriate
than to terminate the citizenship rights of
any other American.
The second reason for rejecting forced
termination is that the practical results
ha\·c been clearly harmful in the few instan rcs in which termination actually has
been tried. The removal of Federal
trusteeship responsibility has produced
considerable disorientation among the
affected Indians and has left them unable
to relate to a myriad of Federal, State and
local assistance efforts. Their economic
and social condition has often been worse
after termination than it was before.
The third argument I would make
against forced termination concerns the
<'ffect it has had upon the overwhelming
majority of tribes which still enjoy a
special relationship with the Federal government. The very threat that this relationship may someday be ended has
created a great deal of apprehension
among Indian groups and this apprehension, in turn, has had a blighting effect on
tribal progress. Any step that might result
in greater social, economic or political
autonomy is regarded with suspicion by
many Indians who fear that it will only
bring them closer to the day when the
Federal government will disavow its
responsibility and cut them adrift.
In short, the fear of one extreme policy,

forced termination, has often worked to
produce the opposite extreme: excessive
dependence on the Federal government
In many cases this dependence is so great
that the Indian community is almost entirely run by outsiders who are responsible and responsive to Federal officials in
\Vashington, D.C., rather than to the
communities they are supposed to be serving. This is the second of the two harsh
approaches which have long plagued our
Indian policies. Of the Department of the
Interior's programs directly ser\'ing Indians, for example, only r.5 percent are
presently under Indian control. Only 2.+
percent of HEW's Indian health programs
are run by Indians. The result is a burgeoning Federal bureaucracy, programs
which are far less effecth·e than they
ought to be, and an erosion of Indian
initiative and morale.
I believe that both of these policy
extremes are wrong. Federal termination
errs in one direction, Federal paternalism
errs in the other. Only by clearly rejecting both of these extremes can we achie\'e
a policy which truly sen·es the best interests of the Indian people. Self-determination among the Indian people can and
must be encouraged without the threat
of eventual termination. In my view, in
fac~ that .is the only way that self-determination can effectively be fostered .
1bis, then, must be the goal of any new
national policy toward the Indian people:
to strengthen the Indian's sense of autonomy without threatening his sense of
community. \Ve must .mure the Indian
that he can assume control of his mrn
life ·without being separated involuntarily from the tnoal group. And wc must
make it clear that Indians can become
independent of Federal control without
being cut off from Federal concern and
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federal support. My specific recommendations to the Congress are designed to
carry out this policy.
r. Rejecting Termination
Because termination is morally and
legally unacceptable, because it produces
bad practical results, and because the mere
threat of termination tends to discourage
greater self-sufficiency among Indian
groups, I am asking the Congress to pass a
new Concurrent Resolution which would
expressly renounce, repudiate and repeal
the termination policy as expressed in
House Concurrent Resolution 108 of the
83rd Congress. This resolution would
explicitly affirm the integrity and right to
continued existence of all Indian tribes
and Alaska native governments, recognizing that cultural pluralism is a source of
national strength. It would assure these
groups that the United States Government would continue to carry out its treaty
and trusteeship obligations to them as long
as the groups themselves believed that
such a policy was necessary or desirable.
It would guarantee that whenever Indian
groups decided to assume control or responsibility for government service programs, they could do so and still receive
adequate Federal financial support. In
short, such a resolution would reaffirm for
the Legislative branch-as I hereby affirm
for the Executive branch-that the historic relationship between the Federal
government and the Indian communities
cannot be abridged without the consent
of the Indians.
2.

Th e Right to Control and Operate
Federal Programs

Even as we reject the goal of forced termination, so must we reject the suffocating
pattern of paternalism. But how can we
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best do this? In the past, we have ofte:.
assumed that because the government :.:
obliged to provide certain services f :::
Indians, it therefore must administe:
those same services..i\nd to get rid of Federal administration, by the same toke:·..
often meant getting rid of the whole F eceral program. But there is no necessa:-·
reason for this assumption. Federal sur··
port programs for non-Indian commun:ties--hospitals and schools are two rea.c·.examples-are ordinarily administered r ·.
local authorities. There is no reason " ·1:-.
Indian communities should be deprived c·:
the privilege of self-determination mere:·.because they receive monetary suppo:-:
from the Federal government. Nor shou ..:
they lose Federal money because they n"
ject Federal control.
For years we have talked about encouraging Indians to exercise greater self-determination, but our progress has nen·~
been commensurate with our promises.
Part of the reason for this situation h:i;
been the threat of termination. But a1:other reason is the fact that when a decision is made as to whether a Feder:il
program will be turned over to Indian administration, it is the Federal authoritie::
and not the Indian people who finall~·
make that decision.
This situation should be re\·ersed. In
my judgment, it should be up to the Indian tribe to determine whether it is willing and able to assume administratin·
responsibility for a service program which
is presently administered by a Federal
agency. To this end, I am proposing legislation which would empower a tribe or :i
group of tribes or any other Indian community to take over the control or operation of Federally-funded and administered
programs in the Department of the Interior and the Department of Health, Ed-
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ucation and \\·elfare wheneyer the trib~
council or comparable community governing group voted to do so.
Under this legislation, it would not be
necessary for the Federal agency administering the program to approve the transfer of responsibility. It is my hope and
expectation that most such transfers of
power would still take place consensually
as a result of negotiations between the local community and the Federal goYernment. But in those cases in which an
impasse arises between the two partie~
the final determination should rest with
the Indian community.
Under the proposed legislation, Indian
control of Indian programs would always
be a wholly voluntary matter. It would
be possible for an Indian group to select
that program or that specified portion of
a program that it wants to run without
assuming responsibility for other components. The "right of retrocession" would
also be guaranteed; this means that if the
local community elected to administer a
program and then later decided to give it
back to the Federal government, it would
always be able to do so.
Appropriate technical assistance to
help local organizations successfully operate these programs would be provided
by the Federal government. No tribe
would risk economic disadvantage from
managing its own programs; under the
proposed legislation, locally-administered
programs would be funded on equal
terms with similar services still administered by Federal authorities. The legislation I propose would include appropriate protections against any action which
endangered the rights, the health, the
safety or the welfare of individuals. It
would also contain accountability proce-

dures to guard against gross negligence or
mismanagement of Federal funds.
This legislation would apply only to
seffices which go directly from the Federal government to the Indian community; those services which are channeled
through State or local governments could
still be turned over to Indian control by
mutual consent. To run the activities for
which they ha,·e assumed control, the Indian groups could employ local people or
outside experts. If they chose to hire Federal employees who had formerly administered these projects, those employees
would still enjoy the privileges of Federal employee benefit programs-under
special legislation which will also be submitted to the Congress.
Legislation which guarantees the right
of Indians to contract for the control or
operation of Federal programs would directly channel more money into Indian
communities, since Indians themselves·
would be administering programs and
drawing. salaries which now often go to
non-Indian administrators. The potential
for Indian control is significant, for we are
talking about programs which annually
spend over $400 million in Federal funds.
A policy which encourages Indian administration of these programs will help
build greater pride and resourcefulness
within the Indian community. At the
same time, programs which are managed
and operated by Indians are likely to be
more effective in meeting Indian needs.
I speak with added confidence about
these anticipated results because of the
favorable experience of programs ,,-h ich
ha\·e already been turned over to Indian
control. Under the auspices of the Office
of Economic Opportunity, Indian communities now run more than 6o commu-
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nity action agencies which are located on
Federal reservations. OEO is planning to
spend some $57 million in Fiscal Year
l 97 l through Indian-controlled grantees.
For over four years, many OEO-funded
programs have operated under the control
of local Indian organizations and the results have been most heartening.
Two Indian tribes-the Salt River
Tribe and the Zuni Tribe-have recently
extended this principle of local control to
virtually all of the programs which the
Bureau of Indian Affairs has traditionally
administered for them . Many Federal officials, including the Agency Superintendent, have been replaced by elected
tribal officers or tribal employees. The
time has now come to build on these experiences and to extend local Indian control-at a rate and to the degree that the
Indians themselves establish.
3. R esto ring the Sacred Lands Near Blue
Lake
Ne· government policy toward Indians
can be fully effective unless there is a relationship of trust and confidence between
the Federal government and the Indian
people. Such a relationship cannot be
completed overnight; it is inevitably the
product of a long series of words and actions. But we can contribute significantly
to such a relationship by responding to
just grievances which are especially im~
portant to the Indian people.
One such grievance concerns the sacred
Indian lands at and near Blue Lake in
New Mexico. From the fourteenth century, the Taos Pueblo Indians used these
areas for religious and tribal purposes. In
1906, however, the United States Government appropriated these lands for the
creation of a national forest. According to
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a recent determination of the Indian
Claims Commission, the government
"took said lands from petitioner without
compensation."
For 64 years, the Taos Pueblo has been
trying to regain possession of this sacred
lake and watershed area in order to preseIYe it in its natural condition and limit
its non-Indian use. The Taos Indians
consider such action essential to the
protection and expression of their religious
faith.
The restoration of the Blue Lake lands
to the Taos Pueblo Indians is an issue of
unique and critical importance to Indians
throughout the country. I therefore take
this opportunity wholeheartedly to endorse legislation which would restore 48,000 acres of sacred land to the Tao5
Pueblo people, with the statutory promise
that they would be able to use these lands
for traditional purposes and that except
for such uses the lands would remain fore,·er wild.
With the addition of some perfecting
amendments, legislation now pending in
the Congress would properly achieYe this
goal. That legislation (H.R. 471) should
promptly be amended and enacted. Such
action would stand as an important symboi
of this gm·emment's responsh·eness to the
just grievances of the American Indians.

4. Indian Education
One of the saddest aspects of Indian
life in the United States is the low quality
of Indian education. Drop-out rates for
Indians are twice the national average
and the average educational level for all
Indians under Federal supervision is less
than six school years. Again, at least a
part of the problem stems from the fact
that the Federal government is trying to
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do for Indians what many Indians could
do better for themsch-es.
The Federal government now has responsibility for some 22 1 ,ooo Indian children of school age. While over 50,000 of
these children attend schools which are
operated directly by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, only i50 Indian children are enrolled in schools where the responsibility
for education has been contracted by the
BIA to Indian school boards. Fortunately,
this condition is beginning to change. The
Ramah ?\a\·ajo Community of New
::\fexico and the Rough Rock and Black
\\"atcr Schools in Arizona are notable examples of schools which have recently
been brought under local Indian control
Several other communities are nmv
negotiating for similar arrangements.
Consistent with our policy that the
Indian community should have the right
to take over the control and operation of
federally funded programs, we believe
every Indian community wishing to do so
should be able to control its own Indian
schools. This control would be exercised
by school boards selected by Indians and
functioning much like other school boards
throughout the nation. To assure that this
goal is achieved, I am asking the Vice
President, acting in his role as Chairman
of the National Council on Indian Opportunity,1 to establish a Special Education Subcommittee of that Council. The
members of that Subcommittee should be
Indian educators who are selected by the
'Executive Order 11551, dated August 11,
1970, pro,-ided for additional Indian members
on the National Council on Indian Opportunity. A " "hite H ouse release dated August 31,
announcing the appointment of eight new members to the Council, is printed in the Weekly
Compilation of Presidential Documents (vol.
6, p. 1132 ).

Council's Indian members. The Subcommittee will pro\·ide technical assistance to Indian communities wishing to
establish school boards, will conduct a
nationwide review of the educational
status of all Indian school children in
whate\·er schools they may be attending,
and will e\·aluate and report annually on
the status of Indian education, including
the extent of local control. This Subromrnittee will act as a transitional
mechanism; its objective should not be
self-perpetuation but the actual transfer
of Indian education to Indi2n communities.
\\"e must also take specific action to
benefit Indian children in public :-chools.
Some 141 ,ooo Indian children presently
attend general public schools near their
homes. Fifty-two thousand of these are
absorbed by local school districts \,·ithout
special Federal aid. But 89,000 Indian
children attend public schoois in such
high concentrations that the State or local
school districts invoh·ed are eligible for
special Federal assistance under the Joh:nson-O'Malley Act. 2 In Fiscal Year I 97 I,
the Johnson-O'l\falley program "·ill be
funded at a le\'el of some $20 million.
This Johnson-O'Malley money is designed to help Indian students, but since
funds go directly to the school districts,
the Indians have little if any influence
over the way in which the money is spent.
I therefore propose that the Congress
amend the Johnson-O'Malley Act so as to
authorize the Secretary of the Interior to
channel funds under this act directly to
Indian tribes and communities. Such a
prO\ision would give Indians the ability
to help shape tl1e schools which their chi!1
Public Law No. 638, June 4, 1935 r49 Stat.
1458; 25 u.s.c. 452-455).
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dren attend and, in so111e instances, lo set
up new school systems of their own. At
the same time, I am directing the Secretary of the Interior to make every effort
to ensure that Johnson-O"Malley funds
which are presently directed to public
school districts are actually spent to improve the education of Jndi:m children
in these districts.

5. Econo mic D a •cloj1m e11t L egislation
Economic depriYation is among the
most serious of Indian problems. l'nemp!oyment among Indians is ten times the
national aYerage ; the uncmploymr nt rate
runs as high as Uo percent on some of the
poorest reservations. Eighty percent of
reseryation Indi:111s haYe an income
" ·hich falls below the poyerty line ; the
ayerage annual income for such families is
onl ~· $ 1 ,500. As I said in September of
1968, it is critically import:mt that the
F cc..leral goYemment support and encou rage efforts \\·hich help Indians de,·elop
their own economic infrastructure. To
that end, I am proposing the "Indian
Financing Act of I 970."
This act would do two things:
I . It would broaden the existing Revoking Loan Fund, which loans money for
Indian economic deYelopment proj ec ts. I
am asking that the authorization for this
fund be increased from approximately $25
million to $75 million.
2. It would pro\·ide additional incentives in the form of loan guarantees, loan
insurance and interest subsidies to encourage private lenders to loan more
money for Indian economic projects. An
aggregate amount of $200 million \\·ould
be authorized for loan guarantee and lo::m
insurance purposes.
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I also urge that legislation be enacted
which would permit any tribe which
chooses to do so to enter into leases of its
land for up to 99 years. Indian people now
own over 50 million acres of land that arc
held in trust by the Federal goYernm ent.
In order to compete in attracting im·cstment capital for commercial, industri:i.I
and recreational deYelopment of thrse
lands, it is essential that the tribes be able
to offer long-term leases. Long-tem1 le.15ing is preferable to selling such property
since it enables tribes to preserve the trust
ownership of their reservation homelands.
But existing law limits the length of time
for which many tribes can enter into such
leases. Moreover, when Jong-term leasing
is allO\\·ed, it has been granted by Congress on a case-by-case basis, a policy
which again reflects a deep-rooted pa ttcrn
of paternalism. The twen tY reserva tinns
which have already been given auth oritv
for long-term leasing haYe realized important benefits from that privilege and
this opportunity should now be extended
to all Indian tribes.
Economic planning is another arr .,
where our efforts can be significantly improved. The comprehensive economic
development plans that have been creat ed
by both the Pima-!vfaricopa and the
Zuni Tribes provide outstanding exampl es
of interagency cooperation in fostering
Indian economic growth. The Zuni Plan,
for example, extends for at least fiye years
and involves a total of $35 million from
the Departments of Interior, Housing
and Urban Development, and Health,
Education and Welfare and from the
Office of Economic Opportunity and the
Economic Development Administration.
I am directing the Secretary of the Interior
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to play an active role in coordinating
additional projects of this kind.

6. More Money for Indian Health
Despite significant improvements in the
past decade and a hall, the health of
Indian people still lags 20 to 25 years
behind that of the general population.
The average age at death among Indians
is 44 years, about one-third less than the
national average. Infant mortality is
nearly 50% higher for Indians and
Alaska natives than for the population at
large ; the tuberculosis rate is eight times
as high and the suicide rate is twice that
of the general population. Many infectious diseases such as trachoma and
dysentery that have all but disappeared
among other Americans continue to
afflict the Indian people.
This Administration is determined that
the health status of the first Americans
will be improved. In order to initiate expanded efforts in this area, I will request
the allocation of an additional $10 million
for Indian health programs for the current fiscal year. This strengthened Federal effort will enable us to address
ourselves more effectively to those health
problems which are particularly important
to the Indian community. We understand,
for example, that areas of greatest concern
to Indians include the prevention and
control of alcoholism, the promotion of
mental health and the control of middleear disease. We hope that the ravages of
middle-ear disease-a particularly acute
disease among Indians-can be brought
under control within five years.
These and other Indian health ~
grams will be most effective if more Indians are involved in running them. Yetalmost unbelievably-we are presently

able to identify in this country only 30
physicians and fewer than 400 nurses of
Indian descent. To meet this situation, we
will expand our efforts to train Indians
for health careers.

7. Helping Urban Indians
Our new census will probably show that
a larger proportion of America's Indians
are living off the reservation than ever
before in our history. Some authorities
even estimate that more Indians are living
in cities and towns than are remaining on
the reservation. Of those American Indians who are now dwelling in urban areas,
approximately three-fourths are living in
poverty.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs is organized to serve the 462,000 reservation
Indians. The BIA's responsibility does not
extend to Indians who have left the
reservation, but this point is not always
clearly understood. As a result of this
misconception, Indians living in urban
areas have often lost out on the opportunity to participate in other programs
designed for disadvantaged groups. As a
first step toward helping the urban Indians, I am instructing appropriate officials
to do all they can to ensure that this misunderstanding is corrected.
But misunderstandings are not the most
important problem confronting urban
Indians. The biggest barrier faced by
those Federal, State and local programs
which are trying to serve urban Indians
is the difficulty of locating and identifying
them. Lost in the anonymity of the city,
often cut off from family and friends,
many urban Indians are slow to establish
new community ties. Many drift from
neighborhood to neighborhood; many
shuttle back and forth between reserva-
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tions and urban areas. Language and
cultural differences compound these problems. As a result, Federal, State and local
programs which are designed to help such
persons often miss this most deprived and
least understood segment of the urban
poverty population.
This Administration is already taking
steps which will help remedy this situation. In a joint effort, the Office of Economic Opportunity and the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare will
expand support to a total of seven urban
Indian centers in major cities which will
act as links between existing Federal, State
and local service programs and the urban
Indians. The Departments of Labor,
Housing and Urban Development and
Commerce have pledged to cooperate
with such experimental urban centers and
the Bureau of Indian Affairs has expressed its willingness to contract with
these centers for the performance of relocation services which assist reservation
Indians in their transition to urban
employment.
These efforts represent an important
beginning in recognizing and alleviating
the severe problems faced by urban Indians. We hope to learn a great deal from
these projects and to expand our efforts
as rapidly as possible. I am directing the
Office of Economic Opportunity to lead
these efforts.
8. Indian Trust Counsel Authority
The United States Government acts as
a legal trustee for the land and water
rights of American Indians. These rights
are often of critical economic importance
to the Indian people; frequently they are
also the subject of extensive legal dispute.
In many of these legal confrontations, the
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Federal government is faced " ·ith an
inherent conflict of interest. The Secretary
of the Interior and the Attorney General
must at the same time advance both the
national interest in the use of land and
water rights and the private interests of
Indians in land which the government
holds as trustee.
Every trustee has a legal obligation to
ad,·ance the interests of the beneficiaries
of the trust without reservation and ·with
the highest degree of diligence and skill.
Under present conditions, it is often difficult for the Department of the Interior
and the Department of Justice to fulfill
this obligation. No self-respecting law firm
would e\·er allow itself to represent two
opposing clients in one dispute; yet the
Federal goyernment has frequently found
itself in precisely that position. There is
considerable evidence that the Indians are
the losers when such situations arise. More
than that, the credibility of the Federal
go,·ernment is damaged whenever it appears that such a conflict of interest exists.
In order to correct this situation, I am
calling on the Congress to establish an
Indian Trust Counsel Authority to assure
independent legal representation for the
Indians' natural resource rights. This
Authority would be governed by a threeman board of directors, appointed by the
President ,,-jth the advice and consent of
the Senate. At least two of the board members would be Indian. The chief legal officer of the Authority would be designated
as the Indian Trust Counsel.
The Indian Trust Counsel ..\uthority
would be independent of the Departments
of the Interior and Justice and would be
expressly empowered to bring suit in the
name of the Vnited States in its trustee
capacitY. The United States would waive
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its so\·ereign immunity from suit in connection with litigation involving the
Authority.
9. Assistant Secretary for lnd"Um and T er-

ritorial Affairs
To help guide the implementation of a
new national policy concerning American
Indians, I am recommending to the Congress the establishment of a new position
in the Department of the InteriorAssistant Secretary for Indian and
Territorial Affairs. At present, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs reports to the
Secretary of the . Interior through the
Assiste1nt Secretary for Public Land ::\fanagcmcnt-an officer who has many respomibilities in the natural resources area
which compete with his concern for Indians. A new Assistant Secretary for Indian and Territorial Affain would have
only one concern-the Indian and territorial peoples, their land, and their pro~-rcss and well-being. Secretary Hickel and
I both believe this new position represents
an elevation of Indian affairs to their
proper role ·within the Department of the
Interior and we urge Congress to act
faYOrably on this proposal.
Co~TINUING PROGRAMS

Many of the new programs which are
outlined in this message have grown out
of this Administration's experience with
other Indian projects that have been initiated or expanded during the last 17
months.
The Office of Economic Opportunity
has been particularly active in the development of new and experimental efforts.
OEO's Fiscal Year 1971 budget request
for Indian-related activities is up 18 percent from 1969 spending. In the last year

alone- to mention just two exarnplesOEO doubled its funds for Indian cro.
nomic development and tripled its cxpcnclitures for alcoholism and recoven·
programs. In areas such as housing and
home in1provemcnt, health care, emergency food, legal scr.·iccs and education,
OEO programs ha\·e been significantly
expanded. As I said in my recent speech
on the economy, I hope that the Congress
will support this \"aluable work by appropriating the full amount requested for
the Economic Opportunity Act.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs has already begun to in1plement our policy of
contracting with local Indians for the
operation of gowmmcnt pr~rams. As I
ha,·e noted, the Salt RiYer Tribe and the
Zuni Tribe haYe taken over the bulk of
Federal ser.,iccs ; other projec.ts ran!!in~
from job training centers to high school
counseling programs haYe been · contracted out to Indian groups on an individual basis in many areas of the
country.
Economic development has also been
stepped up. Of 195 commercial and industrial enterprises which have been established in Indian areas ,,,.-jth BIA assistance,
71 have come into operation within the
last two years. These enterprises provide
jobs for more than 6,ooo Indians and are
e:ll."peCted to employ substantially more
when full capacity is reached. A number
of these businesses are now owned by Indians and many others are managed by
them. To further increase individual Indian ownership, the BIA has this month
initiated the Indian Business Development
Fund which proYides equity capital to Indians who go into business in reserYation
areas.
Since late 1967, the Economic De,·elopment Administration has appro,·ed ap-
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proximately $80 million in projects on
Indian resen·ations, including nearly $60
million in public works projects. The impact of such activities can be tremendous;
on the Gila River Resen·ation in Arizona,
for example, economic de\"elopment projects over the last three years ha,·e helped
to lower the unemployment rate from 56
to l 8 percent, increase the median family
income by 150 percent and cut the welfare
rate by 50 percent.
There has been additional progress on
many other fronts since January of 1969.
New "Indian Desks" haYe been created in
each of the human resource departments
of the Federal government to help coordinate and accelerate Indian programs.
\\"e ha Ye supported an increase in funding
of $4 million for the Na\"ajo Irrigation
Project. Housing efforts ha,·e picked up
substantially; a new Indian Police Academy has been set up ; Indian education
efforts ha\"e been expanded-including an
increase of $8-t8,ooo in scholarships for Indian college students and the establishment of the Navajo Community College,
the first college in America planned, developed and operated by and for Indians.
Altogether, obligational authority for Indian programs run by the Federal GoYemment has increased from a little OYer $598
million in Fiscal Year r 9i0 to almost $6!26
million in Fiscal Year r 97 1.
Finally, I would mention the impact
on the Indian population of the series of
welfare reform proposals I haye sent to
the Congress. Because of the high rate of
unemployment and underemployment
among Indians, there is probably no other
group in the country that would be helped
as directly and as substantially by programs such as the new Family Assistance
Plan and the proposed Family Health Insurance Plan. It is estimated, for example,
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that more than half of all Indian families
would be eligible for Family Assistance
ben('fits and the enactment of this legislation is therefore of critical importance to
the American Indian.
This Administration has brokm a good
deal of ne\\"ground with respec t to Indian
problems in the last I 7 months. \\'e ha\·e
learned many things and as a result we
have been able to formulate a new
approach to Indian affairs. Throughout
this entire process, we haYe regularly consulted the opinions of the Indian people
and their views haYe played a major role
in the formulation of Federal policy.
As we moYe ahead in this important
work, it is essential that the Indian people
continue to lead the way by participating
in policy de,·elopment to the greatest possible degree. In order to facilitate such
participation, I am asking the Indian
members of the National Council on
Indian Opportunity to spomor field hearings throughout the nation in order to
establish a continuing dialogue between
the Executive branch of government and
the Indian population of our country. I
haYe asked the Vice President to see that
the first round of field hearings are completed before October.

The recommendations of this Administration represent an historic step fonrnrd
in Indian policy. \.\'e are proposing to
break sharply with past approaches to
Indian problems. In place of a long series
of piecemeal reforms, we suggest a new
and coherent strategy. In place of policies
which simply call for more spending, we
suggest policies which call for wiser spending. In place of policies which oscillate
between the deadly extremes of forced
tem1ination and constant pat('rnalism, we
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suggest a policy in which the Federal gO\·ernment and the Indian community play
complementary roles.
But most importantly, we have turned
from the question of whether the Federal
government has a responsibility to Indians to the question of how that responsibility can best be fulfilled . We have concluded that the Indians will get better
programs and that public monies will be
more effectively expended if the people
who are most affected by these programs
are responsible for operating them.
The Indians of America need Federal
assistance-this much has long been clear.
What has not always been clear, however,
is that the Federal government needs

Indian energies and Indian lcalk:< ..
its assistance is to be effective in i1..·
ing the conditions of Indian life. l:
new and balanced relationship J...: ·.
the United States government :•.. ,:
first Americans that is at the 11e:111 . -:
approach to Indian problem>. ..\1.,:
is why we now approach these 1'1 "· .·
with new confidence that they w i ~ ;
ccssfully be overcome.
RICHARJ J :'\ i \

The White House
July 8, 1970
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TITLE 25-INDIANS

SUBCHAPTER 11-:INDIAN SELF·
DETERMINATION

I 450. Conrree1lonal 1tatement of ftndlnp
<a> The Congreu, after careful review of the
Federal Ooverrunent's historical and special
legal relatlonshlp with, and resulting responsl·
bllltles to. American Indian people, finds thatm the prolonged Federal domination of
Indian service programs has JServed to retard
rather than enhance the progress of Indian
people and their communities by depriving
Indians of the full · o pportunity to develop
leadership skills crucial to the realization of
self.government, and has denied to the Indian
people an effective voice in the planning and
Implementation of programs for the benefit
or Indians which are responsive to the true
needs of Indian communities; and
<2> the Indian peOple wlJJ . never surrender
their desire to control - their relationships
both among themselves and with non:Indlan
rovernments, organizations, and persons.
<bl The Congress further finds that(1) true self-determination In any society of
people ls dependent upon an educational process which wlll Insure the development of
qualified people to fulflll meaningful leadership roles;
<2> the. Federal responslblllty for and assistance to education of Indian children has not
effected the desired level of educational
achievement or created the diverse opportunities and personal satisfaction which education
can and should provide; and
<3l parental and community control of the
tciucatlonal process Is of crucial Importance
tc the Indian people.
iPub. L. 93-638, f 2, Jan. 4, 1975, 88 Stat. 2203.>
CODlnCATI01'

lbla aectlon wu not enacted u part of title I of Pub.
:. t3-C38, which comprtaea thla aubchapter.
8ROllT

Trn.s

.

llection 1·of Pub. L. 93-8311 provided: "That thla Act
!f'lllCtln1 .ectlona 13a. 4110 to 4110n, 41111, 4118, 457, and
\Se to 458e of thla title and aectlon 2004b of Title 42,
Tbt Public Health and Welfare, amending section
m1 or Title II, Government Organization and EmlloJ!el, section 4782 of Title 42, and section 458 of
ntlt 50, Appendix, War and National Defense, and en·
!Nd provisions set out as notes under sections 4110f,
!LU, and 457 of thla title] may be cited u the 'Indian
IPU·Detennlnatlon and Education .Aaalstance Act'."
8'1:tlon 101 of Pub. L. 93-83S provided that: "Thi•
~!meaning title I of Pub. L. 93-838 which enacted
IOrtlona 450f to 450n of thla title and section 2004b of
~If 42, The Public Health and Welfare, and amend.. lfetlon 3371 of Title II, Government Organization
m4 Employees, section 4782 of Title 42, and section
.. of Title &O, Appendix, War and National DefeMel
lllJ be cited aa the 'Indian Self-Determlnn.tlon Act'."

'450b

f 4&0a. Conrre11lonal declaration of policy
<a> The Congress hereby recognizes the obll·
ration of the United States to respond to the
strong expreaslon of the Indian people for selfdetermlnatlon by assuring maximum Indian
participation tn the direction of educational as
well as other Federal services to Indian communities so as to render such services more respon·
slve to the needs and desires of those communl·
ties.
'
<b> The Congreu declares Its commitment to
the maintenance of the Federal Government's
unique and continuing relationship with and responsibility to the Indian people through the
establlsh~ent of a meaningful Indian self-determination policy which wlll permit an orderly
transition from Federal domination of pro·
grama for and services to Indians to effective
and meaningful participation by the Indian
people In the planning, conduct, and administration ol those programs and services.
<c> The Congress declares that a major national goal of the Unl.ted States Is to provide
the quantity and quality of educational services
and opportunities which wlll permit Indian
children to compete and excel In the life areas
of their choice, and to achieve the measure of
self-determination essential to their social and
economic well-being.
(Pub. L. 93-638, f 3, Jan. 4, 1975, 88 Stat. 2203.>
CODIFICATI01'

Thia section wu not enacted u part or title I of Pub.
L . 93-638, which comprlaes this subchapter

I 450b. Definitions
For the purposes of this Act, the term<a> "Indian" means a person who ls a
member of an Indian tribe;
<b> "Indian tribe" means any Indian tribe,
band, nation, or other organized group or
community, Including any Alaska Native village or regional or vlllage corporation as defined In or established pursuant to the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act C43 U.S.C. 1601
et seq.] which ls recognized as eligible for the
special programs and services pro\'lded by the
United States to Indians because of their
status as Indians;
<c> "Tribal organization" means the recognized governing body of any Indian tribe; any
legally established organization of Indians
which Is controlled, sanctioned, or chartered
by such governing body or which ls democratically elected by the adult members of the
Indian community to be served by such organization and which Includes the maximum
participation of Indians In all phases or Its activities: Provtded, That In any case where a
contract ls let or grant made to an organization to perform services beneflttlng more
than one Indian tribe, the approval of each
such Indian tribe shall be a prerequisite to
the letting or making of such contract or
grant;
Cd> "Secretary", unless otherwise designated, means the Secretary of the Interior;
<fl'"State education agency" means the
State board of education or other agency or
•So

<e>.

In original. Section wu enacted without a par.
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officer primarlly responsible for supervision
by the State of public elementary and secondary schools, or, If there Is no such officer or
agency, an officer or agency designated by
the Governor or by State law.
<Pub. L. 93-638, § 4, Jan. 4, 1975, 88 Stat. 2204.)
RD'llllMCU Ill TsxT

Thia Act. referred to in text. la the Indian Self-Detenninatlon and Education Aasistance Act, which la
Pub. L. 113-838, Jan. 4, 1975, 88 Stat. 2203. For complete claaslflcatlon of this Act to the Code, see Short
Title note set out under section 450 of this title and
Tables volume.
The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, referred
to in text, la Pub. L. 92-203, Dec. 18, 1971, 85 Stat. 888,
u amended, which la claaslfled generally to chapter 33
<f 1801 et seq.> of Title 43, Publlc Landa. For complete
claaslflcatlon of thla Act to the Code, see Short Title
note set out under section 1801 of Title 43, and Tables
volume.

(d) Repayment to Treasury by recipient or lllln ....
ed or unuled fund1
Any funds paid to a financial au~t.&nc• ,,
clplent referred to In subsection <a> or thi. tlon and not expended or used for the puri,for which paid shall be repaid to the Trna."..11
of the United States.
<Pub. L. 93-638, § 5, Jan. 4, 1975, 88 Stat. nM
RD'l:JllCNCES Ill Tl:xT

This Act, referred to In subsec. <al, b tht Ir.._,
Self-Detennlnatlon and Education Aubwww .a.;,
which la Pub. L. 93-838, Jan. 4, 1975; 88 Stat llOI ,.,;
complete claaslflcatlon of this Act to thr Codr Short Title note set out under section 4~ ol th11 1~ •
and Tables volume.
CODJFJCATJ01'

Thia section was not enacted u part of uu, I ot ,.,...
L. 93-388, which comprises thla 1ubchapt.er.
§ 450d. Criminal actlvltlea lnvolvlnr rnnta. nNIUto ..

CODJFJCATJOll

etc.; penaltie•

Thia section was not enacted as part of title I of Pub.
L. 93-838, which comprises thla subchapter.

Whoever, being an officer, director, aarnt ,.
employee of, or connected In any capacltr •ll ~ .
any recipient of a contract, subcontrat:\. 11'.·.o
8ZCTJO• REnlUlED TO JN OTHER SECTIONS
or subgrant pursuant to this Act or secUON ll :
Thia section la referred to in title 5 section 3371.
to 457 of tl:lis title, embezzles, wlllfull)· n: 1Mo1·
plies, steals, or obtains by fraud &ny of u~
§ 450c. Reportlnr and audit requirements ior recipi- money, funds assets, or property which.,.. t•~
ents of Federal financial aaal1tance
subject of such a grant, subgrant, contrwt .,
subcontract, shall be fined not morr u...,
(a) Maintenance of record•
$10,000 or imprisoned for not more th&r. , •.,
Each recipient of Federal financial a.Sslstance years, or both, but if the amount so embfu.W<1.
from the Secretary of Interior or the Secretary misapplied, stolen, or obtained by fraud o.;.,.
of Health, Education, and Welfare, under this not exceed $100, he shall be fined not a..••
Act, shall keep such records as the appropriate than $1,000 or imprisoned not more Uw1 a :•
Secretary shall prescribe, Including records . year, or both.
which fully disclose the amount and disposition
by such recipient of the proceeds of such assis- <Pub~ L: 93::538, § 6, Jan. 4, 1975, 88 Stat J)M
tance, the cost of the project or undertaking In
RD'l:JIDCES 11' TuT
connection with which such assistance Is given
Thia Act, referred to In text, la the lndlan 8ri1 f•
or used, the amount of that portion of the cost
of the project or undertaking supplied by other termination and Education Assistance Act. •tur• ..
sources, and such other records as will fac111tate Pub. L. 93-838, Jan. 4, 1975, 88 Stat. 2203.
plete clualflcatlon of this Act to the Codr. - .,..,.
an effective audit.
Title note set out under section 450 of thu Ull• .,,,
(b) Acce11 to book•, documents, papen, and record• Tables volume.
for audit and examination by Comptroller Gener·
CODJFJCATJOlf
al, etc.
·
·
Thia section wu not enacted u part of uur 1"' ,...
The Comptroller General and the approprl· L. 113431, which comprlaes this subch&pt.er.
ate Secretary, or any of their duly authorized
representatives, shall, until the expiration of I 450e. Ware and labor 1tandard1 and pm"'"'" ..
three ye&ra after completion of the project or
qulrements for contracts or rrani.
undertak.lnl referred to In the preceding sub<a> All laborers and mechanics emplortd '1
section of this section, have access <for the pur·
pose of audit and examination> to any booka, contractors or subcontractors In the coriMJ"'
documents, papers, and records of such recipi- tlon, alteration, or repair, lncludln1 P&Jnun. #
ents which In the opinion of the Comptroller decorating of bulldlngs or other tacllltlft 11
General or the Appropriate Secretary may be connection with contracts or rrant.a rn""-1
related or pertinent to the rranta, contracts, Into pursuant to this Act, shall be paid "!IC" .subcontracts, subgrants, or other arrangements not less than those prevailing on similar fU,
structlon In the locality. as determined bJ u..
referred to In the preceding subsection.
Secretary of Labor In accordance wtUI 1•c1
<c> Avallablllty by rulplent or required reportl and Davll·Bacon Act of March 3, 1931 14' 11~
Information to Indian People ae"ed or repre· 1494), as amended [40 U.S.C. 276a et aeq.J. W'111
1ented
respect to conatructlon, alteration, or ni--·
Each recipient of Federal financial aaalstance work to which the Act of March 3, 11121 11 apf4
referred to In subsection <a> of this aectlon shall cable under the terms of this section, lhr 15«,..
make such reports and Information avallable to tary of Labor shall have the author1tr w.A
the Indian people served or represented by functions set forth In ReoraanlzaUon .-.....
such recipient aa and In a manner determined Numbered 14, of 1950, and section 278c of uu.
40.
to be adequate by the appropriate Secretary.
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TITLE 25-INDIANS
<b> Any contract, 1Uboontract, grant, or sub·
rrant puniuant to· thla Act. sections 452 to 457
or this title, or any other Act authorizing Fed·
ert.l contracts with or irrants to Indian orrant·
aUona or for the benefit of Indlnns, shall re·
quire that to the greatest extent feaslble<l> preferences and opportunities for train·
Ing and employment tn connection with the
administration of such contracts or rrants
shall be given to Indiana; and
<2> preference In the award of subcontracts
and subgrants In connection with the administration of such contracts or grants shall be
riven to Indian orrantzatlons and to Indian·
owned economic enterprtaes as defined In sec·
tlon 1452 of this title.
CP.ub. L. 93-638, 17, Jan. 4, 1975, 88 Stat. 2205.)
Rll:RRDCD 11'

TsxT

Thill Act, referred to ln text, Is the Indian Self·De·
termination Uld Education Aalstance Act, which 11
Pub. L. 93-438, Jan. 4, 111711, 88 Stat. 2203. For com·
Plete claulflcatlon of thll Act to the Code, aee Short
Title note set out under section 450 of this title and
Tables volume.
The Davlll Bacon Act of March 3, 1931 <411 Stat.
1494). u amended, referred to In subsec. <a>. Ill act
Mar. 3, 1931, ch. 411, 411 Stat. 1494, as amended, which
la cl&1111ltled generally to sections 276a to 2711a-6 of
Title 40, Public Bulldlnp, Property, and Worka. For
complete classification of thlll Act to the Code, sec
Short Title note set out under section 276a of Title 40
and Tables volume.
The Act of March 3, 1921, referred to In subaec. <a>,
probably means the act of March 3, 1931, ch. 411, 48
Stat. 1494, as amended, known u the Davis Bacon Act.
See note above.
Reorganization Plan Numbered 14 of 1960, referred
to In aubsec. <a>, Ill set out In the Appendix to Title 5,
Government Organization and Employees.
CODinCATI01'

Thill section wu not enacted u part of title I of Pub.
L. 93-838, which comprlles this subchapter.

f C60f. Contracta by Secretary or the Interior with
tribal orranlzatlon1
(a) Request by tribe for contract by Secretary to plan,
conduct and administer education, etc., pro·
rram1; refus;_ ol request

The Secretary of the Interior Is directed,
upon the request of any Indian tribe, to enter
Into a contract or contracts with any tribal organization of any such Indian tribe to plan,
conduct, and administer programs, or portions
thereof, provided for tn sections 452 to 457 of
this title, any other program or portion thereof
which the Secretary of the Interior ts autho·
rlzed to adrhlnlster for the benefit of Indians
under sections 13 and 52a of this title, and any
Act subsequent thereto: .Provided, however,
That the Secretary may Initially decltne to
enter Into any contract requested by an Indian
tribe 1f he finds that: <1> the service to be ren·
dered to the Indian beneficiaries or the partlcu·
lar program or function to be contracted wlll
not be satisfactory; (2) adequate protection of
trust resources Is not assured, or <3> the pro·
pased project or function to be contracted for
cannot be properly completed or maintained by
the proposed contract: Provided further, That
In arrlvtnr at hta tlndtnr. the Secretary shall
consider whether the tribe or tribal organlza..
tlon would be deficient tn performance under

f 4501

the contract with respect to <A> equipment, CB>
bookkeeping and accounttnr procedures, CC>
substantive knowledge of the prpgram to be
contracted for. <D> community 1upport for the
contract, CE> adequately trained personnel, or
<P'> other necessary components of contract
performance.
·
Cb) Procedure upon refu1al or requ11t to contract

Whenever the Secretary declines Lo enter Into
a contract or contracts pursuant to subsection
Ca> of this section, he shall Cl) state his objections In writing to the tribe within sixty days,
<2> provide to the extent practicable assistance
to the tribe or tribal organization to overcome
his stated objections, and <3> provide the tribe
with a hearing, under such rules and regulations aa he may promulgate, and the opportunity for appeal on the objections raised.
(c) Proeurement or liability ln1urance by tribe u pre.
requl1lte to exercise or contractlnr authority by
Becretaey: required policy pro•lslon•
The Secretary la authorized to require any

tribe requesting that he enter Into a contract
pursuant to the provisions of this subchapter to
obtain adequate liability Insurance: Provided,
however, That each such policy of Insurance
shall contain a provision that the Insurance carrier shall waive any right tt may have to raise
aa a defense the tribe's sovereign Immunity
from suit, but that such waiver shall extend
only to claims the amount and nature of which
are within the·coverage and Umlts of the policy
and shall not authorize or empower such Insurance carrier to waive or otherwise limit the
tribe's sovereign Immunity outside or beyond
the coverage and Umlts of the policy of Insurance,
<Pub. L. 93-638, title I, § 102, Jan. 4, 1975, 88
Stat. 2206.>
REn!RPCES 11' TnT

Section 62a of thlll title, referred to In subsec. <a>.
wu repealed by Pub. L. 92-310, title II, § 229<c><2>,
June 8, 1972. 86 Stat. 208.
Thill subchapter, referred to In subllec. <c>. In the
original read "this title", meaning title I of Pub. L. 931138, which enacted sections 411or to 41i0n of this title
and section 2204b of Title 42, The Public Health and
Welfare, and amended section 3371 of Title 5, Government Organization and Employees, section 4782 of
Title 42. and section 456 of Title liO, Appendix, War
and National Defense. For complete classification of
title I to the Code see Short Title note set out under
section 450 of thlll title and Tables volume.
8SCTI01' RD'l:JlltED TO 11' OTHD SECTI01'S
Thill section Ill referred to In sections 450h, 450J,
4110m of this title; title 20 section 2303; title 42 section
2204b.

§ 450r. Contracta by Secretary or Health, Education,
and Welfare with tribal orpnlzatlons

Ca) Requ11t b7 tribe ror contract b7 Secretary to Im·
plement hospital and health facility function•,
authorities, and respon1lbllltle11; refusal or requeet

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare Is directed, upon the request of any Indian
tribe, to enter Into a contract or contracts with
any tribal organization of any such Indian tribe
to carry out any or all of his functions, authorl·
ties, and responsibilities under the Act of
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August 5, 1954 (68 Stat. 674), as amended [42
U.S.C. 2001 et seq.J: Provided, however, That
the Secretary may Initially decline to enter Into
any contract requested by an Indian tribe If he
finds that: <1> the service to be rendered to the
Indian beneficiaries of the particular program
or function to be contracted for will not be satisfactory; <2> adequate protection of trust resources Is not assured; or <3> the proposed project or function to be contracted for cannot be
properly completed or m aintained by the pro·
posed contract: Providecl further, That the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, In arriving at his finding, sha ll consider whether the
tribe or tribal organization would be deficient
In performance under th e contract with respect
to <A> equipment, <B > bookkeeping and accounting procedures, <C>substantive knowledge
of the program to be contracted for, <D> com·
munlty support for the contract, CE> adequately
trained personnel, or CF > other necesaary components of contract performance.
(b) Procedure upon refu11al of request to contract
Whenever the Secreta ry of Health, Educa·
tlon, and Welfare declin es to enter Into a contract or contracts pursua nt to subsection Ca> of
this section, he shall <1 > state his objections In
writing to the tribe with in sixty days; (2) pro·
vlde, to the extent practicable, assistance to the
tribe or tribal organiza tion to overcome his
stated objections; and (3 > provide the tribe with
a hearing, under such rules and regulations as
he shall promulgate, a nd the opportunity for
appeal on the objections raised.
·
(c) Procurement of llabllity insurance by tribe as pre·
requisite to exercise of contracting authority by
Secretary; required policy provlsion11
The Secretary of Heal t h , Education, and Wel·
fare Is authorized to r equire any tribe requesting that he enter Into a contract pursuant to
the provisions of this su bchapter to obtain ade·
quate liability Insurance: Provided, however,
That each such policy of Insurance shall contain a provision that the Insurance carrier shall
waive any right It may have to raise as a defense the tribe's sovereign Immunity from suit,
but that such waiver shall extend only to
claims the amount and nature of which are
within the coverage and limits of the. policy and
shall not authorize or empower such Insurance
carrier to waive or oth erwise limit the tribe's
sovereign Immunity outside or beyond the cov·
erage and limits of the policy of Insurance.
<Pub. L. 93-638, title I , § 103, Jan. 4, 1975, 88
Stat. 2206. )
Rnon&Kct;s Uf TEXT

The Act of Aulr\lat 5, 1954, a.s amended, referred to
In subaec. <al, Is act Aug. 5, 1954, ch. 858, 88 Stat. 874,
u amended, which Is clll.881fled generally to subchapter I <12001 et 1eq.J of chapter 22 of Title 42, The
Public Health and Welfare. For complete cluslflcatlon
of this Act to the Code, see Tables volume.
Thi.I aubchapter, referred to In aubaec. <o>, In the
orla1nal read "thli title'', meanlna title I of Pub. L. 93838, which enacted sections 450f to 4110n of this title
and section 2004b of Title 42, The Public Health and
Welfare, amended 11ectlon 3371 of Title II, Government
Orlianlzatlon and Employees, section 4782 of Title 42,
and section 4118 of Title 110, Appendix, War and Nation·
al Defense. For complete cluslflcatlon of title I to the
Code, aee Short Title note set out under aeotlon 400 of
. this title, and Tables volume.

SECTION REFDRED TO JN OTHO SICTIOlll

This section Is referred to In sections 460h. u.o:
450m of this title; title 20 section 2303; title 42 M<\ ....
2004b.
§ 450h. Grants to tribal organizations or trlbft

(a) Request by tribe for contract or rrant b, ~ ••
tary of the Interior for lmprovlnr. fie .. tr\kl
governmental, contractlnr, and prornm ,.....
nlnr activities
The Secretary of the Interior Is authort:N
upon the request of any Indian trlbt 1 Iron-.
funds appropriated for the benefit or lndJ.ll ..
pursuant to sections 13 and 52a or thu w ;,
and any Act subsequent thereto) to con t r••~
with or make a grant or grants to any tribal , 1
ganlzatlon for<1) the strengthening or lmprovrmr11t ,,:
tribal government <Including, but not llrn111..i
to, the development, Improvement. and 1..1
ministration of planning, financial mai\af•
ment, or merit personnel systems; t hr :rr.
provement of tribally funded programs or .,,
tlvltles; or the development, construclio11. an
provement, maintenance, preservation. or O(>
eratlon of tribal facilities or resources>:
(2) the planning, training, evalual1011 .,:
other activities designed to lmprO\'e thr ••
paclty of a tribal organization to enter ln l<' •
contract or contracts pursuant to section 4Y.>:
of this title and the additional costs &SM)( • • :
ed with the Initial years of operation un.s. ·
such a contract or contracts;
(3) the acquisition of land In connN': . ..
with Items (1) and <2> above: Providrd. ·11 a t
In the case of land. within reservation bo1. ~1
arles or which adjoins on at least t11; 0 1:." •
lands held In trust by the United Statn r....
the. tribe or for Individual Indians, the ~· r ·
tary of Interior · may <upon request o f 11 .•
tribe) acquire such land In trust for thr to t"
or
(4) the planning, designing, monltorlns . u -..!
evaluating of Federal programs aen·tnc 11 ••
tribe.
(b) Grants by Secretary of Health, Educatloa. u.1
Welfare for development, maintenanct, nr J
health facilities or 1e"lcea artll impnntllM•I J
contract capabilities lmplemenlinr hoapital .w
health facility function•
The Secretary·of Health, Education, and W• I
fare may, In accordance with regulatlona Ad.>\•(
ed pursuant to section 450k of this tltlr . 1nu•
grant.a to any Indian tribe or tribal orun1Uh.i1:.
for<1) the development, construction. oe>fr
atlon, provision, or maintenance or adrqua11
health facilities or services lnclud1111 th •
training of personnel for such 11.·ork. IM'<
funds appropriated to the Indian Hralth s,,,
vice for Indian health services or lnd J ~.
health facilities; or
(2) plannlnr, tralnlnr, evaluation or oU\rt
actlvltl~ designed to Improve the capl(ll ) 01
a tribal organization to enter Into a rontn.·1
or contracts pursuant to section 450.r or thu
title.
(c) Uae u matchlnf aharea for other 1lmilar •.....,_,
rrant profl'•m•
The provlalona of any other Act no\•illl
atandlnr, any funds made av&Uable to a 111i-:
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orranl.zatlon under grants pursuant to this section may be used as matching shares for any
other Federal grant programs which contribute
to the purposes for which grants under this section are made.
<Pub. L. 93-638, tltle I, § 104, Jan. 4, 1975, 88
Stat. 2207.>
RD'ICllDCU Uf TuT

Section Ha of this title, referred to In subsec. <a>.
wu repealed by Pub. L. 92-310, tltle JI, f 229<c><2>,
June 8, 1972, 88 Stat. 208.
811CTJ01' RSPSJUlSD TO 11' OTHa 8ECTI01'S

This section la referred to In aectlona 4&0J, 450m of
thll title; title 20 section 2303; title 42 1ectlon 2004b.

f 4501. Retention of Federal employee coveraire, rlirhtl

and benentl by employee1 or tribal or1ranlzatlon1

(1)

Ellirible employee1: Federal employee program•
subject to retention
.

Notwithstanding any 'other law, executive
order, or administrative regulation, an employee serving under an appointment not limited to
one year or less who leaves Federal employ.
ment to be employed by a tribal organization
on or before December 31, 1985, In connection
with governmental or other activities which are
or have been performed by employees In or for
Indian communities ls entitled, If the employee
&nd the tribal organization so elect, to the fol·
lowing:
Cll To retain coverage, rights, and benefits
under subchapter I of chapter 81 <"Compensation for Work ·Injuries"> of title 5, and for
this purpose his employment with the tribal
organization shall be deemed employment by
the United States. However, if an Injured em·
ployee, or his dependents In case of his death,
receives from the tribal organization any payment (including an allowance, gratuity, pay.
ment under an Insurance policy for which the
premium Is wholly paid by the tribal organ!·
zatlon, or other benefit of any kind> on account of the same Injury or death, the
amount of that payment shall be credited
against any benefit payable under subchapter
I of chapter 81 of title 5, as follows:
<A> payments on account of Injury or dis·
ability shall be credited against disability
compensation payable to the Injured employee; and
<B> payments on account of death shall be
credited against death compensation pay.
able to dependents of the deceased employee.
<2> To retain coverage, rights, and benefits
under chapter 83 <"Retirement"> of title 5, If
necessary employee deductions and agency
contributions In payment for coverage, rights,
and benefits for the period of employment
with the tribal orranlzatlon are currently de·
posited In the Civil Service Retirement and
Disability Fund <section 8348 of titl e 5); and
the period during which coverage, rights. and
benefits are retained under this paragraph ls
deemed creditable service under section 83i'·2
of title 5. Days of unused sick leave to ti1e
credl1. of an employee under a formal leave
system at the time the employee leaves Fed·
eral t?mployment to be employed by a tribal
organization remain to his credit for retire·
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ment purposes during covered service with
the tribal organization.
<3> To retain coverage, rights, and benefits
under chapter 89 <"Health Insurance") of
title 5, If necessary employee deductions and
agency contributions In payment for the coverage, rights, and benefits for the period of
employment with the tribal organization are
currently deposited In the Employee's Health
Benefit Fund <section 8909 of title 5>; and the
period during which coverage, rights, and
benefits are retained under this paragraph ls
deemed service as an employee under chapter
89 of title 5.
·
<4> To retain coverage, rights, and benefits
under chapter 87 <"Life Insurance") of·tltle 5,
If necessary employee deductions and agency
contributions In payment for the coverage,
·rights, and benefits for the period of employment with the tribal organizations are currently deposited In the Employee's Life Insurance Fund <section 8714 of title 5>; and the
period during which coverage, rights, and
benefits are retained under this paragraph ls
deemed service as an employee under chapter
87 of title 5.
(b) Deposit by tribal organization or employee deductions and agency contributlon11 In appropriate
funds

During the period an employee Is entitled to
the coverage, rights, and benefits pursuant to
the preceding subsection, the tribal organlza.
tlon employing such employee shall deposit
currently In Uie appropriate funds the employ.
ee deductions" and agency contributions re·
quired by paragraphs (2), <3>, and <4> of such
preceding subsectlon. (c) Election for retention by employee and tribal or·
ganlzatlon before date or employment by tribal
organization; transfer or employee to another
tribal organization

An employee who is employed by a tribal organization under subsection <a> of this section
and such tribal organization shall make the
election to retain the coverages, rights, and
benefits In paragraphs (1), (2), (3), and (4) of
such subsection <a> before the date of his employment by a tribal organization. An employee
who ls employed by a tribal organization under
subsection <a> of this section shall continue to
be entitled to the benefits of such subsection If
he ls employed by another tribal organization
to perform service In activities of the type de·
scribed In such subsection.
(d) Employee

For the purposes of subsections <a>. <b>. and
<c> of this section, the term "employee" means
an employee as defined In section 2105 of title

&.

(e) Promulgation or Implementation regulations by
President

The President may prescribe regulations necessary to carry out the provisions of subsections
<a>, <bl, <c>. and Cd) of this section and to pro·
tect and assure the compensation, retirement,
insurance, leave, reemployment rights, and
such other similar civil service employment
rights as he finds appropriate.

§ 460J
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CO Addltlonal employee employment rlrhta
Anything In sections 205 and 207 of title 18 to
' the contrary notwithstanding, officers and employees of the United States assigned· to. an
Indian tribe aa authorized under section 3372 of
title 5, or section 48 of this title and former of.. ,... fJcera and empJoyees of . the Vnlted States .em.· - ployed by Indian tribes may ac~ aa·aaenta.Ofj at· 1
tomeys for or appear on behalf of such tribes
in connection wth • any matter pending before
any department, agency, court, or commission,
including any matter in which the United
States ls a party or has a direct and substantial
interest: Proviud, That each such officer or
employee or former officer or employee must
advise in writln1 the head of. the department,
agency, court; or comml.uioii with which he ls
dealing or appearing on behalf of the tribe of
any personal and substantial involvement he
may have had aa· an officer or employee of the
United States in connection with the matter in- ·
volved.
<Pub. L. 93- 638, title I, § 105<eHJ>. Jan. 4, 1975,
·
88 Stat. 2209.)

Sec. 3. The Secretary Qf Labor la hereby ·dealenau-1
and empowered to exerelae, without approval, rallrlca·
tlon, or other action by the President, the aulhort11
vested In the President by section 105(1) of the act
Caubaec; <e> of thla section) to laaue rerulatlona nttt1
aary to carry out the provlalons of section 105<e><l> of
the act Csubaec. <a>U> of thla section), except u Pl'I>
vtded In aec~lon 1 of thla order.
· ·:· ·
ODW.D R. Pou.
SJ:CTIO!f RJ:PEIUl1:1/~ IN 0THa SECTIOlll
Thia section la referred;to
. , ,, In title 20 section 2303.
§ 450j. Contract or (l'llnt provision• and admlniatn. tlon
(a) Appllcablllty or Federal contracting law1 anti ,....
ulatlon1; waiver or requirements

Contracts with tribal organizations punuant
to sections 450f and 450g of this title shall bt 1n
accordance with all Federal contracting Ian
and regulations except that, in the discretion or
the appropriate Secretary, such contracts ma1
be negotiated without advertising and nttd n04
conform with the provisions of sections 210a to
270d of title 40: Provided, That the approprtatt
Secretary may waive any provisions of auth
contracting laws or regulations which he dt.ttr·
mines are not appropriate for the purpoan or
the contract :involved or inconsistent 'with tM
provisions of this Act.

CODIPICAnO!f
Section la comprised of subaeca. <e> to <J> of section
1011 of Pub. L. 93-838, which for pul'J)Olle8 of claaalflcatlon have been redeslgnated u subaeca. <a> to (f), respectively. Subaeca. <a> to <d> of Pub. L. 93-838 are
clualfled to section 3371 of Title II, Government Or1a- · (b) Payment.; tran1fer or funds by Treuury for
b~nement by tribal organization: account&Wlll,
nlzatlon and Employees, section 2004b of Title 42, The
Public Health and Welfare, section 4118 of Title 110, Apfor Interest accrued prior to diabunement
pendix, War and National Defenae, and section 4782 of
Pp.yments of any grants or under any con
title 42, respectively.
tracts pursuant to section 450f, 450g, or 4~h or
Ex. ORD. No. 11899. PROVIDlllG POil PROTSCTIO!f OP Ca- this title may be made in advance or by y;ay or
TAl!f CIVIL SZllVICJ: EMPLOYMEllT RIGHTS OP F'DDAL reimbursement and In such installments and on
PERsO!INEL WHO LEAVE F'EDICRAL EMPLOYMDT To BJ: such conditions as the appropriate Secrclan
EMPLOYED BY TRIBAL 01lGAJ'flZATIONS
deems necessary to carry out the PUll>O&tl at
Ex. Ord. No. 11899, Jan, 28, 1978, 41 P.R. 34119, pro- this subchap.ter...The transfer of funds shall bf
vided:
scheduled consistent with program rcquln'
By virtue of the authority vested In me by section ments and applicable Treasury regulation&. .,
1011<1> of the Indian Self-Determination and Education as to minimize the time elapsing between lhf
Assistance Act <88 Stat. 2210, 211 U.S.C. 4llO<I». transfer of such funds from the United Statn
Csubaec. <e> of this section) section 3301 of title II of
the United States Code, section 301 of title 3 of the Treasury and the disbursement thereof b>· lhr
tribal organization, whether such dlsbuntmMt
United States Code, and u President of the United
occurs prior to or subsequent to such tr&niln
States of America, It la hereby ordered u follows:
Section 1. The United States Civil Service Commis- of funds. Tribal organizations shall not bf brld
sion la hereby deel1J1ated and empowered to exercise, accountable for interest earned on such fundt.
without approval, ratification, or other action by the pendln1 their dlabunement by auch oriaruu
President, but after consultation with the Department tlon.
of the Interior and the Department of Health, Education, ~d Welfare, the authority vested In the Presi- (c) Term or requested contriacta; annual renqoOau..
Any contract requested by a tribe pursuant 141
dent by Section 1011(1) of the Indian Self-Determlnatlim and Education Aaalatance Act Csubaec. <e> of thla sections 450f and 450r of this title shall bf fot •
aectlonJ <hereinafter referred to u the Act), to laaue term not to exceed one year unless the appro
,,, rerulatlona necessary to carry out the provlllona of · prlate Secretary determines that a longer tt."tll
subsections <eX2>, <e><3>, <e><4>, <f>. <r> and <h> of sec- would be advisable: Proviud, That aach t.tm
tion 1011 ot the act, Caubaeca. <a><2>, (3), (4), <b>, <c>, and may not exceed three years and shall bf aub)«\
<d> of thla aectlonJ, to carry out the provisions of aubaectlon <e><l> of section 1011 of the act Csubaec. <a><l> of to the avallablUty of appropriations: Pro1·1dft.
thll section) pertains to section 81111 of title II of the /ur~r. That the amounts of such conlrvtt
United States Code, and to protect and aaaure any may be renegotiated annually to reflect farton.
other civil service employment rlrhta which It finds includin1 but not limited to cost inrrrur.
appropriate.
beyond the control of a tribal orranlzatlon.
Sec. 2. The United Stat.ea Clvtl Service Commlaalon (d) Revl1lon
amendment of provl1lon1 al ,.......
shall, after consultation with the Department of the
or with consent or tribal orpnlutlon; tlf.nto•
Interior and the Department of Health, Education,
date for retroeeulon or contract
and Welfare, l11ue re1Ulatlona, u It deems appropriNotwithstandin1 any provision of ·1aw to Uw
ate, provldlnr for the establishment, srantlnr. and exerclae of reemployment rlrhta for employees who contrary, the appropriate Secretary ma)' at u-..
leave Federal employment for employment by an request or consent. of a tribal ortanlZatH)!,
Indian tribal orrantzatlon under provlllons of the act. revise or amend any contract or grant madfo t>i

•i.

or

•So In ortrlnal. Probably 1hould read "with'',

him pursuant to section 460f, 4601, or 4~h ot
thla title with auch organlzil.tlon u nectiuarJ to

I
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carry out the purpoaea of thla aubchapter: Pro·
vided, howewr, That whenever an Indian tribe
request.a retrocesslon of the appropriate Beere·
tary for any contract entered Into pursuant to
this Act, such retrocesslon shall become effective upon a date specified by the appropriate
Secretary not more than one hundred and
twenty days from the date of the request by
the tribe or at such later date as may be mutu.
ally agreed to by the appropriate Secretary and
the tribe.
(el Implementation b7 tribal orpnlzatlon with exist·
Ing school bulldlnp, h011pltals, and racllltles and
equipment and other Gonmment owned penon·
al propert1

In connection ·with any contract or grant
made pursuant to section 41l0f, 450g, or 450h of
this title, the appropriate Secretary may permit
a tribal organization to utilize, In carrying out
such contract or grant, existing school build·
lngs, hospitals, and other facilities and all
equipment therein or appertal~lng thereto and
other personal property owned by the Govern·
ment within his Jurisdiction under such terms
and conditions as may be agreed upon for their
use and maintenance.

m Performance of penonal ""Ices

f

OUK

<Pub. L. 93-638, title I, f 106, Jan. 4, 1975, 88
Stat. 2210.l
RD'Dl!JfCU llf TEXT

Thia Act. referred to In subsecs. <a> and Cd), la the
Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance
Act, which la Pub. L. 93-638, Jan. 4, 1975, 88 Stat. 2203.
For complete cluelflcatlon of this Act to the Code, see
Short Title note set out under section 450 of this title
and Tables volume.
Thia subchapter, referred to In aublecs. Cb) and Cd),
In the orlslnal read "this title", meaning title I of Pub.
L. 93-838, which enacted sections 450f to 450n of this
title and sectlon11 2004b of Title 42, The Public Health
and Welfare, and amended aectlon11 3371 of Title 5,
Government Organization and Employees, section
4762 of Title 42, and section 456 of Title 50, Appendix.
War and National Defen11e. For complete cluelflcatlon
of title I to the Code, see Short Title note set out
under section 450 of this title and Tables volume.
81CCTIO!f RD'SJUlED TO llf OTHn 81CCTIOlfS
This section la referred to In title 20 section 2303.

f 450k. Rules and regulation•
(a) Authority or Secretaries of the Interior and or
Health, Education, and Welfare to perform any
and all actl and make nece1111ary and proper rules
and regulations

The Secretaries of the Interior and of Health,
The contracts authorized under sections 450f Education, and Welfare are each authorized to
and 450g of this title· and grants pursuant to perform any and all acts and to make such
section 450h of this title may Include provisions rules and regulations as may be necessary and
for the performance of pel'!lonal servlc~s which proper for the purposes of carrying out the prowould otherwise be performed by Federal em· visions of this subchapter.
pJoyees Including, ·but In no way limited to,
presentation, publication, and pro·
functions such as determination of ellglblllty of (b) Consultation,
mulgatlon: time and procedural requirements
applicants for assistance, benefits, or services,
<11 Within six months from January 4, 1975,
and the extent or amount of such assistance,
benefits, or services to be provided and the pro- · the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary
visions of such assistance, benefits, or services, of Health, Education, and Welfare shall each to
all In accordance with the terms of the contract the extent practicable, consult with national
or grant and applicable rules and regulations of and regional Indian organizations to consider
the appropriate . Secretary: Provided, That the and formulate appropriate rules and regula·
Secretary shall not make any contract which tlons to Implement the provisions of this sub·
would Impair his ablllty to discharge his trust chapter.
<2> Within seven months from January 4,
responsibilities to any Indian tribe or lndlvld·
1975, the Secretary of the Interior and the Sec·
uals.
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall
(f) Fair and uniform proYl1lon by tribal orpnlzatlon
each present the proposed rules and regulations
or ""lcn and assistance to covered Indians
to the Committees on 'Interior and Insular Af.
Contracts and grants with tribal organlza. fairs of the United States Senate and House of
tlons pursuant to sections 450f, 450g, and 450h Representatives.
of this title and the rules and regulations
(3) Within eight months from January 4;
adopted by the Secretaries of the Interior and 1975, the Secretary of the Interior and the SecHealth, Education, and Welfare pursuant to retary of Health, Education. and Welfare shall
section 450k of this title shall Include provl· publish proposed rules and regulations In the
slons to assure the fair and unlform provision Federal Register for the purpose of receiving
by such tribal organizations of the services and comments from Interested parties.
assistance they provide to Indians under such
<41 Within ten months from January 4, 1975,
contract.a and grants.
the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary
(h) Minimum amount of contractl
of Health, Education, and Welfare shall proThe amount of funds provided under the mulgate rules and regulations to Implement the
terms of contracts entered Into pursuant to sec- provisions of this subchapter.
tions 450f and 450g of this title shall not be less (c) Revl1lons and amendments; procedures applicable
than the appropriate Secretary would have oth·
The Secretary of the Interior and the Secre·
erwlae provided for his direct operation of the tary of Health, Education, and Welfare are auprograms or portions thereof for the period thorized to revise and amend any rules or reru·
. covered by the contract: Provided, That any latlons promulgated pursuant to this section:
savings In operation under such contracts shall Provided, That prior to any revision or amend·
be utilized to provide addltonal • services or ment to such rules or regulations, the respecbenefits under the contract.
tive Secretary or Secretaries shall present the
proposed revision or amendment to the Com·
mlttee1 on Interior and Insular Affairs .or the
•So In orlrln&J. Probably should read "additional''.

·I
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United States Senate and House of Representatives and shall, to the extent practicable, consult with appropriate national or regional
Indian organizations and shall publish any proposed revisions in the Federal Register not less
than sixty days prior to the effective date of
such rules and regulations In order to provide
adequate notice to, and receive comments from,
other interested parties.
<Pub. L. 93-638, title I, § 107, Jan. 4, 1975, 88
Stat. 2212.>
RJCFDDCl!I IN TsxT

Thia subchapter, referred to In sublleca. <al, <bl<ll,
<4>. In the original read "this title", meaning title I of
Pub. L. 93-838, which enacted sectlona 450f to 450n of
thla title and section 2004b of Title 42, The Public
Health and Welfare, and amended section 3371 of
Title 5, Government Organization and Employeea, section 4782 of Title 42, and section 458 of Title 50, Appendix, War and National Defense. For complete cla.sslflcatlon of title I to the Code, see Short Title note
set out under section 450 of thla title and Tablea
volume.
CHAlfGE

or

NAME

The Committee on Interior and Inaular Affairs of
the Senate was abolished and replaced by the Committee on Energy and Natural Reaourcea of the Senate,
Effective Feb. 11 , 1977. See Rule XXV of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, as amended by Senate Resolution
4 (popularly cited as the "Committee System Reorganization Amendments of 1977">, approved Feb. 4, 1977.
SECTION

Rzrmuu:n

TO IN OTHER SECTIONS

Thia section Is referred to In sections 450h, 450J of
thla title; title 20 section 2303.
§ 450Z. Report by tribe requesting contract or rrant;

contents
For each fiscal year during which an Indian
tribal organization receives or expends funds
pursuant tQ a contract or grant under this subchapter, the Indian tribe which requested such
contract or grant shall submit to the appropriate Secretary a report Including, but not limited to, an accounting of the amounts and purposes for which Federal funds were expended,
Information on the conduct of the ptogram or
service Involved, 11.nd such other Information a.s
/ .. the appropriate Secretary may request.
<Pub. L. 93-638, title I, f 108, Jan. 4, 1975, 88
Stat. 2212.>
REFSUlftlb JN TsxT

Thia subchapter, referred W> In text, In the orlrlnal
read "this title", meanlnr title I of Pub. L. 93-838,
which enacted sections 480f to 450n of this title and
section 2004b of Title 42, The Public Health &nd Wei•
fare, and amended aectlon 11'1 l of Title a, Government
Oriranlzatlon and Employees, section 47112 of Title 42,
and section 458 of Title 50, Appendix. War and National Defense. For complete claaalflcatlon of title I to the
Code, see Short Title note set out under section 450 of
this title and Tables volume.
SIOTIO" RIPDllU TO '" Onllll 81CT10Jfl

This section II referred to In title 20 section 2303.

I 450m. Re1cl11lon of contract or grant and assump-

tion of control of prorram, etc.; authority;
grounds; procedure; correction of violation u
prerequisite to new contract or rrant agreement;
construction with occupational aafety and health
requirements

Each contract or grant agreement entered
Into pursuant to sections 450f, 450g, and 450h
of this title shall provide that In any case where
the appropriate Secretary determines that the
tribal organization's performance under such
contract or grant · agreement Involves Cl> the
violation of the rights or endangerment of the
health, safety, or welfare of any persons: or <2>
gross negligence or mismanagemen t In the han·
dllng or use of funds provided to the tribal or·
ganlzatlon pursuant to such contract or grant
agreement, such Secretary may, under regula·
tlons prescribed by him and after providing
notice and hearing to such tribal organization,
rescind such contract or grant agreement and
assume or resume control or operation of the
program, activity, or service Involved If he de·
termlnes that the tribal organization has not
taken corrective action as prescribed by him:
Provtded, That the appropriate Secretary may,
upon notice to a tribal organization, Immediate.
ly rescind a contract or grant and resume con.
trol or operation of a program, activity, or ser·
vice if he finds that there Is an immediate
threat to safety and, In such cases, he shall
hold a hearing on such action within ten days
thereof. Such Secretary may decline to enter
· Into a new contract or grant agreement and
retain control of such program, activity, or ser·
vice until such time as he Is satisfied that thr
violations of rights or endangerment of health,
safety, or welfare which necessitated the rescission has been corrected. Nothing In this section
shall be construed as contravening the Occupa.
tlonal Safety and Health Act of 1970, as amended C29 U.S.C. 651 et seq.].
CPub. L. 93-638,
Stat. 2212.>

ti~le

I, § 109, Jan. 4, 1975, 88

.

RzrERDCU IN TExT

The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970. u
amended, referred to In text, Is Pub. L. 91-596, Dec. 29.
1970, 84 Stat. 1590, as amended, which Is clualf1fd
principally to chapter 15 <§ 851 et seq.> of TIUe 29,
Labor. For complete classification of this Act to thr
Code, see Short Title note set out under section 851 of
Title 29 and Tables volume.
SlllCTION RlCP111UlD TO IK OTHEll BlllCTJOlll

Thia section la referred to In title 20 section 2303.

f 450n, Soverelrn Immunity and tru1tee1hlp rlrti&a
unaffected

Nothlnl In this Act ahall be conatrued u<1>

atf ectin1, modlfyln1. dlmlnllhtna. or

otherwise lmpalrln1 the soverelirn lmrnunlt)'
from suit enjoyed by an Indian tribe; or
<2> authorizing or requiring the termination
of any existing trust responsibility of thr
United States with respect to the Indla.n
people.

(Pub, L. 93-838, title I, f 110, J!Jl. 4, 1976, 11
Stat. 2213.>

·
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Arizona Johnson-O'Malley State Educational Plan
1977-1978
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PURPOSE
A.

The philosophy of lndian Education in the 'state of Arizona

for the intent and purposes of the 1977-1978 Arizona . Johnson .. ;
O'Hallcy State Educational Plan and such other programs or
·
services created for the benefit of Indian children shall be
the assurance of quantity and quality educational opportunities
of all Indian children SAd to aaintain the cultural integrity
of lndian tribea through the aaximization of parental, tribal,
and teacher involve.ent in the development of said opportunitia8 ' '
.. for Indian youth.
'

a.

To provide a ·c011prehenaive educational plan fo.r the .1977-19,78
school year to assure progr ....... tic and fiacal ·accountability
in (1) supplemental programs and special services, (2) parental
participation, (3) operational expenditures, and (4) administrative management to aeet the specialized and unique educational
needs of Indian youth.

c: r

To prescribe the procedures by which contract funds may be •
progrS1U1ed to eligible public school districts participating in
the Johnson-O'Kalley Prograa and educating eligible Indian children, or, ro one or aore Arizona Indian tribes under the provisions
of the Intergovem-ntal 'Agreement, or Indian corporations pursuant
to P.L.93-638.

D.

To provide and foster the intent of the Congress of the United
States pursuant to the Indian Self-Deter11ination and Education
Assistance Act of 197S, P.L.93-638:
"The Congress declares that a ujor national goal
of the United States ia to provide the quantity
and quality of educational services and opportunities which will perait Indian children to complete
and excel in the life areas of their choice, and to
achieve the measure of aelf-detenaination essential
to their social and economic .well-being."

E.

To provide educational benef ita for Indian youth in support of
the state educational requirements, or such other educational
programs and services required by federal or state lava, and to
provide training and eaployment opportunities for Indian youth
and the affected Indian coaaunitiea.

A.

To increase acadellic and cultural knowledge of Indian youth
through the develo~nt of aupp~eaentary prQgraaa baaed upon
local assessments and goala 1, . • . .
_. :· :

I.

To increase student self-awareness in educational programs and
services available or planned through special interest projects
created under this Plan.

COALS
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C.

To increase parental participation within the local education
agency through tlie program• created under thia ' Plan and ·auch
other aervicea aade available in the Arizona Department of
F.ducation.

D.

To reduce the percentua of Indian youth dropout• fro• public
achoola through the specialized programs created under thia
Plan.

E.

To develop proficiency of Indian ynuth. in the language and
co....,nicationa skills.
POLICIES .

A.

The proviaiona of the 1977-1978 Arizona Johnson-O'Halley State
Educational Plan shall be executed in accordance with (1) atate
lava applicable to the education of all children, (2) secretarial
policies, and (3) bona fide contracts pursuant to P.L.93-638.
The distribution of contract funds will be made in support of
the programs and services of this Plan to eligible applicants
pur!Juant to 25 CFR 273.11 and ARS, 11-951.
..

8.

All coanitmenta utd diatributiona of contract funda under this
Plan are subject to funds being ..de "available to the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and shall be expended for the benefit of eligible
Indian children aa approved on a project basia with separate fiscal
' accountability. It shall be required that the approved expenditures of the Indian F.ducation Coanitteea in the performance of
their duties under this Plan shall be for the benefit of eligible
Indian children. · All applicants shall submit an application or
resolution to participate in the Johnson-O'Halley Progra• as provided by this Plan and subject to available funds for supplementary
, •
or operational progr.ama.
1

c. ·

Appropriations authorized under Johnaon-O'Kalley Act of 1934, as
amended, shall supplement, not supplant, state and local funds;
use of said funds shall not result in a decrease of state, local,
or federal funds, and that such other sources DJSt be used to
provide comparable services to non-Indian and Indian students · '
prior to the use of Johnson-O'Halley funds; in no instance shall
these funds be used as payment for capital outlay or debt retirement expenses (except where such capital coats are allowable for
such equipment necessary for implementation of the project and/or
approved by the Phoenix Area Office, contracting office, or its
authorized representative).

D.

Each applicant shall prepare, ..1ntain; and certify· the eligible
Indian student enrollment to be served. ' A copy of auch certification, together with the names, tribsi affiliation, age, and
grade level of the individual students shall be .. intained at the
local district or tribal office. A letter of certification of the
total eligible Indian enrollment at the close of the sec~nd school
month shall be sub•itted ' to the Division of Indian F.ducation.

E.

Funds will be distributed based on the estima~ed eligible Indian
student enrollment to be served and .. y be subject to such provisions for adjustment of funds to the actual number of chiJdren

,.,.
/
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being served in the last quarter of the

achoo~

year.

F.

In the absence of federal regulations, the State Board of
Education ahall detenaine the purpose and methods of expenditure and shall be the chief educational authority for the
administration and supervision of the expenditure of federal
appropriations.

C.

Thia Plan may be aaended by the mutual consent and approval of
the signed parties as a result of changes in either state or
federal law or regulations applicable to P.L.73-167 and financial
aid for public instruction. Any program or project under this
Plan may be revised or amended aa deemed necessary to carry out
the purposes of the program or project. However, no program
approved by the Indian Education Coaaittee shall be altered from
the time of its original approval to the end of the contract ·
period without the written approval of the Coaaittee.

H.

Arizona Indian tribes and Indian corporations within . the administrative jurisdiction of the Phoenix Area Office, Bureau of Indian .:
Affairs, may participate and receive assistance or services under
the provisions of thia Plan pursuant to the Intergovernmental
Agreement for educational purposes consistent with requirements .
of CFR Part 273 and 41 CFR Part 1.

I. ' All supplementary programs or projects and applicable sub-contracts
or Intergovernmental Agreements shall provide an opportunity and
consideration for the eq>loyment and training of members of the
affected Indian community. This provision may be waived by the
local Indian Education Co. . ittee, provided that all programs or
projects authorized under this Plan shall utilize the best available talents ' and resources from the ' Indian co1D1Dunities; said
'
waiver shall be recorded in the official minutes of the affected
committee (s).

J.

Unused funds for operational or supplemental programs/projects may
be carried forward to the succeeding fiscal year's program, or as
a credit to the subsequent year's program as approved by the Division of Indian Education and upon the written request of the Indian
Education Conaittee; however, all funds not expended, obligated,
or used for the purposes of this Plan, or, unlawfully expended
shall be returned to the Division of Indian Education.

K.

Budg~ts for operational and supplementary programs/projects may be
adjusted within the contract period to an amount which will be
not more than 10 percent of an increase or decrease within a line
item. Adjustments in excess of 10 perceot shall be first approved
by the Indian Education Committee and the Diviaion of Indian
Education.
· '

L. ' All supplementary 'programs shall requir~ the establishment of a
local Indian Education C0111111ittee composed of parents of Indian
children being served, where applicable, Indian high school students,
and exercise all authorities granted thereto by the Indian SelfDetermination and Education Assistance Act P.L.93-638. Said
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Committee shall be nominated or selected, and served by procedures
determlncJ by the Indian connunity affected or as delineated in
the constitution and bylaws of each connittee. All proposals
shall require the maximum and continuing parental participation
in the planning, develop1aent, approval or disapproval, and implementation of all programs established under this Plan. All
amendments to progr8111a pursuant to this Plan shall require the
prior approval uf the appropriate Indian Education Co11111ittee.
H.

Where a local school board is NOT COMPOSE() of a majority of Indian
people, the parents of Indian children enrolled shall establish a
local Indian Education ConBittee from their members and shall have
such authorities granted thereto by 25 CFR Part 273.16 and in
further compliance with such federal, state, and local laws or
regulations applicable to federal a~sistance for educational purposes.

N.

Whenever a local InJian Committee or Committees established pursuant
to Section 305 of the Act of June 23, 1972 (Title IV P.L.92-318)
or an Indian Advisory School Board(s) established pursuant to
r.L.93-638, January 4, 1975, exists in such school district, or
Indian community, such committee or board may, in the discretion
of the affected district or trib'a l governing body or bodies, be
utiliz~d as the Indian Education Coanittee.

O.

For purposes of this Plan, where the elected public .school boards
of trustee• are composed of a MAJORITY of Indian people, said boar4 .
may serve as the local Indian Education Coanittee, provided that
such shall not limit the continuing participation of pa~ents of
lndian children being served and members of .the Indian Collllllittee
affect e d. ln such instances, the elected public school board of
trustees shall establish a aubco11111ittee for supplementary programs
to be composed of parents of children being served, and exercise
such duties and functions consistent with the recipient agency.

P.

Where funds are distributed to a public school district, Arizona
Indian Tribe (pursuant to an Intergovernmental Agreement,) or, to
an Indian corporation pursuant to this Plan, the establishment of
an Indian Education Committee shall be required and consistent witll
such administrative/fiscal policies and procedures determined by the
tribal governing body or bodiea. The affected public school board
of trustees or governing bodies shall not delegate away their
authority as the prime applicant in receipt and fiscal disposition
of federal appropriation•, for educational purposes.

Q.

Whenever an Indian Education Committee, established under the
provisions of this Plan ia confronted by an impasse on program
negotiation or implementation or is constrained in the exercise
of its duties, the Division of Indian Education and the duly
authorized representative of the Secretary of Interior may be requested to mediate such proceedings and shall offer reco111111Cnd•tiona
in the best interest of the atudents being served.

R.

The Indian Education Committee(s) may recoanend to the Coanissioner
of Indian Affairs and/or the State Board of Education through the
appropriate Bureau contracting officer's representative cancellation or sus~enaion of a contra~t(a) or project(•) which contains

I
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the ' program(s) approved by the Indian Education Conaittee if
the applicant fails to permit such co...ittee to exercise ' its
powers and duties aa specified by 25 CFR Part 273.16. Where
funds are distributed to Arizona Indian tribes of Indian co r porations pursuant to this Plan, such recommendations may be
..de through appropriate governing body or bodies.
S.

Ea ch Indian Education Committee established under this Plan may
establish an executive panel from its members, as needed, to
hear grievances, co111D1ents 1 reco11111endations, or such other presentations in relationship to the program or services created
under this Plan, or as delineated in each committee's constitution and bylaws for such purposes. Said panel may conduct
its hearings in executive sessions, provided, that adequate
advance notice is presented to the affected parties .

T.

Inrlian Education Committees shall establish criteria and procedures for interviewing applicants for applicable poaition(a)
created under the provisions of this Plan, provided, that any
recommendations for employment shall be consistent with the
recipient agency (applicant) and that the basis of qualifications
for any position should be established in the position description
pursuant to the degree of professional requirement and program need.

U.

All school districts receiving funds under this Plan may provide
aelbbers of the Indian Education C011111ittee acceaa to non-confidential records concerning student• served by the Johnaon-O'Halley
program, provided, that written approvals shall be given by the
parents or guardians of students being served in compliance with
the Freedom of Information, Invasion of Personal Privacy Acta,
and Protection of the Rights and Privacy of Parents and Students
(5 use 552 P.L.93-502, 88 STAT.1561; P.L.93-380, 88 STAT.574) .
PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

A.

SUPPLEMENTAL
l.

2.

Supplementary programs or projects are those which shall be ·
designed to meet the special and unique educational needs of
eligible Indian children, from 3 years old through grades 12,
' and to create and enhance educational opportunities as provided
by this Plan in compliance vi th applicable federal, at ate, and "
' local laws and regulations, or, such other programs or projects
designed to increase proficiency in an educational standard or
requirement. Funds for supplemental programs shall be expended
by line item for lawful purpoaea authorized by the Indian
Education COftaittee (s) and may be used to supplement other
educational programs, provided, that such shall neither supplant nor be used proportionally 'unless approved by the
Division of Indian Education upon the written request of the
Indian Education Conoittee.
Supplementary funds may be awarded to an eligible applicant
in the following manner, further subject to available. funds:
i. · based entirely on the approved 1upplement1l
program or projact aublllitted by an applicant
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and deaigned to mee~ the ~pecial need• of all
or a portion of the eligible Indian student enrollment i or,
ii.

).

per capita payments ba•ed on the product obtained
fr<>11 the division of the tot'!l available funds by
the number of eligible Indian students enrolled at
the clo•e of the second school month times the
factor for elementary and high school students or
· such other factors as are mutually determined by
the aigning parties.

To receive fundings, a supplementary program or project
proposal ahall establish the following :
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

k.
l.

Eligible Indian Students
Indian Education C<>11mittee (aa•urance•)
Budget (line ite111&)
Needs A•se•ament
Goals
Objectives
Activities
Evaluation
Monitoring System
Calendar of Events
Dissemination
IEC Constitution and Bylaw•

,,

4.

Supplementary program/project expenditures may include the
following : (a) personal •alaries, fringe benefits, bus drivers, ,
and specialists; (b) transportation (field trips) for out of
classro0111 activities for cultural enrichment or special events;
· (c) lndian cultural or heritage atudiea; (d) Indian Education
Conaittee expenses in performance of duties; (e) conference,
workshop, and seminar fees incurred by Indian students, the ·
Indian Education Committee, or program personnel; (f) special
services or equipment for physically handicapped and mentally
retarded children; (g) text or reference books necessitated
by the programs or projects; (h) training costs by the Indian -- ~
Educution Committee or progra,. personnel; (i) c~nsult.ant fees
necessitated by the program or project which benefits shall
result in proficiency or effectiveness of goals and objectives;
(J) equipment and supplies directly related to the program or
project to benefit eligible Indian students being served; i.e.,
band instruments, arts and crafts items, etc; (k) summer school
or special interest summer programs (educationally measurable)
or sunvaer work/study programs; (1) rental or lease of equipment
necessary to iq>lement project; (•) parental costs.

5.

Parental costs shall be expenditures for emergency and/or . unusual
circumstances to benefit all or a portion of the eligible Indian
students as approved by the local Indian Education Committee
purYuant to such criterion developed for this purpose and applied
uniformly in support of supplementary progr81U/projecta which
may include the following; however, G.E.D. or liveatock expenditures are prohibited,

/
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B.

6.

Program expenditures may supplement the instructional
and supportive services identified under the provisions
of the Indian Education Act of 1972 (Title IV, P.L.92-318),
provided, that such expenditures will not supplant any
funds under such Act, and that such programs are in addition to or complementary to the basic educational programs
offered by the affected school district or Indian tribe(s).

7.

Supple81ental programs may be operated on premises within
or without the school district boundaries, or at such other
facilities maintained by a tribal government, Indian corporation, or the Bureau of Indian Affairs adequately facilitated
to accDl!llllOdate said programs, provided, that when supplementary
programs designed to extend the classroom participation of
eligible Indian students beyond the school premises and during
normal school hours the State compulsory school attendance laws
shall govern.

OPERATIONAL SUPPORT PROGRAMS
1.

ProgrAlllllltic expenditures made in support of operational costs
incurred by eligible and participating public school districts
educating eligible Indian children to meet educational require-·
IM!l\ts established in ARS Title 15 - Education and Policies of
the State Board of Education. All fiscal procedures/expenditures
for this purpose shall be executed pursuant to ARS 15-1161 and
Uniform System of Financial Records/Chart of Accounts.

2.

To be eligible for operational expenditure funding or consideration
a school district shall establish all of the following:
a.

That there exists at least 70 percent or more of eligible
Indian children within the school district or within any
particular school served.

b.

All other sources of financial aid or revenues to which the
district is entitled are utilized, including all forms of
state aid, P.L.81-874 funds, balances forward, and funds
raised from a local tax levy based on the qualifying JohnsonO'Halley rate established by the Arizona Department of
Education .

c.

That the district has made a reasonable tax effort with a
mill levy in support of education programs at least equal to
the state average, being the rate not less than the average
levied by all similar districts in the state during the previous year, excluding special levies and bonded indebtedness.
The average tax rate is to be developed separately for
elementary districts and high school districts which will be
a simple average tax rate as used in the annual report of the
Department of Public Instruction. Whenever applicable , a
unified school district may use the unified rate.

d.

That the district cannot satisfy the minimum state standards
or requirements in the absence of such funds.

'\
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C.

SPECIAL SEil.VICES
1.

Special aervices aay be provided for special extraordinary
needs or circumstances, and emergency services which aay
be provided to a public school district, Indian child, Arizoaa
Indian tribe, Arizona Indian Education Aasocistion, or an
Indian corporation, to enhance or enrich educational opportunities and upgrade the quality of education for Indian children.
Priorities may be given to Indian children participating in
special educational programs for trainable and educable youth,
provided, that all other resources are fully utilized.

2.

Funds for this purpose shall be . . tntained in the operational
budget of the Diviglon of Indian Edw:ation. Awards for Special
Service Projects shall be approved by the aigned parties on a
line item basis, or by such other procedures as Dltually determined by the contract officers' repreaentatives .

).

Applicants lllBY submit requests for assistance, with written
justifications, or statements of needs consistent with the provisions of this Plan for supplementary progr&11s/projects and
the provisions of itea 2 of this part to Uie Division of Indian
Education.
. AIIKINISTR,\TION AND HAHAGEHENT

A.

The Bureau shall provide funds for administrative and aanagement
coats to carry out the contracted Johnson-O'Kalley Prosr . . , and the
provisions of the 1977-1978 Arizona Johnaon-O'Kalley State Educational Plan.

B.

The Arizona Department of Education, Divisi011 of Indian Education,
aay be authorized by the State Board of Education to be responsible
for the administration and aanagement of all progr . .a and services
executed under the authority of the Johnson-0 1 Kalley Act and ARS
15-1161, and may perform such other functions as required or delegated
by the Superintendent of Public Instruction. Such responsibilities
shall include final disposition of proposals aubllitted under this
plan for funding and statutory compliances. The Division of Indian
Education shall be staffed by an adequate staff to carry out the
provision• of this Plan and contractual agreements.

C.

Additional functions or activities of the Piviaioo of Indian Education
aay be performed to coordinate other state, federal, or local progr...
applicable to the educational and special needa of Indian children
and the Indian co111111Unities, and, upon request, to the aeneral public.

D.

The Division of Indian Education shall be responsible for maintainin& all documents such aa invoices, purchase orders, cancelled checks,
balance sheets, and all other records relating to financial transactions to facilitate auditing, and maintain other documents relating
to the administration of the contract. The records involved in any
claim or expenditure which haa been questioned shall be further
aaintained until final dete1'81nation baa been aade on the questioned
expenditures.
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E.

The Arizona Department of Educ-atiou shall make an annual report
to the approving official and the participating Indian Education
Co...ittees OD or before September 15 for the previous school
year, and include, but not be limited to, (a) an accounting of
the ll90unu and purposes for which the contract funds were
expended, (b) ioforaation on the conduct of the program, {c) a
quantitative evaluation of the etiectiveoess of the stated
goals and objectives contained in the applicant's educational
plans, prograaa, and projects and such other document& required
by the signed contract.

F.

All applicants participating " ll•~ · · • this Plan shall submit the
following information on or befo>:e July 30 of each year for
said annual report. (A state sUlllllBry report form will be
supplied by the Division of Indian Education.)
1.

Ntaber of eligible Indian eighth gTade and twelfth
grade graduates each year.

2.

Report to the Division of Indian Education total
enrollment of Indian studentu by grade 11I1d age in
the Johnson-O'Halley participating schools (kindergarten through grade 12).

3.

Report number of dropouts and transfers by · grade
and age, including reason for leaving s.chool.

4.

Total school enrollment including Indian and nonIndian students.

5.

All applicants shall furthe• submit periodic progress
report& on prograa activitiea 11I1d current fiscal
expenditures on or before December 31, 1977, and
April 30, 1978 in addition to the annual report
noted above.

6.

Copies of each Indian Education Committee's minutes
shall be submitted aa approved.
GENERAL PROVISIONS

A.

All public schools district& and Indian tribes receiving funds
under this Plan shall comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act.
"No person in the United States shall, on the grounds of race, color,
or national origin be excludeJ from participal ion in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subject to discrimination under any program or
activity receiving federal financial assistance."

~'

All funds provided by this Plan, shall be expended only for the
benefit of eligible Indian students, provided, that where students
other than eligible Indian studeotw participate in programs contracted
under this part, llODey expended under such contract shall be prorated
to cover the participation of only the eligible Indian students,
except where the participation of non-eligible students is so incidental as to be de mini11L1s. Such de minimus participation must be
approved by the Indian Education CoD1Dittee .
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C.

All progr ... or project• funded under this Plan ah.all be open for
visitations and inapection by the contractor or a duly authorized.
representative of the Secretary of the Interior or members of the
Indian Education Comidttee to monitor, evaluate, and audit program
effectiveness and financial expenditures.

D.

School districts receiving funds under the Johnson-O'Halley Act
shall provide educational opportunitiea to all Indian children
within that achooI district or school on the same terms and under
the same conditions which apply to all other atudents, and shall
insure that Indian children receive all aid from all aourcea which
they would be entitled to receive. In no instance shall there be
discrimination against Indians or schools enrolling such IndLins,
and as applicable, the rules and regulationa pertaining to student
rights and due procesa (25 CFR Part 35) be observed.

E.

Ho contract funds under the Johnson-O'Halley Act -shall be made
available by the Bureau directly to other than tribal organizations,
states, school districts, and Indian corporations. However, tribal
organizations, states, school districts, and Indian corporations
receiving funds under this part may use the funds to subcontract
for necessary services with any appropriate individual,. organization
or corporation.

F.

The Bureau of lndian Affairs may provide additional guidelines to the

State Board of Education oo the distribution of contract funds based
upon the special cultural, linguistic, aocial, educational needs of
the communities involved, including the actual cost of delivering
educational services, or by such other factors consistent with authorities granted thereto.
C.

Records shall be maintained on financial transactions involving the
receipt and expenditure of funds provided under the contract in a
manner which will provide accur~te, current and complete disclosure
of financial status, correlation with budget or allowable cost
schedules, and clear audit facilitating data.

H.

During the term of any program created under this Plan and for
three years after the program or undertaking is completed, the
Comptroller General and the Secretary, or any of their duly authorized representatives, shall have acceaa, for audit and examination
purposes, to any of the contractor's books, documents, papers, and
records which, in their opinion, aay be related or pertinent to the
contract or any subcontract.

I.

All contracts, non-confidential record• concerning all etudents
served by the program, reports, budgets, budget estimates, plans,
and other documents pertaining to preceding and current year administration of the contract program shall be made available by the contractor
and local school officials to each member of the Indian Education
Comaittee and to members of the public upon request. The ll<!partll8nt
of Education, Division of Indian Education, or local school official
shall provide, free of charge, single copies of such document~ upon
request.
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J.

K.

In thoee atatea vhere Public Lav 83-280, 18 U.S.C. 1162 and 28 U.S.C.
136Q do not confer civil jurisdiction, state employees 1111y be peraitted to enter upon Indian lands, reservations, or allotments if
the duly-constituted governing body of the tribe adopts a resolution
of consent for the following purposes:
a.

Inspecting achoo! conditions in the public achools located
on Indian tribal lands, reeervations, or allotaents.

b.

Enforcing state coapulaory school attendance lava against
Indian children, parenta, or persons standing in loco pare~tis.

All prograas established under this Plan aust comply vith the applicable
requireaents in the Federal Procureaent Regulations (41 CFR Pare 1),
as supplemented by the Interior Procurement Regulations (41 CFR Pare 14),
the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procurement Regulations (41 CFR Part 14H),
except 41 CFR Part 14H-70, Subpart D of 43 CFR Part 2 which implements
the Privacy Act (S U.S.C. SS2a), and such other procedures determined
by the contract officers' representatives (ADE/77/2CLT).
ARIZONA INDIAN EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

A.

The statewide Arizona Jolmson-O'Kalley Indian Education C0111111ittee
hereinafter known as the Arizona Indian Education Association shall
be composed of one member and one alternate as nominated or selected
by procedures determined by each Arizona Indian tribe or tribal government.

B.

Each local Indian Education Coanittee(s) established under this Plan,
except Intergovernmental Agreements, may elect one representative and
one alternate from its members to participate in the activities of
the Association .

C.

For purposes of this Plan, the Arizona Indian Education Association
shall serve in the liaison capacity to the Arizona State Board of
Education, Department of Education, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and may serve and operate under the terms and conditions delineated
in the constitution and bylaws pursuant to P. L.93-638.

D.

Additional functions and responsibilities of the Association may at
its option be exercised, provided, that such are in accordance with
the applicable state, federal, and local laws or r e gulations, and
the provisions of this Plan for educational purposes.

E.

The Arizona State Board of Education may in the per f ormanc e of its
duties designate the Association to undertake special activities for
the benefit of Indian children, Indian cou.munities, and public school
districts .

F.

The Arizona Indian Education Association in connection with the Arizona
Department of Education 1111y provide assistance through an Indian tribe,
to provide per diem and mileage for tribal representatives or alternates. Representatives from each Indian Education Committee shall be
rei mbursed from ita approved budget to attend and vot e at Arizona Indian
Education Association meetings as designat e d in the constitution and
bylaws of the Arizona Indian Education Association .

G.

The Arizona Indian Education Association aay conduct conference(s)
and workshops on Indian Education in cooperation with the Phoenix
Area Office and the Arizona Department of Education, Division of
Indian Education. Funds for this purpose shall be provid~d pursuant
to Special Services.
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r.mcat1on

Article
I.

'lhe Nava.Jo Board
Juri1ad1ct1Cl'l

II.

III.

or Education

"-"

M!nt>i:rsh1p; appointmnt

J.V.

v. ·

=t!t1ala

VI.
VII.

ot

the CClllll1aa1onel'

ot

llllacat' on

Rlapcrl81b111t1es; approval or l41cat1on Plan
Eata,bl1ahlllmt of' the Office or Nava.Jo l41cat1on
Naval! o Education lleaolut1cns
·
Severab111ty

VIII.

D.

x.

Article I

Sec. l.O

F.at!pliahnent of' the ::svtjo 3oard of' :::dl:cs!iCl'l

a Nava,jo Board o!

'1bm'e 1a eetabliahed

the !loud,

tar the

purpos~.

ot

ep;i.~vi~

~'.le&ticn,

hereat'tlr called

policy COl'll!st'!lt with the Navt,Jo ~

prehansiw Education Plan; aubJect to the :-lsvaJo

~!t!ll

Code, l'HOluttaw or

st!t';~

hwa and regulations

the Nava.Jo Tr1bal Council, federal le.ws, mi such

88de applicable b)' the Navz,l:> Tribal Co>z:c11, by 1ieso::..1:1ona of' the NaVIJo

'lMbal Council enacted

t'1Jw.1 decrees or

aiy

atte:- the date or approval ot' t?-J.s :reeolutiCZl, or b7

tederal or Tribal court.
Article II

Sec. 1.0

Jur1ed1Ct1Cl'l

..

'lhe Board llhall haYe. Jur15d!et1Cl'l aver the 1ystems of' ect.acat1on and

persainel enpgied 1n educat1<Xl81
1r~

llavaJo "Indian Ccultr;·" , u

servi~s

c~t'1ne<! !:i

Articl~

Sec. 1.0

U'f'ecting the tlavaJo Nat1on Ind aUl'l'Oldthe Navajo Tribal Code, Title 7, I l]ll.

III

fmw:!
Sec. 1.1:

'1he !!oard shall ~.a.,~ t.'le pcr.1er ~ neei:>tiate with state

,_.tiooal epncies, the a.ireau of'

lnc!!!!."l

Artair's sclxlobl, 1111.asion Ind pr1-

• • achX>ls; and other apnci.el and OJ'E!!."lllationl directly or 1ntU.rcctly at'tecting

llllllJO

educat1CZli

Sec. 1.2:

to

NOOlllDeUd

and

jll'q)OM

leg1al1t1on ~ Ba-.Jo

161Cat1alll •ttera;

Sec. 1. 3:
~as

CCl'ltrol,

ll81lll@le

e.-;1 direct all td.tcat1.anal :lnst1tut1ona,

otherwiae pl'OV1ded by lafa;

Sec. l,,:

pranulpte, pti>llsh, and enJ'Ol'C9 ngµlat1Cl'ls to exerc1ae

1ta aut;mr1ty IJ'Slted pursumtt to this P.!111olut1on;

Sec. 1.5:

petlnt' Jur1ad1cttai,

apply

tor

to the Navzjo Tribal Court, or

Wf1 OOUl't

111.th ocn-

an il\JIW:t1CZl, :-1r1t of' an~..is or other IA>l'qll"iate

relief' to entorce the proviaia'lll ot th1.! ?.!!aolut1.cr\.
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!le. 1.0

Mmlbersh1p

Sec. 1.1:
~

'1he Board ahall

l".a~

., ele::';e;! t'lrbereh1p With the ro1-

qual.11'1.cationa:

(a)

Cami.date must reside ·::it!".!n the A;.er.Z"J Jur1sc1ict1on;

(b)

aiat hl.., attained legal voting qe;

(c) D..1St have a degree mldl:>r lllhin1ltrat1w experience 1n .,
educat1aial field; '

(d) ahall not be a member

. as prov1dec1 tor
(e)

l.pll'I

o~

the Navajo T:-1bal Cculc11; except
F.ducation Ccan1.ttee;

election, shall net be enployed !'\.Ill-time, part-time,

· or be a consultant to t::e
(t)

or the

the Qi&!.'1!'.an

ornoe

or E:i·Jcatim;
Tr~c!.l

1f inerrber 1s elected t-:: t.'le Navajo

Cotrlc11, l!llllt>er will

be terminated t'nJl'l the :ioarj.

· Sec. 2.0

Electia'!S
'lhe ;JavaJo ?oerd or

or the

pas~

Electi~. s

or this !'.esolution,

Superviaora ahall t:ithin aixty days
certified elections or one represen-

co~·~::

tative for eacli be:-ity thousand people '. ;:- naJor t'ra-:tiai thereof)

:rell1d1ng 1n

each agier.cy •

Sec . 3,0

i.eristh or Ser1!ce

'lhe tenn

Sec, ·.3.2:

In order to main:!in

up1rat1on or
one-half

or

~nbs

end

shlll be
~

tour years

cxnt1nu1ty or the Board, the

or Boa.."'d membera he:: be •taSl!l!red ao that the term or

the ~ will expire every :;wo years.

Sec . 3,3:
detennine

or serv!~

Sec . 3.1:

a.iuig

At the initial r..!!ting

or the

Board, the 111e11t>era shall

themselves by lot whici: :'.".e::ibers 1 tem s..'l&ll ellpire 1n blo yelll'll

tour years.
Sec. 3.11:

'lhe length or ae::-:ice to:- ea:.1 elected r.arber ot the Boa?11

ahall be 11::\lted to two c'J:"lsecut!-..e ter.-:-.! .

Sec.

11.o

~·Ii th

Other !'lentlers

Pull Vot !:".; Powe:-s

Sec. 4 .1: ·T!':e C.'18.ir.-:-.a'l of : :-.e Educati:i:. :c?r,! ttee or the iiavajo Tribal Qiunc11 shall serve as a."1 ex-:irt'!cic 1:2:'.".ber ct'

Sec. 11.2:

~!'le

3cerd.

'Ihe ::-iairr..a.'1 ot' : :-.e l!avaj:i '::-!::!.l 'COU'lc1l ahall recamend

two or more persona, one ot' :,tian.idll ~ awo1nted by the elected Ebard.

Sec. ll.3:

'lhe

current;\' enrolled stl.dent

~

attendi.~

ot

::ie Navajo 'il'ibal Coi.ncil lhall appoint a

a s:.":X>l under the jurisdiction ot the Board.

'lhe aelect!ai of the student will be su: :ect to the t'ollOlfing:
(a)

reoannendat1ons receh·<: :: t'ra!t a hi&tl school or institution ot
higler education.

(b)

le~h o~

service cn

::-.~ !loard

a."lall be 11.no.ited to

aie

year
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'lhe C:i=issioner or the Office

Sec. 5.Q

Sec. 5.1:

or tlevajo

Edu:'!.t!on

'1he rnsnbers or the ~'"11 ahall llp?:>int t.>ie ~

or the Office or :·1avaJo F.ducation.

'1he appointment or the cor:m1saioner will

be subject to the !"ollow~ conditiala:
(a)

a;i;ioiiitee

(b)

must be an enrolled llllllllber or the !la~o Tribe,;

r.ust aeet qualit'icat1005 dete!'!!'.ined by t.'le Board,;

(c) rust have the ccncurrence
Sec. 5. 2:

or the

Navl,jo ':'r1bal Ccllncll,;

'lhe CCJ1r.lissiooer shall be a . J'IOrl-YOt~ IB!tler

i!oar'd,; ;.iill be t.'le presidil1g ort'icer at all Board r:-eet1n6$; an1

or the

~

Rei>

records or all meetirgs.

Sec. 5. 3:

'lhe Board lhall delegate

L~

autho..-ize auch duties Ind

reaponsibillties to the Ca:T.lissioner, as necessa:"".{, to

the w:>&la end

tul~ll

objectives or t.'le education policy(iea) or the H&vajo ?i&t!'Jn.
Boa..'"11 Officers

Sec. 6.o

Sec. 6.1:

or

Preside:'lt

'lhe Carm1nioner shall

H!"'! e

u t!".e

presid~

oft'icer end

the ibard at all Board meetings .

Sec. 6.2: . At the fir&t

re~l&r

elect a '!ice-President, e:-.d Secretary

meet!:'.e; of

t..~

!loard, the

rro:i Soard ~:'9!".!ij).

offices lhall be held every two years, at the

~;ct

...t>er lball

Electiala tbr tbeee

::oea.il2:' 119etin& arter the

cer--

tif1.ed electia'la.

Sec. 6.3:

In the lbaence

or

the Pre&i~t, t.'w V1oe-hea1dent,

nil

preside et Board l!ll!etine;s.

sec.
!<ff~ .

:!'le

1!st of

~

~:!

6.4:

ReiP-tlar meet1.ni!ll or the Board lhall be held - l ' f

will call special meetingl; when

Mce~e.""l •

au

A quonn will corr

sir.ple majority of Board merrt>ers.

Article V
Sec. 1.0

Oeneral Provisiona

Sec.
tions

1.1: '1he Board shall adopt 81hiniatrat1ve rule• Ind nilPlla-

tor its tntemal operat1cns, L"ld \·:111 atmlt amual aid

apec1al budpt

requmta fOll' review cd 11?Propriat1on by tl:9 :iavaJo Tribal Quicil.

Sec. 2.0

Rerr.oval 1'rolll Office

or a re:iav,

Sec,. ;2.1:

~

Sec~ 2.2:

Meimera not at~ n11PJ1ar Sld special Board -t~

conviction

11i:1 IZltler shall - - to

bold ornce.

W:ith adequate n:>tice or such meetin6s. ai t.'l.."'ff caisecuti,,. occuima, aMll

ccnatitute neglect o! duty, altlject to :'ll!Xlval ty the 9oL"'l1.
Sec. 2. 3:

Elect ed mr.t>e:-s l! t:-.e Board a.":a!l be aub,Ject to NllDV&l

tmm th! Bclard by a recall wted ':ly the!: =st!tuer.:y, • 'Jbject to promdurea
IPW~

tJ1 the Navl,jo Boar:1 or Elec:io.-.a S;,;;:erv!SO:'S •
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Sec. 3.0 .

Inde:rn1t1cat1or. or Beard
Sec. 3.1:

bJ l'fUQ:l

or the

~::-.l:>e:-s

Ar.y ;ieracn l!'.a:» a

s;a:-.~

t:: r;,1

~!m, .- ault

or

!'act that he, h1a tn':ato:' er 1ntntate, 1s ar -

tbe Boa."11, lhall be 1nde:r:.!t"ied by t.":e

::av~::i

prooeed1np

a l!Wlltler or

'!'r'.;.e ap.!:'".st U. reesa'lllble

eiipm-

- · inc~ attamey's fees, actually L"ld nec9Har1l;f incurred bJ h1ll 1n

or such

OCRleCtial with the defense
Ir\)' ~al

with

act1Cll, suit or

p~,

ttwre1n, except 1n :relation to mattera as to "11ch it lhall be

adJudi!le-:i 1n auch act1Cll, suit or procee:ilng that auch
sence

O:'

ar 1n oomection

m1aCQ'ldact in the pert'ar.nance

Of

~r. 1.s

liable tcr negll-

h!.a dutiee

Article V!
Sec. 1.0

~

Sec. l.l:

'Jhe !!oard s.'W.l ,ro~rly and ll'litcr:ni, ent'orce the prov1-

a1ons or the NavaJo Education Polley;

policy

ornce or

Sec. l.2:

datennine

Sec. 1.3:

11SJP01nt the Corml::iomr or the Ot'tice ot NavaJo Educa-

tien, with the ocr'.sent

Sec. l.11:

Nava.Jo F.ducat1crl;

ot the Navajo 'n'1bal Coll'lCll;
approve couniea for inatNCtia'l, requ.inlllllnta tor grad-

uatiat and etandards tor all schools
Sec. 1.5:

fa!' the

sub~ect

to the Jurisdict1Cll or the Boazd;

require prier aw:-oval tor 111'\Y educat.1onal

prDlrllll

which

to be ct11ducted, IPQl80red, carried en, ar caused to be carr1ed m bJ 8'11

1e

other

~cy

or arpnizat1.on;

Sec. 1.6:

and

~te

authorize educational programs to be ccnducted 1n schools,

and publish regulat1Clls

o:ivem~

all such e<b:atia'lal

Dl'Qf';reJTll;

Sec. l. 7: · uaesa ll'd evalue';e all ach:>ols within the Jur1ad1ct1oo

ot

the Soard

to:- :·:avaJo ac::"edi tat1Cll;

Sec. 1.8:
t1oate to

~

dete:mine the Qua!ificat!ons tor .-id 1aaue a te8ch1ng

person teachirg, usiltin; teachers, su;::e:'V!sing

program, cola'laelin6, providirg spec1.al

!..~tr..i=':~a:

in schools st.t>Ject to the jur1sdkt1Cl'l o:'

· Sec. 1.9.:
us1at1ng teachers,

cel'-

Ill

1nstnict1onal

se?""1!c!!I, or

ain1n1.ste~

t~ 9oa..~;

detemine the ccr.!i';!::ns o!' te:-.:--e ~ar any ;ieracn teaching,

a14le:'\~s!ng L'1 1nst::-~ct!:riel

;::-:.,::-a,, OOl.lllellng, ;raviding

1P9C1al 1na tnlct1cnal. aer; l.ce3, or lllhinisterl.ng !n a ::.~ls aubject to the JuriadictiCll or the Boa."11;

Sec. 1.10: after a hearing, suspero or revoke a cert1t1c:ate 1.saued
to. 8rtf person te~. assisting tea.ch!!!"!, s1.perv1s1ng an 1nstnict1Cl'l81 prognun,
counseling~

praliding special 1nstruct1C!lal services, er a:!r.11n1.ster1ng 1n achoala

subject to the Ju:oiadictioo or t.'le

~.

upon CO'lvicticr. or a telcrw or 1111ade-

119siora !nvolvini ooral ter;>itude or v...ss inc:aiiientance or neglect or dutJ;
Sec. 1.11: set r.aidelines to:: insure ror

~t11.'1t

all scho:illl st.t>Ject to the Jur1Sd1ctiai ':>!° the Board;

nninistratioo or
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•

Sec. 1.12: ccr.pile pe:-10'ilc ?'l!?:l?'ta en p."'es:ribed t'on'll traa all
schools s:.tiJect

to the Ji.r1sd1ct1on of t?'le 9ca."1, in ac:o.-danoe with the stan-

ot certificaticn

dards

Ind accreditaticr.;

Sec •. 1.13:. cooperate With a:::re:11t1ng ageir.::iaa far achoola Id.thin
the JUl"isdiction ::if the Bc:ard;
Se~ ~- 1.14: plan and

ewl:.' t?-.ro'J6h the Nava,'.:i Tribal Oolncll, tor

grants or lllXley !'ran the federal 1Pvenr..mt and llllY
purpaaeis

tar

ecb:aticnal

ard e~1 the mcney far the Jll'?"?OSe& apecH'1e11n ~ grsit;

Sec._ 1.15:

llittee

ot::~ ~

of

:~!ifaJo

the

wcatiaial centers,

revi~:

and reoair..S1d ror 1pprowl by the Educat1on

Tribal Council,

~s

~-la;:s

~\'lt?T.!tg

for

and other educatiO!'lal

~

boards or oolleaea.

!.'1s~1tuticns,

qiencies Ind

organizations, ..mich are acoo1r1te))!.e to ~ ?:avajo ':!Z!l .Cculcil;
.. Sec . . 1.16: review decis!.::n.s &."'!d ::-..&.e rec=~tiona· to the ID'vem~board

or otticials or ll'IY orp.."'!iza:!.o:'l

sdlools slt>Ject to the Jurisdicti:ri or t."le

Cl!"

assc:!.a:!.on providing ecllcaticn 1n

Boa..~;

Sec. 1.17:' assess aid evalua:e fc:- a:c:-e:!!~a~ion
or-t.hird or all schoola

19ars,

thro~

s~Ject

tc tl".e

j~!silc-;i:r.

visits or t.":e :>ff.ice of ::a·:e..:o

PJr;>OSeS at

1-t

c: ;;.'le Board everr tour

~:;::a:!.:.-.

;>!ns<nlel to inwestip.te

the adequacy ,or p!.l>U ach1e·1e.oent in re;o'.l!...""e:l. s;.io;ec: ::-.atter, adequacy of p1411l

activities, 1\.rlcticrial rea.si!:>il1t;v ot" 1c!xxll Ol"iilr.izat!.21, lldequaey ot atatr preparation 8!ld other 1111tters· bearin6
Sec. l.18: provide for

~

the educe.t10!'\ :: atudl!nta

l!'~t

and

o~:-

mcesalll')' pel'llCllllel. to

educati.:rial institutions ae.!"'ling ?la;.raJc ;>e-::J!:le, which L""e in. need or asiataice,
imtil .su;!l. tirr.? t.>iat the operatic.,~ ::-et th'! prov'...s!.:."'lS or the policy, 1ta
standar'15 _11:11 r>-6'.1lat1ais;

. .5.!c. 1.19: th'! ?Qard

s.~11

talcen by loc:il sc?-=l boards, _subject
dance

wit~

t~

l'llql.leSt

:~ r1@tlt

to ,8'>Peal actials

t.'1'! Jurisdict!Cll or the Board, 1n _acoor-

p!'l:>Ce:!ures contdned in :.p;ie."l'!1T.

Sec. 1.20: ~
iaay

;::-:r;r..d'! fo:-

ot t!":e !'ol1ey;

by a i>art1 to the :uapute, the Board

art>1trate .disputes relat~ to educe.:ia'lal •tters within 1ta Jur1.adio-

t1cn, with the power to subpoena witnftses, Wonnatial .-Id tea~; ll1d
1111)'

enlist the, aid or 1Dpart1al ~ 0'.1tl1de the 81bent or 1ntermt er

See. 1.21: appoint apec1al OClllllittees 1n emrpnq a1tmtia1a,
the special ~t~ lhall be delegated the IUthorit:y to tam neceallC')'
imaaurea

on

aucii

.._l'IP!lley iaaun ar in:identa atrecting tht ecllaatial or

llavaJo people, the mpecial CClllll1ttee shall report ita f'1nd1np ll1d ~
•rdations to

ttie Board

tor ect1cn;

Sec. 1.22: aet m1n1.nU11 jp.dd911nea tor local school baard opera-

t1cns, 1ncludini, but not l.1!111ted to g:-L'1t1ni local ac!'lool boa?'d dta1a1m118ldrg po.-:ers i.,· selection or 1tatr. cc.-;iensat1cn c~ a:.icol baard 9Bltlerl.
~c1l1ties uae Ind_diapute

settlement;
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Sec •. 1.23: cooper9.te with ti:• atatea

o~ .t.~zaia.

New !llex1001 Ind

Utah 1 1."l preeenting the needs or SavaJc eduoat1a:: !.'l tr:::s or populat1cn c11a-

tr1butiCl'l1 both

~1c

ot atate school

t'lnta;

r.rol~t.

L"ld ap, ach:::>l

Sec. l.24: maintein attilia':iCl'l llith
tive or C0111Ulit.1ee.

~cies

'lhe Board ehall aeek edvice

!."ICClllle 1 lrlC1 lllocat1cn

pl&.T~

OOU1Cil

~ta

and _Ol'l!ill1l!lat1Cl'la 1nvol\'l!d 1n Nava.lo Eib:atla'I.

rnn

the

plem~

COl.l"lclls in poliCJ develqmmt -

IR1 1\lture plaming;
Se.:. l.25: require a t'actuL. ftp<rt tran el!Ch ·achool bl' Augi.mt 1 1
or each

yea.~ ~ch

1nd1cates lihlt erre::':. the cun'll'lt t'lnd1ng fbnlula Sid at.her

r1nanc1a! aids tave had Cl'l ecl.lcational ;rogr1111 operat!ms Sld student Jll'Cll"Ui

tr

and ~at c~s.

q , are ·..-ded;

Seo. 1.26: the 9oard stall e·1aluate re;:mts 1 canaol1date t1ndtnp
~present

TritW.

• :.iavajo educational report

Co~cil

~

the leir)..slative eesa1Cl'l

or

the ~o

on an amual basis;

Se::. 1.27: In pneral, to 6:> all end everytt-.!1'11', either mth1n

or without t.'le Navajo Nation, neceasaey to co1wen1ent • to the acccr.iPliahnl!nt

or anv

anv

or the purposes herein stated; and 1n general to do

and exercise L'T/ end all power.i, ri@nts and privileges

tion my

IDI

or

~

be organized to do
Article

Sec. 1.0

DI'

~ich

and all

~

a Board or lduca-

to exercise.

VII

Resoons1bilities

'Ihe 3oard will 1-d.1.atel.y direct the caq>let1on or the NavaJo
Coaprehenaive !'.d'-lcation Plan regarding e1ucationa.l plaming ror the Navajo
Nation.

'lhe B:iud, with the Cair..1ss1ora;o an:: t."ie

will develop

tl".~

-:>f NavaJo Education

following ed1Jcat1on plans:

Sec. 1.1:
gn11111,

:)!'f!c~

Farly ~ldhc:>:i ::::i~a:~ :i~ ?l!:':, _es'::!lblish pre-school Jl!'O-

particul'!rl.y those

~gr&.'!'5

haV'.:.;; c:~~~:.::::-e;;:e pe:-~~'::al

haveilg a curricular progra-,, e;>proved t;.r thE
source, and are provided te:::.'lical

essi:~a.'l~

:::ia...~. ~'.'!!"~

!:: a..~~ :!'

1r.·;o1Yel'lent 1

a pen:anent !'.indirl;;

;:irognu:i develop.~nt

and operations;

Sec. l.2:

Ele::-.:=:t2!'"J en:!

~e::i:.::a..~~· :::::·~:a~~:~.

tion or kirdere;erten throuo;.': t;o..:d .."th g:oa1e
1!!p'Olle and eicpard the

ed 1~:at1o:lal

:!'lan1 continue opera-

ed·•ca:!:~.a'.i. S!fSte!!IS

opportunit!es

;i~vide~

tor youth; also,

rar HavaJo atu:lents

closer to their hanes;
Sec. 1.3:

Poat-Secordal-; Ec"J::at1on Plan, cai';inue operation or

higtler. e:lucat1oo L'ld poat-~:Cl'lda~1 s;:s:~.s c!.' education. !'er ·y~ acults

aid

ad~<;s,

ut1:iizif6 institutions
Sec. i.11:

b:>t~ ::~

Adult Educat!-:>=:

a.-::i o!.'!' tl:E re?ervat1on.

?:.an, ~X.'::irae o;:~:-at1on

or ac1Jlt educa-

tion systems; also, iJll>rove and e;q.'?:.;! ';;!'.e e1:.;cat1o=:ll.l o;:i:;ortun1t1es !JroY1ded
by · theae ayater.s;
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Sec. 1.5: Vocatklnal F4.l<:at1Cl'I Plan. continle operation. ~-
ll!llt ·L~ er,:>an&lon of vocational educat1Cl'I pr-crams for )'OUllS

edulta and lldulta.

· utillzir.g inititutiona both Cl'I and arr the reeerntiCl'I;

Sec . 1.6:

ComunitJ School.a Plan. oontinue cperatiai.

~

I

ed. e~L'lllion of local camimity achooll. including oormutitJ-<Clltrolled achoola

tor Navajo

chi~"en.

youth. and adults;

Sec·. 1. 7:

..i expanaion of
ea.ication

proe;ra:n5

tor

education for HavaJo children. JOUth. Ind U.Uta; apec1&1

will be given priority tor establisl'nlrlt 1n local

Sec. : 1.8:

..i expa."1111Cl'I of

Special Education Plan. oonti.rue operation. ·illl>l'OVll!lllent

~c1al

~t1H;

B111."WJ8.l-&cultural Plan. CCl'ltirue qieraticn. ial>rollS81t
e:bcation pro.,..-.., at aU levels

biUngual~icultural

or

education

children. youth. and adults in inst!:uticns se:--:!!".i; :lavaJoa Cl'I Ind orr the

reservation;

Sec. 1.9:

Sec. 1.10:

to the :1eeds of

~lavajo

Sec. 1.11:

ir.:;::-Y~ l':!e.:~:.-related p~ tort~

School Health !'lc."'I.

benefit of HavaJo .chUdren. youth. L"'IC
Guidance and

ch!.:.d!'e:1.

~ts;

C::>'.i:".Se~!."16

you~'l, ~=-

Yo·~:!: Develo;::::!~.~

C>le expansion or year aro::?d youth

?::.-:. !::;:lement

p~

whici'i

&.:::.:!ts;

?la:-.,

~·1elo;:r.~1t

cc~::!.-:~

operatial and conaider-

p!'Ce;:-a.7.s that ere raspaisive to

the needs or Navajo childre:-: L"ld youth, incluilng recreation program Ind

aummr -

eaployr.>e:1t;
Sec. 1.12:

disciplines of higtler

re~Oi;'l~zej

Sec. 1.13:
in.,

aiu

Post Grarua:e ar.d

?ro~easicrial

Developaent Plan. plat and

educat~zi;

Voc!ltl.a'lal Rena:;nite.tion !"le."".• secure Ind ooorJinate .f\n1-

!:1 ~raticn with local. stat'!. a:11 fede:-al ag91Ciea. organize and

~lrm."=:t a ca:i>rei".ensive

program tr..at

-,:!ll ;;:-ovi-:k t?'lli:'!ir.i. C01M1Selilg aerv1cea.

and enployment for plwsically end mentally hlrldicapped Navajo .children. youth,
and adults;

AltematiV.?S in ::du~tiCl'I Plan. ll~port develq:ment or

Sec. 1.1":

alternative forms or educaticn

tor

~VS.::>S. and provida tecMical assistance to

end or;;anisationa inveati.atini o:-·establi.shini altematbe ~Ill!

perllOnS

achoal.a;
Sec. 1.15:

Educatia'lal Star.3rds Plan. cocperat.e with accrad.1tilg

apncies to extabl:lah educational stSlda..."'ds that will uslJ:"ll! pneral educatialaJ.
quality

.m equivalence;
Sec. 1.16:

Bducational ilnear::h

Research L-:d D!twlo;rmnt Center Plat, q>erat.e a NaVllJo

am Deve1Dp:i!:1t

Cer.:er an:! Ubrar;· • to P'Ovide a aentralh11d

reaource oenter tar research sld d!velo;::-.e::~ o~ e:1~~t10!'lll prcgrarns; alao. the
Board shall pLi>llah an educ;ationa: jo;.ir:.o.: ~or ed'-'Cat!:r.i :-e·Jiew and critique;

Sec. 1.17:

Sc!xx>l kt.!..-.ist:-t~!::: :e¢r.i::!.l S!:'Vi~a Plan. cperate

Ind expand the school ackr>.1n1stratb:-. tec.'":.!:ll ae:-·r..c!S p:!l'I throuih the Otnce

of HavaJo f.ducation;
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Sec. 1.18:

F.d\.iCatiCl".s! F'ac~~.. ?~•• 1!9\>!!lop en eclucat1mal

tacUities plan which us •.;.."'!!s the ::e11-; e::·.i:u;!or.£..1 t'a.:!ll';im to meet tht needs

or achool CCllllUlitiea. incl\;ding local L"".:1 ~i!CT.lf.l::,Y bas~ inltitutims;
Sec. 1.19:

Edi;caticn ·?rofessia:'UI Devel:i;mmt Pllrl. OplU'llte. 111i>rove,

end e:xpa.'ld the NavaJo Educatial Profeas1c.."UI ::ie·.iel~nt

· of educat1cn for Nava.Jo people cn and
Sec. 1.20:

o!'~

Prov•

to meet the needs

the reservation;

General Serr.11ces ?1L"1• aervices, such as, eciJcatitnal

plr.n!n6. eta=";' t:'81."1.irg, e•lllluatbn ar.:i ::;t-.sr new cY.l re-:'.l?Tirg tecbl1cal neadl
of achools an:1

c:ille~s.

will tie

;:~Vic~:.

:::- assistance. if necessary. tor de-

v.lq:iment of technical aer-1icea p::-·ylide:i :::; :it?ier orp."11zr. ';iCl'll.

. .sec.

Aporoval of Educaticnal Plans

2. ·')

Sec. 2.1:
doc\RfltS and

·for rev:!.~.•

~tiler

'the Office of HavaJo Educat1on ahall prepare neceaNI')'

pertinent mterials relating to the plan far the Beard

end F1ficat1cn;
Sec , 2.2:

'lhe Boaro Will 11bm1t the P:\an to the F.ducat!O'I Camitt•

.of the ::avajo Tribal Council for review and 11Ddif1cat1cn;

Sec.
tht pneral

~.3:

'1he Board llhall then a~ the plan

tar publicatial to

J>li>1'.tcii
.Sec • . 2.11: ·'Jhe Bo!lrd shall then rr.ake plblic notice weekly 1n nwa-

Plll*'IJ ard

ott:~~ tor

t.hree cauiecutillll!

-1m.

h

that the plan

aftilable

ror ins;:ectian.
(a) lbtice11 1111JSt

nal1ll!

loca';i::na througi'IO'.it the Navajo Rellervat1cn
t~ ~ lr.

.and other sites 11.tlere

!s avilla!lle;

(b_) . Notices llhall detail t!':.e a;ip:-::;:-::-!!!.';e

:or

J'eC(X1%11!!11daticns and

Sec. 2 .5:

:rod!~:a-:!:::i s

proc~ure11

tor •ll:lmiaaia'I

-:o t..'le plan.

Upcn ~tenninat1c~. o!' ';.'1.e ?:a--1 :.~ pli>Uc request. pii>l1c ·

.tiell'ines my be held regal'ding tM educat1o:: pla."\.
(a) · Notices of pl.i>l1c hear'..ngs ::'!r;L-'..!ng ejucation pl.arw llhall
inclu:le t.'le time, date, and
(b)

Notices shall be llllde

loca';~~

~ ra~.

0: Nd! hearing.
telev111cn and n!llllj)apers.

weekly• for a period of three cmsecutive 'ileekll

pri~

to the

Mm-1ng date aet by the !bard.

(c)

Notice shall include p:-ocedi.ires

SPve~

participat!O'I 1n the

hesrin6s and approyriate r;i..:!delln!!:s tor submission or recoaerrdatiais and DDdi!'icatl:ns.
Sec. 2 .6:
ticn

o~

reva:·:

'lhe Board shall alla.-: e.t least thirty da,ys after the OQlll>le-

the hearifli3 for written public car.:-,!flta, and after auch

a..~j

time. lhall

conaioor all input and mla!! L'IY necessazy mod1!'1cat1ons Ind reuona
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therefore, to tht pla."I.

Sec. 2. 7:

'Die Education C=.!ttee or the ::avlJo Tl"ibal Coun:ll

8hl.ll approve and incorporate the plan u pe.."'t or the :lava.Jo ~ve

iduaation Plan.

Articl! 'III:
Eatabllahnent or the Office or

Sec. 1.0

~Ja·ajo

lducat1on

'1he Ikard and the Corm1aaio.-:!r a...U aet
c1ee and procedures or the Office or Na·:e.Jo

tb~

~:1ucat1o.."I.

·'

the operat1cnal

poU-

'lhe Navajo DJ.v1a1on

or

lducation ahall beocme the orr1oe or Ha·ll,jo !1ucat1on, all tunctiona or the

otticers and the ottioe a.'lall be Wder

d!...-ect1on o!' the Conlliaaioner or

:~

'!be ldn1niatrat1ve 1\m:ti<r.! o!' t l".e orn:e shall be 1qll--.tat1on

EdUcation.

Sec. 2.0
'Dw Ottioe

ot

~vaJo

Educat!;,::,

~~:tt! !::;/ -;tie

!.."1-.:lud~

Ccmailaioner, &hall perf'om all duties u aut!":or!?t!,

to the

Board, throuatl the
but not limited

to~:

Sec. 2.1:

assist all scho::s

er.. s::.o;,:.S

~~eialll ~

Wlder the

Jurild1ct1on or the Board;
· Sec. 2.2:
1nat1~t1ona

8dv1se IPvernini ":oards ar.:1 o!'!'1::1ala

qient1J1E wit.'1!.."I the Jur1e"!ict1o:1 or

Sec. · 2.3:

~:.e

3oard

ot

educatiQnal

~the

Pollq;

aak.e available, ;;?:in requ!st a.~ m1n1lllll ree, the pol1c1al

plans, rulee, mid rec.il&t1ona p.raiulpt~1 b:; the Boa.."'d to ~ school boards
and

WI

intereated

per1ICrl5;

Sec. 2.11:

aan1niater an:1 c:::'d!:,ate !U."11s .tlocated tor ri.li:atior.1

Sec. 2.5:

r.n:Ser tec::..,1ca: u.s!su."Y.:e to :;·aJ.it'1ed C01111L111t1 orpn-

1.satio~.a, •·I·, Qiaptera, ecb:at1a:ial i='=:..;s L"1d &S3oc!at1ona wia~ to establilh

lld ooonUnate educaticnal FOIJ'US or ua11m control or program
aw:t~ w1tll

·to, ·prapoeal ta'it1ne, .budpt

.

r1oulm

•ter;-ia,

t~

Sec. 2.6:
~nta o~

'

reoe1~ ~

..s

evaliatial

con-

or~. dntlop~ CUI'-

.

peraomel, and aupp1-ttal Jll'CllP'Slll ·1nt'onat1on;

arnall1,

prep&l'e and JU>llah

1mep accurate :records

rePort en the avw.lJ.
the Board;

.mm, repcrta
..s tba llo&M;

or all

am evaJ.-

conter with local Mlool baardlJ Ind certU'1ed adio:>l

educat1cnal apnciea ccnaemu. •tteni

Sec. 2.9:

a

or the polley to

t.111 Ot'tice or HavaJo !l:lucat1on

Seo ~ 2.8:

~l

~is.

the obJecti- and pl1

s.O •. 2. 7:
iatit.n

~

"out.a1de apncia. Aaaiatance lhall incluril, but 1a mt limited

or Haq.Jo

~ion; .

ect1wly participate in all esaential r.lat1onships

llith local, atate, rqioml an1 federal 9PllCiea directi, and in:21recti,

·tlctin& Nan.Jo education.

ar-
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Sec. ·3.0

Pansainel
'lhe _Board an1 the Camdaaicner are aathoriad 8'111 directed to pro-

nde a a;yetaa tbr the

~tnnt

an1 ten.ire of pera:rnel 1n the

om.a. ot

llPIJo F.dllcation. 'lhe sp tam lhall be fanrulated upcn the basi.s of Ml"it sll1
tttScieney, oara1.stent vit.h NaVIJo Tribal Peracr.:iel Policies
Sec.

'·o

Na'V!Jo Preference

1tie h1.r1JS.

tra1nq and pranoticn of peracrnel 1n cmpliaioe wit.h

llaYIJo preferen:e shall be

~tzoictq

entcroed.

Provided, tnever, tmt 1t

ll'lllt or ocntract requires CClll>l.1.anoe with Indian pretl!Nn:le
25

u.s.c .•

am~.

~

arw

ot

or other federal legialatioo, than the Board shall CCllll'.1¥ "1tb 8UCh

lecialation.

aec.

5.0

swr 0eve1opaent
'lhe Boerd am the Camd.asiomr will ccnllct atatr deval.cpllent ~

1W the omce of NaVIJo F.ducaticn peraomel as ClUtlinlld 1n Appen.Ux

ot

th1.s

policy.

. Article IX

Sec. l.O

NavaJo F.dlJC'lticn Resolutions

All reaolutiOl"ll or the NaVIJo Tribal Co.a'\cil not CCl'ISiltent With

this Plan are ·iepealed
.1

_o nly ·14>a'l the

action or the NavaJo Tr1bal Council nth

'

rePrd to eadl .r esolution ao attect.ed.
Article X

Sec.

i.o

Se-verabil1tx

It ~ eectiesl ot eppllcaticn or

r.y eectioo or the NaYIJC? Caipre-

hens1w F.ducatiop Polley 1a teld invalid, the renai.rder, ·ar its appllcatilll to
other aituaticnalor persons, stall not be a!tected.

APPENDIX E
Methodology
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This study depends on two main sources of information for population and detailed characteristics of the
Navajo tribe; the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the United
States Census.

Reliance on these two

sources requires

an investigation into how each agency collects data in
order to evaluate its reliability and limitations.
Data were collected for 1970 from the Bureau of the
Census, Subject Report, the American Indians, August, 197J.
The count used for the Navajo population and other statistics
was the reservation figures for the area delineated in
Figure 1 of the text.

It is important to note that the

population in residence on the reservation is not representative of the Navajo tribe as a who1e.

For this re-

search, the actual count of the entire Navajo tribe
throughout the United States was not necessary.

The

focus of the study was the improvement of social conditions under the self-determination legislation.

Thus,

the Navajo reservation was chosen as representative of
any changes since the relative isolation of the Navajo
land is assumed to be typical of the social conditions
experienced by the American Indians in general.
Data from the 1980 Census are not yet available
in subject report form.

For the writing of this report,

the information available is noted in Tables XII - XVI
in the text.

Because the Navajo reservation encompasses

three states (Arizona, New Mexico and Utah),
and economic statistics are delayed until

the social

the state
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information is released and can be aggregated in a different format for the reservation.

Current information

indicates · that the statistics will not be available until
August, 1983.

Since this information is not available

from any other source, including the Navajo Nation, profile
data could not be compiled for certain indicators in 1980.
The other source of information for this project, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, is

used primarily to collect

data on the educational indicators for the decade, 19701980.

Organized in 1824 as a part of the War Department,

its early functions were to carry out treaty negotiations
and regulate trade with the Indian tribes and growing
number of white settlers.

However, in recent years with

its transfer to the Department of the Interior, the BIA now has
the assigned task of administering Indian affairs in general.
Nearly all the reports on tribes under Federal jurisdiction
emanate from the BIA.

Data used for this research came

from the Navajo Divison of Education, Window Rock, Arizona
and from an annual report published by the BIA entitled,
Statistics Concerning Indian Education.

The data from the

Navajo Division of Education is submitted to the BIA which
coordinates the information for publication.

In order to

increase comparability, the additional :rears of 1972 and
1977 were included.

Other .years within the decade could not

be used as the . reports for those years were often incomplete.
It should also be noted that no educational statistics are
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available for 1980 from the Bureau of Indian Affairs due
to a lack of funding support to collect and publish the
information.
Final remarks concerning these sources ref er to the
reliability and accuracy of the information presented in
this project.
dent body

The Bureau of the Census is a more indepen-

and the information on Indian tribes is judged

to be l ess biased than the data from the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.

The BIA is oft8n criticized for its reports by

ma.ny Indian tribes

because

it is not an independent

body but an administrative agency which is given authority
to administer Indian Affairs.

The BIA is frequently re-

porting statistics which reflect its own performance rating
in efficiently providing Indians with the opportunities
guaranteed to other citizens of the United States.

Although

this bias is recognized, the statistics are used in this
project

as they represent the only source of information

on the social process of education.
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